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Executive Summary
Good planning focuses on how to make these choices in an integrated way, with careful
consideration of the real costs and a commitment to allocate resources effectively. A good plan is
an active, robust, continual conversation among a diverse audience; there is no such thing as a
good plan that ends up on a shelf.
The Town of Chesterfield is on the precipitous of change. Planning is an action word that
requires thoughtful decision making, monitoring, and a proactive approach to development.
Development does not nor will not happen overnight. Change means reimagined and progressive
governance. Commitment is for today not tomorrow.
Navigation Chesterfield is a living document designed to bend and morph to meet present
concerns and newly discovered opportunities. More importantly, it is a response to the Town’s
citizen engagement. The ultimate goal is to transition Chesterfield from a place to a destination.
Below are relevant points from within various elements.
▪ Review and update the Town’s zoning ordinance. Navigation Chesterfield serves as the
Town’s blueprint. Zoning is one of the tools used to promote appropriate land uses. The
update includes landscaping and buffering standards along with a proactive subdivision
ordinance.
▪ Fully engage residents. Building trust is a conscious inclusionary process. Engaging residents
and businesses through social media platforms, e-blasts to make them aware of meetings and
events. It is a way to share their thoughts on topics. This creates an environment for dialogue,
support, citizen participation, and communal investments.
▪ Create a healthy economic landscape. This starts with low hanging fruit or easier achievable
tasks. One such task is to modify the Town’s website, placing Doing Business menu on its
homepage. Hartsville, Aberdeen, and Pinehurst considered progressive municipalities have a
Doing Business link. This helps expanding, burgeoning, and new business owners to navigate
through the process to open or reaching more customers. Here are where fillable business
license forms, incentives, tax credit/rebate programs, and other pertinent information can be
found. Another link is a link highlighting Downtown – tours, eateries, cool places to visit,
and public parking. Lastly, include a Get Connected menu tab. This allows the Town to build
its volunteer database as well as keep those people informed about things all Chesterfield.
▪ Council with staff create target specific market incentives for Downtown, specific sites, and
its SC 9 corridor.
▪ Work collaboratively with Chesterfield County’s council to develop a special tax program
pursuit to the Bailey Bill. The State tax incentive promotes historic preservation, affordable
housing, and economic development. The Bailey Bill would be a welcome incentive for
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▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Downtown and its historic properties Simply, the bill freezes property taxes for contributing
properties to historic/overlay districts and individually listed National Register properties.
With the City and County approval, property owners can make significant investments. Their
property tax remains at pre-development levels up to 10 years or more. That is predicated on
the agreed-upon terms between the City and County.
What is the Town’s regional attraction? Transitioning from a place to destination requires a
regional event. Hartsville has the Bluegrass Festival, Cheraw the SC Jazz Festival, Lake City
the Art Fields, and Florence the Pecan Festival and a myriad of events through its performing
arts center. These marquee events draw thousands to these cities and towns. Visitors make
their calendars in advance to return next year. Here is where Council, staff, residents, and the
business community come together to discuss and support a marquee event. Suggested are an
amphitheater concert series, Jazz & Ribs Festival, and other supplemental events.
Proactively address housing in a comprehensive fashion through rehabilitation, warranted
demolition, and new construction. The Housing Element details rehab and demolition efforts.
Housing includes cultivating potential home buyers and sensitivity to affordable and senior
housing.
Actively collaborative with the School District, Economic Development Board, and NETC to
help shape the current and future workforce and attracting regional and international
companies.
Promote local businesses - Chesterfield Means Business Initiative. The initiative fosters a
business incubator and business education in partnership with NETC.
Build a coalition with local businesses and nonprofits to further the Town’s vision.
Build a relationship with banks under the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) to engender
support a housing counseling program, low-interest low pool for business development and
upper-story and apartment conversion housing Downtown.
Aggressively seek grants to address recreation and parks, housing, transportation, economic
development, and other needs.
Address the I & I wastewater issues and investigate the land application option.
Engage in quarterly or biannual element committee meetings.
Develop Request for Proposals (RFPs) for YMCA Complex, former Chesterfield Drug, and
Commerce Park to attract developers.

There are four important Appendices. The highlight the following:
▪ Appendix A Implementation Report Card is an instrument to guide the Town in tackling
specific goals and policies.
▪ Appendix B highlights the visioning process and the respondents’ comments.
▪ Appendix C includes sample incentives and resources.
▪ Appendix D is a fact sheet on understanding hospitality and accommodation taxes
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Location & Introduction
The Town of Chesterfield is a cozy small rural community nestled in the heart of Chesterfield
County. Chesterfield is both a great place to live and visit, offering a number of cultural,
educational, and recreational resources. Featured is a bustling downtown with a variety of smallscale stores and Craig Park. The Town is an ardent supporter of the community and high school
sports. Its friendly smiles and waving hand greeting familiar and not so familiar faces frame its
charm.
Chesterfield serves as the County seat and hub of its and County government offices. Cheraw
and Pageland, closest municipal neighbors, are a 20 and 25-minute drive respectively. The Town
is within 35 miles of Rockingham, NC, and hour and 15 minutes from Florence, SC. It is another
hour and 40 miles from Columbia, SC and Charlotte, NC. South Carolina Highway 9, a major
arterial, traverses through the Town connecting Georgetown to Spartanburg and a number of
small and rural communities in between. Its location not only makes accessible to larger markets
but an attractive place to live and commute.
The Town’s latest Comprehensive Plan was completed in 1999. A lot has changed since then.
Chesterfield is poised to take the next step in defining and redefining its future without
compromising its cozy town character. Consequently, Chesterfield contracted with RS3 Planning
Collaborative, LLC to update its Comprehensive Plan.

ONE CHESTERFIELD
Chesterfield does not have the luxury of being a suburb of a mid to large-sized city. Small towns
and cities in the shadow of a larger city, with a vision, have benefited. Forest Acres,
Summerville, Greer, Taylors, and Mt. Pleasant are examples of small municipalities that have
flourished as a suburb. Chesterfield's strategic opportunity lays in its central location in the
County and potential market influence. We will address the latter in the Economic Element
Chapter. All Chesterfield County residents at one time or another frequent the Town for services.
Development and growth hinge on capitalizing on its strategic position and SC 9.
Because of its size limitations, the Town cannot go it alone. One Chesterfield needs to be the
adopted concept and direction going forward. The Town has for years operated in a vacuum. The
Town, here, includes all organizations, the County, and School District. Each group has claimed
a territory excluding the other. Interagency partnership and external collaboration will be
tantamount to the Town’s success. Inclusivity means resident and business community
engagement and feedback. As you can see, the concept is an inclusive approach. That means
consistent engagement and feedback as well as intra- and interagency meetings and collaboration
to make Town of Chesterfield a vibrant community and regional destination. The Town is going
to have to be willing to invest in its infrastructure and be innovative in providing incentives to
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ignite homeownership and business development. A close hand does not give or receive
anything. Therefore, the Town will have to take some strategic risks. We believe this Navigation
Chesterfield lays an excellent road map for a vibrant future.
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What is a Comprehensive Plan?
A comprehensive plan, also known as a master or general plan, is a community’s compass to
charter what it endeavors to be while building on its strengths and assets. More importantly, it
provides the basis for policy and budget decisions. In short, it is a community response to its
future. The document is official in nature, meaning county or municipal Councils adopt it into
law. South Carolina, SC Codes § 6-29-510(E), mandates communities with development or
zoning standards to develop or update, and adopt comprehensive plans every 10 years. The State
mandates communities to address nine (9) planning elements - population, land use, community
resources, transportation, community facilities, natural resources, housing, economic
development, and priority investment. These planning elements are not isolated components
rather interwoven threads that connect to and support one another. Because of the
interrelatedness, some information is duplicated. In one incidence, there may be a slight
reference and in another expressed in detail. During the 10-year period, counties and
municipalities are required to review their plans every five (5) years. However, comprehensive
plans should be reviewed annually to gauge their progress. Annual, semi-annual, or quarterly
reviews ensure the plan does not sit on a shelf or in a box collecting dust. This gauge progress,
and address still attention areas and unanticipated issues. Embedded are general to specific goals
and objectives that express a long-range vision with short and intermediate plans.
Short-term describes incremental steps toward identified goals. These readily accessible projects
are low hanging fruit with immediate outcomes. They serve as confidence builders. Council,
staff, and the broader community see measurable progress, which in turn builds pride, trust, and
confidence. Long-term goals and objectives take a little more time and energy. However, shortterm accomplishments chip away at the more ambitious projects. Other long-term goals and
objectives are on-going efforts to plan a vibrant community. Equally important, projects’
implications can extend 20 years and beyond after the plan is adopted. How? Inattentive and
negligent response to the community’s plan fosters frustrations and creates an uncomfortable
economic and socio-political environment. Conversely, routine review and action energizes a
community and forwards a healthy economic and socio-political environment. Additionally,
Navigation Chesterfield lays the foundation for specific planning efforts like a zoning ordinance
update, robust landscape and open space planning, downtown market study and reimagination
effort, neighborhood revitalization planning, and others. These build momentum for future
generations. Communities need to remember a comprehensive plan is a living document
providing a host of options and capacity to adjust for unanticipated changes. The development of
such a document requires a great deal of preparation.
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Engagement & Public Participation
The comprehensive plan process attempts to glean
information about a community in a synced fashion.
Efforts are to identify a vision and unearth
strengths/assets, opportunities, constraints, fears, and
build on a community’s strengthens and assets. A
series of review and analysis of studies, previous
plans, articles, Census, State, county, and local data,
agency consultations, and the collective analysis and
synthesis of all the available information for public
review and consideration. A draft progresses to the
Planning Commission, then to the public through the
public hearing process for review, input, and
comments. The draft is tweaked into a final document
for Council and the public to review before adoption.
After the adoption, the real work begins. Council,
staff, key stakeholders, and the Chesterfield
Community begin to dissect the plan into
implementable phases. The valued part of the
preparation process is community engagement.
Engagement teases out information and frames the
strengths, weaknesses/threats, and opportunities.
Dialogue and debate promote creativity and a
pluralistic approach. It becomes the backdrop for any
planning canvas.
Navigation Chesterfield hinges on the community
input process. RS3 believes public participation is the
linchpin for community buy-in and eventual
implementation. RS3 worked with the Town’s
officials to notify the public and assemble focus
groups for input and dialogue.
In an effort to engage the public, we kicked-off the
Comprehensive Plan process with a community
visioning and planning workshop. It attempted to
engage the three learning approaches – audio, visual,
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kinesthetic. The visual incorporates surveys to gauge the demographics and community
perception and interest. Surveys gave persons who are not as comfortable vocalizing their views
aloud a platform to share their thoughts. Kinesthetic [hands-on] approach used a map activity.
Groups were provided maps and colored pencils to note strengths in blues, issues/weakness in
red, orange, or purple, and opportunities in green. They perused over the maps, while conferring
with each other, made notations on the maps and assigned their color preferences. This engaged
their audio, visual, motor responses. Audio included dialogue among them and with us during
the discussion session. Tough questions were asked of the community throughout the planning
process. Questions like what thing or things would you change. Do you feel you have a vibrant
downtown? What are the Town’s strengths? Questions gauged perceptions and a variety of
needs.

VISIONING
A vibrant community creating growth through collaboration making the Town of
Chesterfield an inviting place to live, work, recreate, and shop
The vision is the cornerstone of any plan, especially the Comprehensive Plan. It embodies a
community’s hopes, personality, strengths, and future aspirations. It moves the abstract into
existence. More importantly, it is a reminder of the plan’s guiding principles designed to keep
the community focused on moving the plan forward and steer others back on track.
Below are the vision statements. All of them are valued. However, the following stood out:
▪ Innovation, education, quality of life for all, teamwork chamber, town, and community. A
beautiful place to live and grow
▪ Promoting growth while recognizing the history of the town through teamwork and network
of support for business, art, and recreation
▪ A progressive, supportive local government that fosters community involvement in ongoing
efforts to enhance and improve the community to make it the best place possible to live, work,
and recreate
▪ A plan that will let our town grow, keep it a great place to live, and also give our children
(our future) something to do and stay active
▪ Sustaining growth through a mix of governmental, non-profit, residential, and commercial
that enhances the quality of life
Notice the familiar messaging. Keep in mind, this was independent responses. The only prompt
was the example vision statement to engage, inspire them to tap into their creative thought. Each
state and hints to a sense of community, collaboration, growth, and an inviting place. It would
be impossible to read and digest a manageable vision if we combined the aforementioned vision
statements. With the Town’s permission, we synthesized the above vision statements around
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their shared message. A flowering community creating growth through collaboration making the
Town of Chesterfield an inviting place to live, work, recreate, and shop seems to capture their
sentiment. Chesterfield’s vision articulates optimism and partnership as it navigates to a brighter
future.
Navigation Chesterfield represents the voices, ideas, interests, concerns, and direction of
Chesterfield’s residents, businesses, leaders, Town officials, staff, and invested stakeholders.
Several of its goals and objectives are ambitious yet practical. Nonetheless, its success will hinge
on community support.

DATA DECODED
Before delving into Navigation Chesterfield, it is important we help the public to digest the
Census data.
The data largely reflects data provided by the United States Census Bureau. Datasets are from
decennial enumerations. Additional datasets are taken from the American Community Survey
(ACS). The American Community Survey is an annual surveying component for the Census
Program. This data is extrapolated from population sampling. Sampling is from tracts and block
groups. The numbers hinge on survey responses and individuals surveyed. Unlike the decennial
enumerations which receive quite a bit of fanfare, these surveys do not which may not receive
the participants’ undivided attention. Consequently, there are margins of error due to sample
reliability. Nonetheless, this is a reliable gauge for an ever-changing socio-economic landscape.
ACS categorizes data by 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year survey enumerations. The 5-year dataset is
the most readily available for communities. There are distinguishing differences each with tradeoffs. The 1-year estimate uses the smallest sample size. It is less reliable than the 3 and 5-year
ACS Estimate. However, it uses the most current date. The sample size is larger for the 3-year
and even larger for 5-year Estimate. As you may have guessed, the larger the sample, the more
reliable the data. Data is less current with the expanded time. However, the data is usable and
offers an adequate statistical gauge. Another source is the South Carolina Statistic Abstract. The
South Carolina Statistical Abstract is a publication of the South Carolina Budget and Control
Board
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Chapter 1
POPULATION ELEMENT
The Population Element reflects a community’s statistical and descriptive analysis. This section
of the Comprehensive Plan is not meant to be comprehensive but a snapshot. Subsequent
elements add to our community canvas. Population trends, race, household, education, income,
and future populations are the focus of this element. The Population Element offers an analysis
of where we were 10 years ago, a relative glimpse of where we are now, and an idea of where we
hope to be. There are some comparisons between the Town of Chesterfield, Chesterfield County,
and the State. The data lays the basis for developing planning policies to further development
patterns in the Town.
Where are the demands for service? What departments and/or agencies can best provide service?
Population becomes more than just numbers. It is linked to events, policies, and present attitudes.
Population gauges and projects the number and types of jobs, housing, commercial,
environmental and infrastructure demands, and recreational amenities. This influences how the
Town of Chesterfield with the County plans to approach education (K4-K12 and post-secondary
training), healthcare, and supportive services.

POPULATION TRENDS
Figure 1.1 expresses population trends from 1940 to 2017. Chesterfield steadily experienced
population growth from 1940 to 1970. Its greatest growth rate occurred between 1940 and 1950.
Growth afterward began to decline until 2010. The growth rate between 1970 and 1980 dropped
14.1 percent. One plausible explanation for the decline is the country’s economic policy shift.
Textiles, around 1974, in South Carolina and the South began to close and/or relocate to other
countries. The 70s were not only dogged by textile closures but by gas storage and a recession.
Households and families relocated in search of work. Unfortunately, this economic policy shift
continues to plague small communities.
After 1970, noted in Table 1.1, populations for the Town and the County flip-flopped.
Chesterfield County witnessed steady growth. Surprisingly, counts for the Town rebounded in
2010 with an 11.8% growth rate exceeding County’s growth rate. There is not a clear
explanation for this turnabout in population growth. No new technical or economic engine
located within the Town or County between 2000 and 2010, particularly with the 2008
Recession. The 2008 Recession was the catalyst for a number of communities’ population
decline. Families and households moved across the country in search of work and more
affordable housing options. Nonetheless, the population grew. Unfortunately, the Census Bureau
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forecasted a 3.3 percent population decline in 2017. It is unclear why particularly since there
were no announced job losses or business closures/relocations.
Figure 1.1. Population Trends
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Table 1.1. Population Trends
Locality
Chesterfield
Chesterfield County

1960
1,532
33,717

Locality

1960-1970
% Change
8.8
(.15%)

Chesterfield
Chesterfield County
Source: U.S. Census

1970
1,667
33,667

1980
1,432
38,161

1970-1980
% Change
(14.1)
13.30

1990
1,418
38,577

1980-1990
% Change
(.97)
1.10

2000
1,318
42,768
1990-2000
% Change
(7.05)
10.9

2010
1,472
46,734
2000-2010
% Change
11.8
9.2

2017
1424
46,127
2010-2017
% Change
(3.3)
(1.3)

Table 1.2 reflects proportionality discussed is the Town’s group quarters population. Group
quarters are compartmentalized into two categories – institutionalized and noninstitutionalized
facilities. The former is ineligible to participate in the labor force. This populace accounts for
persons residing in adult and juvenile correctional facilities, assisted living nursing homes,
psychiatric hospitals, and inpatient hospice. Noninstitutional persons are an assorted mix. Living
arrangements include college/university housing, military quarters, and other group facilities.
Other group facilities consist of emergency and transitional shelters, group homes, residential
treatment centers, maritime/merchant vessels, and worker living quarters. In 2010, 8.9 percent of
Chesterfield’s population resided in group quarters. Between 2000 and 2010, group quarter
increased 908%. Eighty-six percent [131 persons] of those residing in group quarters were
institutionalized. Men overwhelmingly represented this group. Without access to criminal data, it
is impossible to pinpoint when these persons were detained and the type of charges. It is very
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plausible this surge from 0 inmates in 2000 to 113 inmates in 2010 was attributed to the 2008
Recession. In fact, of Chesterfield’s population growth of 154 persons more than half (73%)
comprised inmates.
Table 1.2. Group Quarters
Institutionalized
Noninstitutionalized
Group Quarters Population
Total Population

2000
Population Percent
0
0%
13
100%
13
.99%
1318

2010
Population Percent
113
86.3%
18
13.7%
131
8.9%
1472

2000
Percentage Change
*11,200%
39%
908%

Institutionalized
Male
Female
Male
Female
Correctional Institutions
0
0
106
7
Nursing Facilities
0
0
0
0
Noninstitutionalized
13
0
12
6
Other Group Facilities
Source: 2000 & 2010 Decennial Data
*Estimated percent with the factor of 1 to calculate percent change. O does not yield a number.

2010

2010 Group Quarters

9%

14%

86%

91%
Group Quarters

Population

Institutionalized

Noninstitutionalized

Figure 1.2. Group Quarters Data

POPULATION UP CLOSE
Demographers view population in terms of births, death, and migration. These determine
population enumerations. Here, we briefly explain the relationship and application regarding the
Town population.
Births
Births are intrinsically tied to fertility for women between ages 15 and 44. Fifteen through fortyfour-year-olds have traditionally been dubbed childbearing years. That is why demographers are
fascinated with this group. According to the Congressional Research Service’s 2011 report titled
The Change Demographic Profile of the United States, birth rates declined among this age
group. This reflects a trend in declining birth rates in the United States. Several decades ago,
raising a family was a priority. That is no longer the case. Societal attitudes toward relationships
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and childbearing have changed. Experts surmise the decline in fertility rates is attributed to the
rising cost of rearing children and motherhood delayed for career pursuits. In fact, women over
35 reflected higher birth rates than in the past. Delayed motherhood also means fewer children.
Surprisingly, a number of women are not interested in motherhood. Births were highest among
single women. Single parent birth, out of wedlock, remains a societal taboo, particularly when
politicized. Yet, these births stymied this Nation’s declining fertility rates.
Deaths
Deaths, though part of life, are calculated in the migration equation. Demographers,
unfortunately, have to forecast a “who is more likely to die” profile. The simplest assumption is
the older population. This assumption will need to be reassessed due to the extended longevity of
seniors. Advances in medicine and healthier lifestyle choices are extending their life span. An
aging population represents a larger policy impact moving forward.
Older means changes in healthcare, Medicare and Medicaid benefits, housing choice, senior
services, and the re-entry of seniors in the labor markets. This has caused States and the nation to
rethink services and the quality of care. Although seniors are living longer, they still have
mobility issues and more in-house accidents. Downsizing becomes more realistic. Housing needs
to be safe and affordable without interrupting their quality of life. Nationally, the shrinking births
and expanding senior population lend to a larger national debate that continues to be the topic of
conversation in Washington – Social Security. Theoretically, the fertility rate is in direct
proportion to the eligible labor force. What does this mean? As fertility rates shrink so does the
number of eligible persons in the labor force. If this trend continues, there will not be enough
younger workers to support the growing seniors and fragile Social Security Program. Lawmakers
continue to debate extending the retirement age and/or make the Program flexible to investment
markets. Either the rising cost of living or other personal reasons have forced senior to re-enter
the labor market. Seniors are filling entry-level and service sector jobs once taken by younger
participants. This surge in an older workforce has reshaped hiring practices and age
discrimination legislation. The downside is there are fewer entry-level and first-time job
opportunities for younger persons and stymied upward mobility within the corporate structure.
Another reality for this group is vulnerable to poverty.
The second assumption is a little more complicated. However, the factors with the most impact
paint a bull’s eye on poverty. Health and disease are the prevailing factors. Both common
denominators are access to healthcare and healthier food choices. Heart disease, cancer, stroke,
chronic lower respiratory disease, accidents, Alzheimer’s, diabetes, influenza, and pneumonia,
kidney disease, and septicemia are the 10 leading causes of death. Sadly, the majority of this list
affects those at and below poverty. Stress associated with day-to-day survival further erodes their
quality of health. This group experiences more health issues due to poor diet. They are most
likely to have little to no healthcare coverage and rely on EMS Transport Services and ER visits
as a form of healthcare. They are more vulnerable than most to die sooner.
10 NAVIGATE CHESTERFIELD COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Below the population distribution pyramid depicts Chesterfield’s 2010 births and deaths in terms
of survivorship. It also reflects age and gender. The ideal distribution pyramid resembles a
Christmas tree with a large base gradually tapering to a point. Figure 1.3 resembles a peculiar,
erratic shape. Populations cluster among 0-4, 25-29 and 30-60 years of age. After the 60-64
cohort group, the senior population declined significantly. One glaring observation is female and
male children under five years of age were nearly equal. Another is populations fluctuate
between gender. Children between 5 and 14 decreased, particularly for girls. The number of girls
who later became women increased. Historic forensics may provide an explanation for the
peculiarity. Growth among 25 and 29-year-olds may be attributed to young couples and/or adults
calling Chesterfield home. Females typically outnumber males in most communities.
Chesterfield is no exception. Females, in 2000, represented more than half [55%] of
Chesterfield’s population. Those numbers dwindled to 51% in 2010. Without further inspection,
there is no apparent explanation. Nonetheless, males outnumbered females with a couple of
exceptions. Their numbers began to decline after 64 years of age. Females mirroring the national
trend out-lived men.
Figure 1.3. 2010 Age & Gender Population Pyramid
Town of Chesterfield
Male

Female

6
80 - 84

12

24
17

18
70 - 74

23
24

60 - 64

43
41
46
48
47
49

50 - 54
40 - 44
30 - 34

38
36
22
52
49
42
50
49
46
45

53
64

55

20 - 24

44
61

10 -14
0-4

46
47
56

49
37
38
40
55

Chesterfield’s population cohort group table illustrates population proportion by age. It
complements Figure 1.3, painting a broader demographic perspective. In 2010, 25-34-year-olds
grew by the largest percent. They, numerically, were marginally persons behind 65 and over.
This substantiates our young couple assumption about the reason for this group’s growth. Of
course, the cohort categorization is different but share overlapping members. Fifteen to 24 and
35 to 44-year-old hold the third-largest proportion of the Town’s population. Although they both
are proportionally and numerically identical, their growth rates are radically different. The
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former grew 29 percent from 2000 while the latter displayed a two percent gain. Children under
5 represented the smallest population. Surprisingly, this group experienced the second-largest
Table 1.3. Population by Cohort Group
2000 (1,318)
Population
Percent
Under 5
5 to 14
15 to 24
25 to 34
35 to 44
45 to 54
55 to 64
65 over
Median Age
Source: U.S. Census

78
181
148
151
188
187
141
244

2010 (1,472)
Population
Percent

5.92
13.73
11.23
11.46
14.26
14.19
10.70
18.51
40.6

111
171
191
217
191
186
185
220

7.54
11.62
12.98
14.74
12.98
12.64
12.57
14.95

2000 – 2010
Change
42%
(5%)
29%
44%
2%
(.53%)
31%
(10%)

37.6

population gain. This is by in large the population pyramid’s base. Additionally, it adds to our
new arrivals theory. Seniors 65 and over were the largest cohort group in both decennial years.
However, their population dropped by 10% between 2000 and 2010. Chesterfield, counter to the
nation, is getting younger. The Town’s median age shrank from 40 years of age to 38 (37.6)
years of age.
Figure 1.4, Median Age Map, reflects varying householders’ age by Census block.
Depicted are areas of concentration among age groups. Chesterfield has a significant 24 – 34year-old population. This group tends to have younger children. We will circle back to this map
later.
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Figure 1.4. Median Age

Median Ages

0 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 - 74

75 - 84

85 - 89

The last variable of the population equation is migration - immigration and emigration.
Migration reflects the population’s pulse. Migration, here, is more than where people move.
Employment, lifestyle, cost of living, and housing choice influence migration patterns. Shifts in
migration patterns are complex and many. However, it is a reasonable assumption that the
biggest reason is employment opportunities. Work suitability and adaptability are the norms in a
changing global economy. The higher skilled and educated labor force is needed to meet
employment demands. The Nation’s shift from manufacturing to a technological, serviceoriented, and outsourcing paradigm has dealt an economic blow to this Region, particularly small
and rural communities. Consequently, a number of post-secondary graduates do not return to the
Town, County, and/or Region because it does not offer them the economic opportunities other
regions of the State or Nation provide. Table 3 illustrates their interrelationship and hints at an
explanation for the raw population numbers.
The base data is taken from the SC Statistical Abstract. Unfortunately, the State does not provide
detailed data for cities and towns. The Town of Chesterfield’s birth, death, and migration
analysis make an assumption that population mirrors the County. Often time, municipalities
grow independently of their counties. Nonetheless, proportionality analysis is used to derive
estimated births, deaths, and migration. The analysis takes the proportion of the County’s births,
deaths, and migration from the previous Census decennial. The proportion as a percentage is
multiplied by the previous decennial year. For example, the portion of Chesterfield County births
in 2000 was 13.2% of the total population. Multiply the Town’s 2000 population (1,318) by .132
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estimating 174 births. This extrapolation method is not precise. As we can see the estimated
population in parentheses is less 32 persons from the actual 2010 Census enumeration.
Table 1.4. Births, Deaths, & Migration Analysis
Locality

Town of
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
County
Locality

2000

2010

Births

Deaths

Natural
Increase

Net
Migration

Total
Population
Gain/Decline

1,318

1,472
(1,440)

174

137

37

85

122

42,768

46,734

5,650

4,445

1,205

2,761

3,966

2010

2015

Net
Migration

Total
Population
Gain/Decline

Births

Deaths

Natural
Increase

Town of
**1410
1472
86
82
4
-23
-19
Chesterfield
(1,453)
Chesterfield
46,192
46,734
2,717
2,603
114
-799
-721
County
(46,013)
Source: South Carolina Statistical Abstract (2000-2010 & 2010-2015)
** 2011-2015 ACS 5-Year Estimates
( ) Numerical Calculation Estimate based Total Population Change
Bold numbers are estimates based on the statistical portion of Chesterfield County data from SC Statistical
Abstract

SOCIOECONOMIC PROFILE
This section peeks at the Town’s socioeconomic composition. This profile discusses race and
ethnicity, household, education, and income characteristics. Poverty appropriately fits with the
Economic Element.
Race & Ethnicity
Race, for clarity, is an
1%
1%
American Indian/Alaska
artificial construct
0%
Native
1%
lacking scientific merit.
Asian
The classifications hinge
59%
African Descent/Black
on socio-political
stereotypes. However, it
White
is the favored
38%
nomenclature to identify
Some Other Race
people. Nonetheless, the
Two or More Race
Town is gradually
becoming more racially
and ethnically diverse.
Chesterfield’s population, historically, had been expressed through the Black-White dynamic.
Other racial groups were marginal. Chesterfield like America is slowly becoming a salad bowl.
This analogy draws on the added ingredients beyond the typical lettuce and tomatoes.
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Differences are an asset. Table 1.5 reflects racial and ethnic change between 2000 and 2010.
Whites continue to outnumber all other racial/ethnic groups. Although the largest group, it
experienced a 1.7% growth. African-Americans grew 7.9%, the largest growth among
racial/ethnic groups. Notice the growth among others. Persons claiming “Some Other Race” and
“Two or More Races” together quadrupled in size in 2010. People, in a racially/ethnically
diverse climate, are opting to express and redefine their identity. Those options allow persons to
account for their heritage contributions. The 2000 Census marked the first statistical account of
the Hispanic/Latino Community. Their numbers have gotten the attention of demographers,
politicians, and others. Counts have risen and continue to climb. The Town of Chesterfield is no
exception. The Hispanic/Latino Community grew by nearly one percent (.91%) from 2000
between 2010. Hispanic/Latino, for clarity, is not a race rather an ethnicity. It has erroneously
been associated as a race. The much politicized Immigration Debate highlighting specific
imagery adds to this notion. Hispanic and Latino are geopolitical references. Hispanic references
Spanish-speaking people of Mexico. Latino is a term for Spanish-speaking persons from the
West Indies/Caribbean Islands, and Central and South America. Latino Caribbeans are an
admixture of multiple ethnic groups – African, Chinese, Indian [India], the indigenous
population, and Eurasians [Europeans] – creating an amalgam culture. Chesterfield potentially
will continue to be culturally, racially, and ethnically diverse as population increases.
Table 1.5. Race & Ethnicity
Race
Total Population
American Indian & Alaska Native
Asian
Black
White
Some Other Race
Two or More Races
Ethnicity
Hispanic or Latino (of any race)
Source: U.S. Census

2000
1,318
2
1
457
852
4
2

2010
1,472
3
9
561
875
14
10

Change
11.7%
.7%
.61%
7.9%
1.7%
.76%
.61%

11

23

.91%

Households
Household characteristics offer a broad assumption of how people congregate in groups. Income,
age, and social preferences influence living arrangements. The implications point to housing
needs - new housing size and design and household services - which can be categorized
geographically. Households and families are basic units of analysis in demography. They are not
the same. A household is composed of one or more people who occupy a housing unit. Not all
households contain families. Under the U.S. Census Bureau definition, family is defined as two
or more individuals who are related by birth, marriage, or adoption, although they also may
include other unrelated people. Nonfamily households are generally everyone else – those living
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alone and who share their residence with unrelated individuals. The Census Bureau has not
caught up with the other “family” combinations. The 2020 Census may reflect non-traditional
arrangements, especially where children are present. Table 1.6 expresses household, family, and
non-family size. Household consist of family and nonfamily categories. The family dynamic is
constantly changing and will change further as societal attitudes change. Nonetheless, family
household focuses on married couples with children, married couples without children, and
female head of household with no husband present, and male head of household with no wife
present. Table 5 also provides a comparative profile between the Town, Chesterfield County, and
the State. Excluded are persons residing in quarters and aggregate living facilities.
The Town of Chesterfield’s total households declined as its population rose. The decline was
among nonfamily households. Although family households remained unchanged between 2000
and 2010, married couples did. Couples are favoring live-in relationships in lieu of marriage.
This trend is steadily becoming the norm. Both male and female households with no wife or
husband present grew in 2010. For male households with no wife present, the number doubled.
This signals a rise in divorce and/or persons never married with children. Surprisingly, the
average household and family increased by 5.9% and 3% respectively. This was amid an almost
three percent decrease in households. We can only surmise, without investigating, these persons
moved, joined the armed forces, and/or are among those in quarterly and aggregate living
facilities.
Contrarily, households for Chesterfield County and the State grew with their respective
populations. Both oddly either experienced decreased or stagnant growth in the average
household and family sizes. Chesterfield County’s average household dropped two-hundredth of
a point while family size remained the same. The State declined in both categories. Similarly, the
County’s family household composition mirrored the Town’s husband-wife decline and rising
households with no husband or wife present. The State witnessed an increase in every statistical
category except average household and family sizes.
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Table 1.6. Household Characteristics
Non-family
Household

Family Households

Total HH

Family
HH

Husband
-Wife
Family

Male
HH, no
wife
present

Female
HH, no
husband
present

Nonfamily
HH

Living
Alone

Other

Average
HH
Size

Average
Family
Size

Town of
Chesterfield

578

359

209

24

126

219

193

26

2.32

2.95

Chesterfield
County

18,173

12,494

8,112

1,050

3,332

5,679

4,976

703

2.52

3.05

1,801,181

1,216,415

849,959

85,354

281,102

584,766

477,894

106,872

2.49

3.01

Town of
Chesterfield

597

359

230

11

118

238

222

16

2.19

2.86

Chesterfield
County

16,557

11,703

8,213

792

2,698

4,854

4,283

571

2.54

3.05

1,533,854

1,072,822

783,142

62,722

226,958

461,032

383,142

77,890

2.53

3.02

2010

Locality

2000

South
Carolina

South
Carolina

Source: US Census

Education
Education, no matter the society’s adopted system, becomes the basis for shaping its social and
economic landscape. Reading, writing, and arithmetic are the basis of America’s educational
capital. In a global economy, the better educated the populace the more attractive a community is
to international and domestic investments. Simply, educational attainment equals higher-paying
jobs. High school graduation rates are the biggest economic barometer. Chesterfield County
School District work feverously to reduce dropouts, tardiness, and absences. The more students
attend school, the less likely they are to drop out.
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Table 1.7. Educational Attainment for Population 25 and Older
Graduate or
Professional
Degree

Bachelor’s
Degree

Associate
Degree

Some College,
No Degree

High
School/GED

9th – 12th,
No
Diploma

Less Than
9th Grade

Town of
Chesterfield

11.3%

9.4%

6.6%

13.6%

34.4%

15.4%

9.3%

Chesterfield
County

3.7%

7.1%

6.9%

16.9%

40.3%

16.7%

8.4%

South
Carolina

10.5%

17.7%

7.6%

21.3%

28.4%

8.3%

6.1%

Town of
Chesterfield

6.7%

13.1%

6.4%

13.8%

31.6%

16.2%

12.2%

Chesterfield
County

3%

6.6%

5.6%

15.3%

34.%

21.6%

13.2%

South
Carolina

6.9%

13.5%

6.7%

19.3%

30%

15.4%

8.3%

2000

*2010

Locality

Source: U.S. Census; *ACS 2006-2010 5-Year Estimates

The Educational Attainment Table accounts for persons 25 and older. The columns most telling
are “Less Than 9th Grade” and “9th – 12th, No Diploma.” Every community wants those
numbers as low as possible. In 2000, the Town and Chesterfield County had double-digit
numbers in both categories. The Town was 16.2% and 12.2% respectively. Less Than 9th Grade
nearly dropped by 24 percent (23.7%) in 2010. A little more nine percent (9.3%) had less than a
9th-grade education. Although Chesterfield remains in double digits in persons with a 9th – 12thgrade education with no diploma, the number dipped almost by five percent. Both the County
and State witnessed a reduction in Less Than 9th Grade and 9th – 12th, No Diploma.
An important litmus test for any community is its number of high school graduates and GED
recipients. The Town’s high school diploma and equivalent numbers trailed the County but
exceeded the State. High school/GED graduations rose by nine percent. This increase is not by
accident. Chesterfield County School District has made strides to improve graduation rates. That
is great news. Education attainment improved with the exception of Some College, No Degree,
and Bachelor’s Degree. The former declined marginally. Persons with Bachelor’s Degrees
dropped 28% from the previous decennial year. Graduate and Professional Degree attainment
nearly doubled, outpacing the County and State. For a small community, Chesterfield is quite
educationally competitive.
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Income
Economic indicators, here, are median and per capita income. Both are an economic barometer
to gauge a community’s economic profile. However, they are in no way perfect. They provide a
snapshot in time.
Keep in mind, the median is not an average [mean] rather the middle number of all available
present incomes. Median family income is typically higher than median household income
because of the composition of households. Family households tend to have more people, and
more of those members are in their prime earning years. The drawback of using family income
measures is that they disregard persons living in nonfamily households, who tend to be
disproportionally younger or older. In some cases, it is appropriate to exclude nonfamily
households, for example, from housing affordability. Affordability is based on family income
rather than household income. Per Capita income is a mean computed for every man, woman,
and child by dividing total income by total population. Though it is not perfect, it is a reliable
measure. The drawback is it accounts for children, the unemployed, and persons no larger
participating in the labor force. As a measure for comparing places is another drawback. One
area can have more children per household than another, thereby skewing the per capita income
comparison. Nonetheless, it is an indicator of the economic well-being of a community. It shows
the efficiency of a community’s economy and the support the economy provides for its residents.
Table 1.8 expresses a 30-year glimpse of the Town of Chesterfield, Chesterfield County, and
State’s economic profile. The first observation is the household, family, and per capita incomes
increased each decennial. The other is the Town’s per capita income for the past 30 years, has
outpaced the County. The gap between them widened. Another is after 1990 the Town’s median
family incomes outpaced the County. In fact, in 2010, there was an $11,502 difference between
the Town and Chesterfield County compared to a $2,406 gap in 2000. Families in the Town
faired considerably better in 2010. Some may believe differently. We have to keep in mind
Chesterfield County’s data includes the Town. Lower family income may be the result of higher
unemployment, lower-paying jobs, and a larger number of persons receiving unemployment
insurance, public assistance, social security, disability, and the like.
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Table 1.8. Median and Per Capita Incomes
Locality

Household

1990
Family

Per Capita

Household

2000
Family

Per Capita

Town of
Chesterfield

$18,333

$24,181

$9,765

$25,833

$38,806

$16,481

Chesterfield
County

$21,069

$25,559

$9,455

$29, 483

$36,200

$14,233

South
Carolina

$26,256

$30,797

$11,897

41,994

50,046

21,587

Locality

Household

2010
Family

Town of
Chesterfield

$30,372

$52,727

$19,755

Chesterfield
County

$32,979

$41,225

$17,162

South
Carolina

$51,914

$62,982

$27,334

Per
Capita

Source: U.S. Census

Table 1.9 is more telling. Although incomes have risen over the years, the rate of growth has
decreased. The top numbers in the table reflect the numerical difference between enumerations
while the bold numbers reflect change as a percentage.
Let us discuss the Town of Chesterfield’s median family income for a moment. Families
between 1990 and 2000 witnessed a $14,625 increase in income. This was a 60% increase.
Comparatively, median family income between 2000 and 2010 increased $13,921, a 36%
increase. Median family gains appear to be decreasing. The cost of living, not the only factor,
maybe outpacing incomes. Briefly, the cost of living is measured by the consumer price index.
Consumer price index (CPI), according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, is a measure of the
average change over time in the prices paid by urban consumers for a market basket of consumer
goods and services. CPI fluctuates from month to month and place to place. Bureau of Labor
Statistics gathers the average prices paid by consumers for hundreds of different items each
month. The average is then compared to a reference base period. That base period is an arbitrary
date set by the federal government. Currently, the US uses the average of goods and services
from 1982 to 1984 and considers that our reference base period with a factor of 100. CPI is also
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Table 1.9. Income Decennial Comparison
Locality

Household

1990-2000 Change
Family
Per Capita

2000-2010 Change
Household
Family
Per Capita

Town of
Chesterfield

$7,500
40.9%

$14,625
60.48%

$6,716
68.78%

$4, 539
17.57%

$13,921
35.87%

$3,274
19.85%

Chesterfield
County

$8,387
39.8%

$10, 641
42.63%

$4,778
50.53%

$3,494
11.86%

$5,025
13.88%

$2,929
20.58%

South
Carolina

$15,738
59.94%

$19,249
62.5%

$9690
81.45%

$9,920
23.62%

$12,936
25.85%

$5,747
26.62%

used to calculate inflation, comparing two time periods. We will use the Bureau of Labor’s CPI
Inflation Calculator, https://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm, to illustrate our point.
Let us test this assumption comparing January 1990 and January 2000 to calculate the buyer
power of $100. The result is $132.50 meaning $100 in 1990 was equivalent to $132.50 in 2000.
Comparing 2000 and 2010 for the same month resulted in $128.37. As we can see the cost of
living with inflation between 2000 and 2010 was lower. This is not to dismiss the rising cost of
living influence spending power. Another factor is the 2008 Recession and high unemployment.
Reportedly, the national economy has made strides. Its economic ripples are not fully realized in
small and rural communities. Consequently, there remains some uncertainty and skepticism
among employers. They may be hesitant to expand or provide pay increases at or above the
consumer price index. Only time will tell.

THE FUTURE
What lies ahead? Population projections short of demographers’ annual birth, death, and
migration, calculations vary on extrapolation methodology. Often times, projections follow
particular patterns, assume growth rates will continue at the same rate, reflect proportionality of a
county or region’s growth, or reflect annexations and the number of residential building permits.
Either way, a projection is an indicator that is unpredictable. Unpredictability is influenced by
market and event changes that can be devastating or catapult significant growth. The What Lies
Ahead Graph articulates population actuals from 2000 and 2010 decennial data, and ACS’s 2015
estimate. The forecast uses the percent change between 2015 and 2010 as a growth indicator
producing two plausible scenarios.
Scenario 1 assumes Chesterfield’s population will shrink 4.2% each quinquennial (5-year
period). Estimates from the Census Bureau, since 2010, have projected the incremental
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population loss. In fact, SC Budget and Control project negative growth for Chesterfield County
through 2030. This trend assumes the City will continue the same approach to governance and
policies.
Scenario 2 projects a 2.6 percent increase every 5 years after 2020. The Census Bureau in 2019,
this year, will administer its 2020 decennial enumeration. There is not enough time to implement
ambitious policies to catapult population growth. RS3 Planning Collaborative, LLC believes the
subsequent years with ambitious policies, governance, partnerships, and a change in attitudes
will grow the City’s population, economy, and quality of life. The goals and policies below are
strategies going forward.
Figure 1.6. Population Projected

What Lies Ahead?
Projected Population
1800
1600

1400

1472
1318

1410

1410

1200

1469

1294

1000

1469

1240

1531

1188

800
600

400
200
0
2000

2010

2015

2020

Scenario 1

2025
Scenario 2

Source: U.S. Census 2000 Decennial Data; 2010 – 2015 ACS 5-Year Estimates
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2030

2035

POPULATION GOALS & POLICIES
The Population Element again is a snapshot of the Town of Chesterfield, giving us a glimpse at
areas we can improve and further develop. Planning will be crucial in creating a workable
framework to guide anticipated and future growth.
Goal 1. Increase the Town of Chesterfield’s population.
Policy 1.1. Develop an annexation policy. Any annexation policy must complement a robust
public investment and economic development strategy. Potential property owners are hesitant to
annex in a less than vibrant community, especially if they cannot see the significant quality of
life services that outweigh increased taxes.
Annexations, currently, have been one at a time inclusion into town limits based on water
service. Like most towns and cities, annexation agreements with persons seeking utility service
are signed with the promise to annex into municipal limit if the said property becomes
contiguous with the municipality. The Town needs to develop an annexation policy that
aggressively seeks to incorporate contiguous areas.
First, the policy needs a mission. What is the driving ambition behind its efforts? Many
municipalities use annexations as a revenue generator. Higher-end homes and areas become the
target. Many do not account for or consider the cost of extensive infrastructure or services.
Chesterfield’s annexation policy needs to account for extending infrastructure and services while
rebuilding deteriorated and maintaining current infrastructure. The demanded infrastructure is
sewer. If sewer is the carrot, the Town needs to be able to provide those services within a
reasonable time. Reasonable is within four years.
The City of Greenville, for example, focuses its annexation on surrounding businesses. Why?
Commercial annexations generate more revenue than residential because they are taxed at six
percent, use more water, and require waste disposal services. Commercial annexations become
the tentacles in attracting residential properties. Let us revisit the Median Age Map. Highlighted
are the median ages of Chesterfield householders and surrounding areas. The is a swatch of pink
and blue east of SC 102 from King Hill Lane to Avondale Road. The ages are between 15 and
34. This represents areas with young adults. Additionally, this group is more likely to start a
family or having children. The other area is an established subdivision near Piggly Wiggly.
Secondly, an annexation policy needs a sales pitch. Why annex into the Town is the question that
needs to be asked. Next, what does the Town have to offer? Again, this needs to be a part of a
broader economic development strategy. The Town should not shy away from the below or
similar incentives. Growth requires giving something short-term to reap long-term benefits.
Below are some examples:
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▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

amortized tax collection (The first year, they would only pay 50% and gradually 100%. It can
be in the form of a rebate. The City of Beaufort has an aggressive annexation policy. It
provides annexed property owners two payments equal to one and one-half (1½) times that
property's projected city real property taxes based upon the real property's then-current
appraised value, use, and city millage rate at the date of execution of
the annexation agreement. Once the annexation is executed with the other after the property
is officially annexed. Another option is credits and reimbursements for annexed real
property from the date of annexation for a maximum period of three (3) years.);
demonstrate efficient emergency services (i.e. police and fire).
provide sewer or a reasonable timeline for sewer services;
public improvements; and,
tax abatements, business license incentives, façade grants, access to housing rehabilitation
grants.

Goal 2. Increase housing starts.
Policy 2.1. Partner with non-profit, developers, and builders to develop housing with diverse
styles and price ranges. The target needs to be on 20 and 30 something-year-old looking for
affordable housing and a community atmosphere.
Policy 2.2. Reclaim a number of vacant lots and housing in need of rehabilitation. We will
discuss this detail in the Housing Element.
Goal 3. Transition Town of Chesterfield from a place to a destination.
Policy 3.1. Develop a marketing strategy to get the Pee Dee Region and outlaying the region’s
attention on why Chesterfield is a great place. More importantly, gives current residents and
businesses a reason to invest in Chesterfield
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Chapter 2
TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT
The purpose of the Transportation Element is to ensure transportation facilities and plans in
Chesterfield are aligned with existing and anticipated transportation needs and objectives,
economic, quality of life, and others. It considers transportation networks, including road
improvements, new road construction, transits, and pedestrian/bicycle networks. Transportation
planning considers efficient and reliable transportation is a struggle for some residents. The lack
of and unreliable transportation can and many times present obstacles to obtaining employment,
securing affordable daycare, and enjoying the social aspect of a community. A worker's absence
due to unreliable transportation impacts other employees. Transportation also plays a significant
role in land use ensuring transportation efficiency for existing and planned development.
Commuting patterns are an important transportation indicator. The Census focuses on
commutes/trips to work. Commuter characteristics are used to plan road and highway
improvements, shape planning services, and understand people’s travel patterns and their means
of transportation. Its shortcoming is its limited attention to domestic trips for shopping, dining,
recreation, or picking up a few grocery items. Ignored are modes of transportation for those trips,
which may differ from work generated trips. Trips to other destinations are predicated by design
or the lack of neighborhood design. Work may be miles away requiring a vehicle. On the other
hand, a loaf of bread is minutes away walking. Walking or biking is then the preferred mode of
travel. Nonetheless, Figure 2.1 notes Chesterfield’s working population relies heavily on cars,
trucks, and vans as part of their work commute. Workers, per the Census Bureau, references
persons 16 years old and older.
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Figure 2.1. Mode of Transportation
Mode of Transportation
Car, truck, or van

Walked

4%

Other Means

1%

95%

Walking and other means were the least used. Table 2.1 offers a detailed description of the
dataset between 2000 and 2010. There are a few takeaways. One is a slight rise in persons
working from home. We can only speculate this may have been influenced by the 2008
Recession and/or the rising telecommute trend. Briefly, Chesterfield’s working from home
population (1.7%) nearly half of the State (3.8%). Working from home is a growing trend in
response to an ever-changing employment landscape. Another is a leap in walking to work.
Carpooling declined by 66.4% in 2010. Lastly, despite the increase in workers between 2000 and
2010, occupied-households’ with no vehicles rose by 21.4%. One or more increased as well.
Table 2.1. Modes of Transportation/Vehicle Availability
2000
Percent
Total
512
Worked from Home
6
1.5
Worked
506
98.5
Car, Truck, or Van
486
94.9
Drove Alone
402
82.7
Carpooled
84
17.3
Walked
16
3.1
Other Means
4
0.8

2010
521
9
512
487
427
28
19
6

Percent

No Vehicles
1 or More Vehicles
Total.

119
592
711

17
83
100

98
512
610

16
84
100
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1.7
98.3
95.1
87.7
5.8
3.6
1.2

Percent Change
1.8
47.6
1.2
0.2
6.3
-66.4
17.2
56.2
21.4
15.6

Vehicle availability has several implications. In this case, raising vehicular ownership places a
demand for road widening projects, paving frequency, increased greenhouse emissions, and the
need for multi-modal alternatives. In short, increased vehicles place a higher demand on road
systems.
The last transportation indicator is commuting times. Longer commutes mean increased vehicle
investment in the form of maintenance, gas costs, and time away from family. High monthly
transportation costs divert monies from housing repair, entertainment, and potentially food, or
healthier food choices. Equally, if not more important, family or personal time. It is not
uncommon for people to spend an hour or more traveling to work. For example, if one with an
hour commute leaves work at five o’clock, home arrival time is around 7:00 pm. The reality is
high-volume areas, during rush hour between 3 and 6 o’clock, add up to another hour to one’s
commute. Family time, especially with children, is limited. The hour commute means an early
departure resulting in a 9 or 10 o’clock bedtime. Family and personal time are grossly restricted.
Chesterfield’s average commute time is 15 minutes. Figure 2.2 reflects 2010’s commute times.
Overwhelmingly, people’s work commutes are less than 30 minutes – less than an hour roundtrip. Forty-four percent had less than 10-minute commutes. This reflects employment proximity.
Greater than 30-minute commutes are linked to employment outside the State and in other
counties. Chesterfield’s transportation profile is the perfect segue to examine the State’s
responsiveness to Town’s transportation needs. The inventory and analysis account for road,
transit, trails, rails, air facility, seaport, and pedestrian/bicycle networks.
Figure 2.2 Commute Times
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ROAD NETWORKS
The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT), in partnership with the South
Carolina Department of Commerce, South Carolina State Ports Authority, Federal Highway
Administration, Federal Transit Administration, and other key stakeholders have updated the
South Carolina Multimodal Transportation Plan (MTP), "Charting a Course to 2040". The 2040
Multimodal Transportation Plan addresses the future accessibility of transportation
infrastructure, services that enhance the mobility, and economic competitiveness of South
Carolina. The MTP is updated every 5 years to reflect the latest information on travel and growth
trends, goals and objectives, infrastructure conditions, future deficiencies, and estimated funding.
Adopted in December 2014, this year [2019] marks another update.
Chesterfield is in a unique position. The majority of the roads are owned and maintained by
SCDOT. Another smaller portion is owned and maintained by the Town and Chesterfield
County. A list of both Town, County, and private roadways are listed at the end of this Chapter.
This arrangement is far from perfect. SCDOT roads create some issues regarding the direct
improvements the Town can make to the road system; however, it alleviates a larger portion of
the financial responsibility of the Town. Improvements by SCDOT had been hampered by
inadequate funding. The State’s General Assembly’s passage of the Road Bill provides increased
and sustainable revenue. It is too early to tell when and how roads will be updated and/or
expanded. Regardless, this element’s goal is to provide multi-modal solutions.
SCDOT maintains a road functional classification throughout the State. That classification
system is defined below:
▪ Primary Arterials accommodate higher speeds and traffic volumes, and longer-length
trips. They interconnect and provide continuity for major corridors to accommodate trips
entering and leaving urban and rural areas and movements.
▪

Minor Arterials provide moderate length trips and interconnect and augment the higherlevel arterials.

▪

Collectors provide connections to minor public facilities, the interconnection of minor
thoroughfares, access to concentrated land uses, or access to diffuse land use areas. This
road classification is categorized into major and minor collectors.
• Major Collectors direct property access and traffic circulation in higher density
residential neighborhoods, commercial, and industrial areas. It may enter/passthrough residential neighborhoods for significant distances and channel traffic from
local streets onto the arterial system.
• Minor Collectors navigate traffic access and traffic circulation in lower-density
residential and commercial/industrial areas. It may enter/pass-through residential
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•

▪

neighborhoods for only a short distance and channel traffic from local streets to/from
the arterial system.

Local Roads afford basic access between individual properties and connecting with
higher-order roadways. A route meeting this purpose would connect home, work or
entertainment trip by connecting the final destination to the roads serving longer trips.

Figure 2.3 Transportation Network Map highlights the aforementioned road functional
classification in addition to Town, County, and private-owned and/or maintained roads.
Figure 2.3 Transportation Network Map

Principal_Arterials

Major Collectors

Town Roads

County Roads

Private Roads

We would be remiss if we did not discuss the impending Interstate 73 Corridor. Interstate 73 will
serve as a connector from I-74 in North Carolina to Myrtle Beach. The proposed alignment of
the corridor will be east of the City of Bennettsville. Nonetheless, it offers Chesterfield and
Chesterfield County an economic and growth opportunity. Even though the overall connection to
the Pee Dee Region will be enhanced, one of the primary access from and to I-73 will SC 9.
Managed properly, I-73 will increase Chesterfield’s visibility to SC visitors and discovery for
South Carolinians not familiar with the Town. Equally important is the location and expansion of
industry which only enhances Chesterfield’s position in the region.
SCDOT and Chesterfield County Transportation Committee (CTC) are committed to
rehabilitation/resurfacing and operational/safety projects. Figure 2.4 Road Projects Map and
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Table 2.4 illustrate and list the locations and types of projects. As SCDOT evaluates the next five
(5) years as part of its MTP update, it may propose new projects. Chesterfield’s CTC, as a
partner, will have an opportunity to present prioritized projects. What does CTC stand for?
County Transportation Committees are Statewide county governing boards comprised of county
residents. Appointed by a county’s legislative delegation, the Committee works with SCDOT to
address transportation needs and plans in addition to prioritizing road improvements.
Chesterfield’s CTC functions in the same capacity.
Figure 2.4 Road Project Map

#

Operational Safety Point Project

Operational & Safety Projects

Rehab & Resurfacing Project

Table 2.2 Road Projects
1. Project Name: 2019 Non-FA Secondary Preservation Program
Project Type: Preservation
Road Name: Pittman Street from Curtis Road along Chapman Street to Teal Street
2. Project Name: Intersection Improvements - SC 9 Bus (W Main St) at S-224 (Jim Rivers Rd) at SC 9
(West Blvd)
Project Type: Intersection Improvement
Road Name: West Blvd
3. Project Name: Intersection Improvements - SC 9 Bus (W Main St) at S-224 (Jim Rivers Rd) at SC 9
(West Blvd)
Project Type: Intersection Improvement
Road Name: Jim River Road
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4. Project Name: Intersection Improvements - SC 9 Bus (W Main St) at S-224 (Jim Rivers Rd) at SC 9
(West Blvd)
Project Type: Intersection Improvement
Road Name: West Main Street
5. Project Name: Chesterfield CTC - Drainage
Project Type: Drainage Improvements
Road Name: West Main Street between Crescent Drive & Mill Street
6. Project Name: Chesterfield CTC - Drainage
Project Type: Drainage Improvements
Road Name: Hurst Avenue
7. Project Name: Chesterfield CTC - Drainage
Project Type: Drainage Improvements
Road Name: Buchanan Street at West Main Street
8. Project Name: D4 Drainage
Project Type: Drainage Improvements
Road Name: S. Paige Street from West Blvd to Berry Street
9. Project Name: D4 Drainage
Project Type: Drainage Improvements
Road Name: Park Drive from N. Paige Street to Park Lane
Source: SCDOT Programmed Project Viewer

TRANSIT
The Town of Chesterfield does not offer any transit options. Short distance or inter-municipal
transportation can be achieved via bus through faith and community-based nonprofit
collaboration. Such collaboration has the potential to schedule trips to Pageland’s movie theater,
Cheraw’s Walmart, or shopping in Monroe.
Greyhound Bus Lines offer one of two Class A interstate bus carriers with stations in Florence,
SC and Laurinburg, NC. Laurinburg’s station is within an hour from Chesterfield.

TRAILS
Craig Mill Trail is a quintessential port of Craig Park. The two-mile trail features a long, rolling,
dirt-surface, nature trail between the Community Hut and the high school and a short, asphalt
and boardwalk path through Craig Park. On the Craig Park portion of the trail, you will walk
amid tall, shady trees in a quiet, hilly, creek-side park with playground and picnic areas. On the
Community Hut portion of the trail, you will follow an occasionally rugged, winding trail
through woodland habitat, over footbridges and a suspension bridge that spans Thompson Creek.
Strategic lighting and emergency poles can bolster the trail and park system. Both make evening
joggers and park-goers feel safe.
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Photo Credit: South Carolina Trails (www.sctrails.net)

RAIL SYSTEM
Rail freight is absent within the Town of Chesterfield. It is worth noting passenger train service Amtrak – is accessible in Florence, SC and Hamlet, NC. CSXT’s rail lines help connect
passengers to the destinations.

AIR FACILITIES
The Town of Chesterfield does not own or manage an airport facility. However, it is nestled
between Pageland Airport and Cheraw Municipal/Lynch Bellinger Field. A little over 18 miles
(27 minutes) and 8.8 miles (13 minutes) separate the Town from Pageland Airport and facility.
However, it is nestled between Pageland Airport and Cheraw Municipal/Lynch Bellinger Field
respectfully. Cheraw Municipal/Lynch Bellinger Field is the larger of the two. The municipalowned facility operates as an SC III Airport. SC III Airports are generally located in non-urban
areas. These airports serve smaller businesses and personal aircraft. These airports offer fuel and
most aviation services. Pageland is a SCIV Airport. SCIV Airports are lower-level facilities with
limited growth.
Both welcome approximately 4,213 visitors each year. Visitors spend money on lodging, food,
car rentals, entertainment, and/or retail purchases supporting the hospitality industry. South
Carolina Aeronautics Commission’s Economic Impact Study measured airports' contribution to
South Carolina’s economy. The report estimates the State’s airports are responsible for
supporting $16.3 billion in annual economic activity. They have an annual $657 million impact
in state and local tax revenues. Pageland Airport and Cheraw Municipal/Lynch Bellinger Field
has the following impact:
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Airport

Jobs

Pageland
Cheraw

5
14

Annual
Payroll
$195,360
$533,900

Annual
Spending
$498,670
$1.4M

Annual Economic
Activity
$694,030
$1.9M

Annual State &
Local Taxes
$32,110
$85,060

SEAPORTS
Approximately 172 and 117 miles separate Chesterfield from Port of Charleston and Port of
Georgetown, respectfully. Both are governed by the South Carolina Ports Authority (SCPA).
Serving as the owner-operator, the SCPA owns the terminals and manages all operations at the
facilities. Port of Charleston primarily handles containerized cargo with container activities
focused at North Charleston and Wando Welch Terminals. A third is planned for the Naval Base
Terminal. Port of Charleston’s Union Pier Terminal is also the only operating South Carolina
port with cruise operations. Charleston’s harbor is being deepened, in response to the Panama
Canal’s improvements to accommodate larger vessels. Combined with an already
Acknowledgment inland port, this will exponentially increase cargo traffic.

PEDESTRIAN/BICYCLE NETWORKS
Sidewalks are not readily available or accessible throughout the Town. The majority of these
sidewalks reflect pre-ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) standards. They are relatively
narrow. In many cases, their design cannot easily accommodate two pedestrians passing one
another. It is more of a challenge for persons with mobility challenges.
Traditionally, sidewalks and pedestrian amenities are handled through the local governments.
Multiple communities are embracing greenways and/or pedestrian/bike systems. The goal is to
promote other modes of transportation reducing the reliance on vehicles. Appropriate design
encourages walkability. Wider sidewalks, crosswalks, crosswalk signals, appropriate lighting,
and perception of safety encourages pedestrian activity beyond necessity. Necessity is the
motivating factor for some. These walk because of no or limited transportation options despite
dim lighting and where areas are perceived unsafe. Perception of safety relates to feeling safe.
Fears of being struck by a vehicle or an intimidating setting discourage walking.
Figure 2.6 illustrates impediments to walking on Chesterfield’s higher volume roadways. Notice
these streets were identified earlier in the functional classification map. The absence of sidewalks
on arterials and major collectors create pedestrian conflicts with vehicular traffic particularly on
under and unlit streets. Highlighted also are streets with no or partial sidewalks. The former
forces one to walk on the street maneuvering from on-coming vehicular traffic. The latter forces
pedestrian traffic to one side. When crowded one will have to deviate off to an adjacent property.
The other option is to temporarily walk on the street avoiding potential traffic then back on the
sidewalk.
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The map also pinpoints intersections with safety impediments. Most are Downtown. The
impediments are limited to no crosswalk signals especially for the visually impaired, few to no
ADA mats, and faded to no crosswalk stripping. This presents challenges to children and seniors
crossing these intersections. Both are most vulnerable due to mobility and delayed reflexes.
Briefly, ADA mats are one of the accessibility standards for the visually impaired. They provide
tactile warnings using a distinctive surface pattern detected by cane or underfoot. This alerts the
visually impaired of approaching streets and hazardous surface or grade changes. It is worth
noting ADA mats are absent throughout the City. Why are these intersections so important?
They are within Chesterfield’s central business district. Downtown is the heartbeat of the Town’s
social and business interaction. Walking in Downtown should be safe and convenient. Walking
is what connects people to storefronts and encourages spending.
Figure 2.6 Walkability Map.

No Sidewalks
Sidewalk Only

Not Pedestrian Friendly
Entire Street No Sidewalks

Intersection Impediments

There are no designated bicycle lanes. Again, the lack of design discourages activity. Cyclists, at
their own risk, share the road with motorists. Impatience on a motorist’s part can lend to some
less than civil exchanges. This circles back to the perception of safety.
We are not suggesting massive sidewalk upgrades. Such an undertaking would be a waste of
resources and a procurement nightmare. We are noting existing conditions. However, there are
opportunities to add sidewalks where non-existent, install appropriate crosswalk signals,
stripping and ADA mats.
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TRANSPORTATION GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 1: To provide a cohesive and unified approach to transportation planning through
intergovernmental coordination.
Policy 1.1 Ensure that the appropriate zoning and future land use occur within a specified
roadway classification to ensure development is consistent with the roadway to promote
responsible growth patterns.
Policy 1.2. When feasible, any transportation improvements shall include multi-modal aspects as
part of the planning and design of the proposed improvement.
Policy 1.3. Encourage public education and awareness of the importance of multi-modal systems
and usage.
Policy 1.4. Provide safe and convenient access between neighborhoods, employment centers,
schools, service centers, and recreational centers.
Policy 1.5. Work with SCDOT and Chesterfield CTC to install pedestrian crosswalk islands on
SC 9 near schools, and other areas where warranted.
Policy 1.6. Develop language in the zoning ordinance to encourage sidewalk and/or trail
requirements within proposed subdivisions.
Policy 1.7. Identify needed road repairs and collaborate on sidewalk installments. Apply for
SCDOT’s Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) funding to install sidewalks on highvolume roadways. Funding can be used to install crosswalk signals and stripping, and ADA
mats.
Policy 1.8. Work Chesterfield CTC to pave unpaved roads.
Goal 2. Pursue opportunities to link the existing trail and parks to create a fully accessible trail
system throughout the Town.
Policy 2.1. Consider bicycle and pedestrian access when selecting sites for new public facilities
such as schools, parks, libraries, and community centers.
Policy 2.2. Pursue SC Park Recreation Tourism Grants:
▪ Recreational Trails Program
The Recreational Trails Program (RTP) is a federal-aid assistance program designed to help
states provide and maintain recreational trails for both motorized and nonmotorized recreational
trail use.
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▪ Park and Recreation Development Fund
The PARD grant program is a state-funded non-competitive reimbursable grant program for
eligible local government or special purposes district entities within each county, which provides
recreational opportunities.
▪ Land and Water Conservation Fund
LWCF is a federally funded reimbursable grant that is for the acquisition or development of land
for public outdoor recreational use purposes.
Policy 2.4. Actively partner with Chesterfield CTC on Town roadways and establish
pedestrian/bike networks.
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TOWN/COUNTY ROAD NETWORK INVENTORY
TOWN/COUNTY OWNED/MAINTAINED ROADS
Road Name
Surface
Owner
Henderson Street
Unpaved
Town
Ball Park Lane
Unpaved
County
Parkway Drive
Paved
Town
Maintained by County
Commerce Drive
Paved
Town
Maintained by County
Forest Lane
Unpaved
County
Overcreek Lane
Paved
Town
Beech Lane
Paved
Town
Clay Commons
Unpaved
Town
Foster Street
Paved
Town
Red Oak Street
Paved
Town
Hickory Street
Paved
Town
Private Road
Road Name
Surface
Owner
Palmetto Place
Unpaved
Developer
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Chapter 3
CULTURAL RESOURCES ELEMENT
Cultural Resources articulate a community’s history, historical resources, scenic landscapes, and
institutions that make it unique. These forms express identity, traditions, and aspirations.
Regrettably, there are no Federal or State recognized wild or scenic rivers or natural landscapes.
This does not neglect Town designating and promoting scenic attraction(s). The Cultural
Resources Element serves a mirror asking Chesterfield what its legacy will look like decades
from now.

HISTORY
The Town of Chesterfield has a rich history shaped by figures like John Craig, Dr. Thomas
Lucas, Dr. Lewis Trotti, Dr. Duett Thompson, and others. The Town was incorporated by the
South Carolina General Assembly on February 5, 1872, serving as the county seat. This occurred
during Reconstruction. Chesterfield genesis dates back to the Cheraw District and its inhabitants.
However, we will fast forward to 1785. Historical accounts are taken from excerpts from the
South Carolina Department of Archives and History’s research and historical accounts of the
Town of Chesterfield.
Chesterfield County, reputedly named in honor of the Earl of Chesterfield, was created by the
South Carolina General Assembly dividing the Cheraw District into three counties –
Chesterfield, Darlington, and Marlboro Counties. The same act authorized the appointment of
county justices and directed them to erect county buildings in the most convenient part of each
county. According to local tradition, the first Chesterfield County courthouse was constructed in
1786. A report of the Committee on the Public Buildings of the General Assembly reveals that
1808 needed repair. In 1824, the Committee on Public Buildings recommended an appropriation
of $8000 for construction of a new courthouse for the Chesterfield District. By 1826, according
to Robert Mill’s Statistics of South Carolina, a handsome brick courthouse was being built in the
village, which contained about 100 inhabitants. The new courthouse was completed in 1829.
One of Chesterfield’s prominent residents, John Craig (1755 – 1839) served as clerk of the Court
of Common Pleas and Sessions for Chesterfield District and Commission of Locations for the
district. Craig’s home still stands along with the Craig Family Cemetery. He and his wife are
buried on the property.
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After 19 years, the Town’s population tripled. W. D. Craig, in 1845, noted Chesterfield had 300
inhabitants. Surprisingly, African Americans constituted 83% of the Town’s population. On its
face, this is significant; realistically, it was not. African Americans had no substantial political
influence or rights regardless of the debatable number of freed African Americans. Fifty-eight
years prior, 1787, the United States Congress enacted the Three-Fifths Compromise. An African
American man, woman, or child constituted three-fifths of a person. What triggered the ThreeFifths Compromise? The answer is political representation, taxation, and electoral college
delegates. All three are dictated by population. Keep in mind, African Americans made up an
overwhelming number of the South’s population. The inclusion of those numbers without any
rights or respectability would have given the South unrestricted economic and political control.
Fast forward to 1860, the eve of the Civil War. As controversial as the war so are the reasons that
ignited the Civil War. Slavery has been the promulgated theme because of race. Race was
polarizing then and now. Little has changed. Couched behind the slavery propaganda was the
same political and economic control the South argued in 1787. The American Battlefield Trust,
in their words, preserves America’s hallowed battlegrounds and educates the public about what
happened there and why it matters, did as analysis of each state’s Articles of Secession. The
analysis can be found at https://www.battlefields.org/learn/articles/reasonssecession?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI5ZCtqczz4wIVkZ-fCh3sDgg6EAAYASAAEgJTYfD_BwE. It
concludes two themes emerged for the articles - slavery and states' rights. “All four states
strongly defended slavery while making varying claims related to states' rights.” Slavery was a
business. Ending the Institution of Slavery would jeopardize Southern wealth which hinged on
an agrarian economy thereby diminishing the South’s economic and political position. Economic
exploitation and the role of the military were also among their grievances. The analysis
examined words dedicated to specific topics. Although South Carolina was the first to secede,
the analysis reveals slavery was not its propelling reason. It was context and State’s rights.
Texas, Mississippi, and Georgia, on the other hand, dedicated the bulk of their argument on the
issue of slavery. Each with varying perspectives. Nonetheless, according to local tradition,
Chesterfield County was the first county in South Carolina to seek secession.
An article appeared in The Charleston Mercury, on November 23, 1860, described a large
meeting in Chesterfield on November 19 at the old courthouse. Candidates for delegates to the
Southern Secession Conference were nominated. 1861 kick-off the Nation’s four-year internal
conflict. On March 2, 1865, General William T. Sherman and the 20th Corp marched into
Chesterfield in their march through the Carolinas. The John Craig House reputedly served as
Sherman’s headquarters. The courthouse and jail were believed to be have been burned by
Sherman’s men. To commemorate the secession meeting, the Daughters of the Confederacy of
Chesterfield County erected a monument on the courthouse grounds where it still stands.
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After the war, the Town’s population and economic growth slowed. In fact, by 1900 Chesterfield
recorded a population of 308 persons. That all changed with the advent of the Chesterfield and
Lancaster Railroad connecting the Town to Cheraw. Cheraw was the main center of business in
the County. Chesterfield’s population more than doubled to 681 in 1910 and increased to 856 in
1920. By 1930, its population ballooned to 1030. Most of the buildings constructed between
1900 and 1930, particularly in and near Downtown, reflected the growth from being a trading
center. Homes reflected the wealth of a burgeoning community.

HISTORICAL RESOURCES
Archaeological sites, historic objects, and buildings are our visual libraries connecting us with
our past. They tell a story piquing our imagination and curiosity. We discover personalities,
design styles and the designers behind the edifices, and the attitudes and challenges associated
with each site. Chesterfield’s visual libraries [historic resources] are within its Historic District.
Many of the structures – residential and commercial – reflect late 18th and early 20th-century
architecture.
Figure 3.1 depicts the National Register Historic Districts. The Districts were listed on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) on May 4, 1982. Both – East Main Street and West
Main Street Historic Districts – were nominated for National Registry consideration in 1980.
Thirty-nine structures, sites, and objects within the Districts were highlighted in the submission.
Dr. Thomas Lucas’ house was submitted separately. The Dr. Thomas E. Lucas House is
associated with the prominent farmer, physician, and politician. Built in 1868, the two-story
frame house reflects early 19th Century central hall farmhouse architecture. SC ArchSite notes
Craig Park Community Center is eligible for NRHP consideration.
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Figure 3.1 SC ArchSite Map (Credit: South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology and South Carolina
Department of Archives and History)

Briefly, the National Register of Historic Places is the United States’ recognizes districts, sites,
buildings, structures, and objects for historic significance. Nomination for this Federal
designation begins with a historic investigation by a historic preservationist, historian, or other
qualified professional. Nominated districts sites and/or structures are reviewed by the State
Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) for significance. If historic significance is confirmed, the
nomination(s) is sent to the National Park Service for consideration and placement on its
National Register of Historic Places.
What is the big deal? The deal is the designation adds monetary value to designated properties.
It calls to the attention of history enthusiasts promoting historic tourism. Millions are generated
each year in historic tourism from visitors who dine, shop, and lodge in communities with wellmarketed historic resources. Thousands flock to Charleston, SC, Gettysburg, VA, and Savannah,
GA to name a few visit historic sites. More importantly, the NRHP designation highlights the
importance of historic preservation.
East Main Street Historic District contains twenty-two properties. The district includes
residential structures, a church, the old Chesterfield Courthouse, the Craig Family Cemetery, the
old Chesterfield Jail, the Bank of Chesterfield building, commercial structures, and the post
office. The district contains some of Chesterfield’s finest architectural expressions - John Craig
House, a hall-and-parlor farmhouse with excellent Federal-style woodwork; the Chesterfield
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Courthouse with its Second Empire cupola; and several vernacular residences with Queen Anne
and bungalow influence. The Chesterfield Post Office is a brick building designed by notable
government architect Louis A. Simon.
Briefly, Louis A. Simon is among America’s noted architects. His architectural design style
encapsulated his self-guided study of Eurasian architecture built upon the education received at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s School of Architecture. Simon’s work spans 45 years
with the Office of the Supervising Architect where he designed and oversaw hundreds of State
and Federal projects.
The other district is the West Main Street Historic District. It highlights an intact residential
neighborhood. The neighborhood features five nineteenth-century buildings and a large number
of fashionable and substantial buildings from Chesterfield’s era of greatest prosperity in the early
twentieth century. The ornate Carpenter Gothic Revival Austin-Craig House, built in 1858, is
unique to the West Main Street Historic District. It is the only known antebellum house in
Chesterfield that diverges from the traditional farmhouse form. A total of seventeen properties
are contributing resources, including three churches, the former high school, and gazebo, an
early commercial building repurposed as an apartment. Many properties are of brick
construction. The district is unified by landscaping, the relative scale of the buildings, and the
absence of major intrusive elements. An equality significant structure and only noted African
American resource in the Town is Mt. Tabor United Methodist Church. Freedmen of the
community built the church in 1878. It is the only identified ecclesiastical building in
Chesterfield to have survived this period.
Figure 3.2 reflects today’s Historic District boundaries. The expansion perhaps was a response to
having one contiguous District that included potential historic resources. Nonetheless, this
District is partially a local designation. The original two mentioned Districts are Nationally
recognized along with contributing properties. The others, though potentially eligible for national
consideration, only have local historic value. Simply, their historic status is superficial. An
update historic survey can only substantiate their historic significance. Newer homes and
structures dot the District’s landscape. It is important that new construction is compatible in
scale, rhythm, design, and materials to the historic contributing resources. Historic preservation
is crucial to the maintenance and protection of these resources for future generations.
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Figure 3.2. Chesterfield Historic District
!

Chesterfield Historic Resources

Unfortunately, local, State, and National historic treasures are threatened by abandonment,
deterioration, and inappropriate additions and alterations. Inappropriate additions and alterations
are not exclusive to residences. There is increasing pressure to remove older buildings to make
way for newer buildings or alter the façade to appear modern. Caution is needed. Feature
changes can drastically alter historic architecture unique to a period. Each change chips away at
the District’s unique characteristics. If gone too far, it will render the historic resources and/or
District non-extant. Having historic resources is one thing, preservation is a commitment.
Preservation needs to be supported through the Town’s Board of Architectural Review. Another
is the Bailey Bill. The Bill allows county and municipalities to freeze property taxes to prerenovation taxes. This is an economic incentive for businesses and property owners to
revitalization their buildings. Consequently, this drives commercial and residential development,
especially in downtowns. A revitalized Downtown generates pedestrian traffic and commercial
and retail activities. Recently, the County approved its Bailey Bill ordinance. What does this
mean for the Town of Chesterfield? The Town can now develop its version of its ordinance in
coordination with the County. This will allow the Town to offer this economic tool to applicable
property owners.
Figure 3.2 also highlights 31 contributing resources from the East and West Main Street Historic
Districts. Again, it relies on information from the South Carolina Department of Archives &
History. Several properties have not been identified. Without examining the original National
Registry submission, this list is incomplete. Nonetheless, the information notes the contributing
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resources to the Town and offers an untapped tourism opportunity. Below are the following
historic resources:
1. Bank of Chesterfield – 108 East Main Street. Constructed near the peak of the Town's
prosperity following the completion of railroad service.
2. Chesterfield County Courthouse – 100 East Main Street. This building, with its imposing
cupola, was built to replace the previous courthouse which was burned by Sherman’s troops
during the Civil War. A monument on the grounds marks the site of the first secession
meeting held in the South preceding the Civil War.
3. Chesterfield County Jail – 101 East Main Street. Built as a jail and as a residence for the
sheriff. Its steps are made from granite salvaged from the 1825 Courthouse burned in the
Civil War.
4. Chesterfield Post Office – 200 East Main Street. The grounds of this building were once
home to an Indian trading post. Inside is a fine example of New Deal Art. The sculpture is
one of only two such sculptures commissioned for post offices in South Carolina.
5. John Craig House & Family Cemetery – 203 East Main Street. The oldest house in town was
used by Union General William T. Sherman as his headquarters while occupying
Chesterfield during the Civil War. Additionally, he and his family are buried on the property.
6. Chesterfield Baptist Church - 207 East Main Street.
7. 107 Craig Street.
8. Dr. Lewis Trotti House – 302 East Main Street.
9. 304 East Main Street.
10. 309 East Main Street.
11. Dr. W. J. Perry House - 321 Hursey Drive. This house was built for Dr. Perry.
12. 318 East Main Street.
13. 409 East Main Street.
14. 104 Hursey Drive.
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15. 106 Hursey Drive.
16. 110 Hursey Drive.
17. 128 Hursey Drive.
18. Corner of Hursey Drive & Campbell Street (Non-extant).
19. Austin-Craig House – 302 West Main Street. The house was completed for Mr. Austin, a
lawyer from Pennsylvania. According to legend, Union troops attempted to burn the house
during the Civil War. Evidence of the fire remains visible.
20. 301 & 303 West Main Street.
21. St. Paul United Methodist Church – 305 West Main Street. It reflects Gothic Revival
architecture.
22. John T. Hurst House - 306 West Main Street. This Colonial Revival-influenced house was
built for a local merchant.
23. Dr. Dewitt Thompson Teal House – 508 West Main Street. Built for Dr. Teal, who once
supplied electricity to the Town.
24. Former Chesterfield High School and Gazebo – Vacant property on Crescent Drive. The
gazebo still stands.
25. Mt. Tabor United· Methodist Church – 510 West Boulevard. The grounds contain the
original church bell. Mt. Tabor Methodist Church dates to the early days of emancipation
when, according to local tradition, a group of freed people met here under a brush arbor
before the first church was built 1878.
26. Dr. Thomas E. Lucas House - 716 West Main Street. This house was built for Dr. Lucas, a
member of the SC House. According to legend, he made the money to build the home while
serving as a doctor to Union troops stationed in Chesterfield following the Civil War.
27. County Courthouse - 200 West Main Street. Prior to being the site for the Courthouse, it was
once home to William Duke Craig. His house remained on the site until 1977. Craig donated
the land for Craig Park.
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28. B.C. Moore House - 312 West Main Street. This house was the founder of the B.C. Moore
department store chain.
29. Old Mall - 109 Church Street. The once a general merchandise store, hotel, market, and bank
is now an apartment complex.
30. Craig Park - Between Page Street and Park Drive. Completed as a WPA project, this park
was built on lands donated by William Duke Craig. The park includes picnic facilities,
playground, amphitheater and community house.
31. Chesterfield Presbyterian Church – 209 West Main Street.
Moving forward, RS3 urges the Town to conduct an updated historic resources survey. South
Carolina Department of Archives & History allocates funds each year to support such projects.
The update needs to investigate now and future eligible properties for historic consideration as
contributing resources to the District. Without an updated survey, the Town also cannot confirm
or verify inappropriate additions and alterations. Noticed from the 1980 historic survey and
Town’s history is the absence of African American and Native American resources and history.
Mt. Tabor is the only exception. Additionally, an updated survey is an opportunity to tease out
negated histories and resources. Discovery may lead to several State historic markers and/or
document oral history associated with local, state, and national events. We recommend the Town
and/or Historic Society reach out to Mrs. Felicia Flemming-McCall author of African Americans
of Chesterfield County. She is an excellent resource.

FAITH INSTITUTIONS
Peppered throughout the Town of Chesterfield are churches, places of worship. Institutions are
more than brick and mortar. They purport and preserve culture distinct to the people who
worship in them. Although the tenants of a belief appear to be universal, they mirror cultural
nuances. It seeps out in illustrations used in sermons and resonant with each note. They remain
our genealogical repository, chronicling births, baptisms, marriages, deaths, and other
information. Ancestry’s genealogy database hinges on these institutions’ data. Places of worship
serve as our communication hub, centers for social interaction, music and arts, therapy, uplift,
and brokers for change.
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CULTURAL RESOURCES GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 1. Promote Historic Preservation. Historic preservation has a three-pronged approach –
construction/rehabilitation, tourism, and education.
New Construction/Rehabilitation/Occupancy Incentives Policy
Policy 1.1. Apply for USDA Rural Development and Housing Trust funds for owner-occupied
rehabilitation. It is easier to address deterioration housing stock before it gets to a condition
where demolition becomes the only viable choice.
Policy 1.2. Develop the Town’s version of the Bailey Bill to incentivize Downtown revitalization
as well as contributing properties to the historic district.
Policy 1.3. Utilize amortized building permit fees based on the amount of investment to
encourage historic restoration projects.
Policy 1.4. Become an active member of the National Trust for Historic Preservation.
Membership provides access to the grants.
Policy 1.5. Develop grant applications to the National Trust and South Carolina Department of
Archives & History (SCDAH) to contract with an architect to develop a pattern book guiding
appropriate additions, alterations, signage, materials, and design in the Historic District.
Policy 1.6. Apply for SCDAH funds for commercial exterior historic restoration projects.
Policy 1.7. Enforcement – Code violations must be taken seriously. That means fining
inappropriate and unauthorized construction projects and demanding architectural review
approval before projects begin.
Policy 1.8. Update the Town’s historic resources survey. This will identify potential eligible
historic resources whose property owners would be eligible for State and/or Federal tax credits.
Also, this is important to promoting historic preservation and revitalization via the Bailey Bill.
Tourism
Policy 2.1. Develop a walking tour brochure. The brochure would highlight stops to several or all
the Town’s listed properties with photographs. It needs to incorporate a map with restaurants and
shopping venues to help visitors better navigate to sites.
Policy 2.2. Cell/Mobile Tour. As the Town becomes more sophisticated, develop a tour app.
Visitors, as part of their self-guided tour, can access to access pre-recorded information about the
sites using their cell phones
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Education
Most people do not understand or have limited information about the Historic District and the
importance of historic preservation.
Policy 3.1. Mail postcards to property owners in the District and/or have an online historic
preservation forum to explain and share the importance of historic preservation.
Policy 3.2. Alert eligible property owners of available State and Federal tax credits for exterior
repairs.
Policy 3.3. Work with African Americans to chronicle their experiences and history.
Policy 3.4. Work with South Carolina Historic Marker Program to commemorate noteworthy
African and Native American sites.
Policy 3.5. Work with SCDAH and other resources to excavate the Native American’s story
before and during the Eurasian presences.
Policy 3.6. Nominate the Craig Park Community Center for NRHP recognition.
Policy 3.7. Create a Historic Preservation Month or Week in concert with Downtown merchants
offering specials and/or discounts. Provide rides, food, games, or combination to attract residents
and educate them on the importance of historic preservation.
Policy 3.7b. Alternatively, incorporate historic preservation as part of a major event or festival.
Policy 3.8. With either of the above options, [Policies 3.7 & 3.7b] have a historic theme poster
contest for K-12 students with prizes for winners. Chesterfield Chamber of Commerce, local
banks, and corporate sponsors would be great partners.
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Chapter 4
COMMUNITY FACILITIES ELEMENT
The Community Facilities Element provides guidance to make appropriate community
infrastructure decisions and build partnerships. It also inventories community assets as resources
that shape and impact day-to-day lives. Many of these resources are owned and managed by the
Town of Chesterfield. More importantly, this Element helps us to see the value of these
resources.

CHESTERFIELD COUNTY COMPLEX
Chesterfield County Complex, though a County owned and managed facility, is an integral part
of the Town’s commercial and social landscape. Located at 200 Main Street extending Mills
Street. The County Complex houses county administrative offices and judicial center.

TOWN HALL
Town Hall is located at 112 East Main Street. The building houses the town administrators,
clerk/treasurer offices and Town Council Chambers.

PUBLIC UTILITIES
Water Facilities
Water is provided by the Chesterfield County Rural Water Company (CCRWC). CCRWC,
located at 13598 Chesterfield Highway, serves the towns of Mt. Croghan and Ruby including
metering and billing. It also supplies water to Jefferson and Pageland. Twenty years ago, the
Town of Cheraw owned and managed its water services and sold water to CCRWC.
Circumstances have changed. Nonetheless, the Town has 1072 water customers – 273
commercial/industrial and 799 residential. Water is collected from groundwater. Average use is
138,919 gallons per day. The water system has 400,000 gallons of potable water at any given
time. Portable water is water safe for drinking and cooking. This water supply is stored in aboveground tanks for emergency use. Its two elevated tanks ensure there is significant water pressure.
Wastewater
Chesterfield’s wastewater is now being treated by the Town of Cheraw. This is another change
since the Town’s 1999 Comprehensive Plan. Applauded is the inter-governmental cooperation
with the Town of Cheraw. However, there are some challenges in terms of the Town receiving a
more favorable wastewater treatment rate. On the other end of the equation, according to the
The Town of Cheraw’s Public Utilities Director of Water/Wastewater is Chesterfield’s inflow
and infiltration [I & I] issue. The Town of Chesterfield appears to have water infiltrating into its
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wastewater lines. Such a challenge prohibits a wet industry from locating in the Town. For
clarity, a wet industry is a plant that consumes and discharges a vast amount of water as part of
its operation. The Town’s wastewater rates are high for a municipality its size. Adding such an
industrial, rates would be astronomical.
One alternative, which may have been considered, involves land application discharge. Here, the
Town could discharge its effluent in a vegetated field near its current wastewater treatment plant.
If the Town has not considered this option, we suggest it weighs the pros and cons of the land
application method against ending its wastewater services with Cheraw. Any decision does not
negate the Town’s inflow and infiltration issue. Further investigation is needed. How to pay for
infrastructure improvements? Grants through Rural infrastructure Authority and USDA Rural
Development are an option. Another is partnership. Imagine a county collaborative with the
County and all its municipalities to address infrastructure projects. The County residents by
permission could approve a ¼ penny sales tax over 10 years. The collaborative would apply to a
board of its own design with engineering firm not associated with the County or municipalities.
The board guided by the engineering firm would evaluate and award the top applicants.
Applicants would have to provide a 5% match. This would reduce the politicization of the award
process.
Sanitation
The Town provides once a week curbside garbage collection for all residences and businesses,
charging a monthly fee for this service. A roll-out cart is provided. Special rates are charged for
those businesses using dumpsters. The Town also provides yard debris collection at no additional
charge. The above data reflects the Town’s 1999 Comprehensive Plan because no update was
provided.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Fire Protection
The Chesterfield Fire Department (CFD) formed in 1930 celebrates 99 years of service. CFD
provides fire protection, rescue, fire inspection and investigation, hazmat, and fire prevention
services. Coverage includes the Town of Chesterfield and the surrounding unincorporated areas
via mutual aid extending five (5) road miles from its fire station – 101 Cotton Street. In addition
to its residents, as part of its critical infrastructure, the station protects one elementary (Edwards
Elementary School), middle school (Chesterfield/Ruby Middle School), and high school
(Chesterfield High School), and Palmetto Learning Center and Chesterfield School District
Administration Office, medical facility (CareSouth), several industrial manufacturing companies,
the Town of Chesterfield’s water and sewer operations, recreational facilities and parks, daycare
centers, senior facilities, churches, a historic district with contributing properties and sites listed
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on the National Registry of Historic Places, and a significant number of commercial businesses
in addition to SC 9.
The fire station houses 6 pieces of apparatus - 4 pumper/tankers, 1 service vehicle, and 1 brush
trucks. The department relies heavily on 23 volunteer firefighters. One of the challenges of a
volunteer fire department is recruitment and retention. CFD routinely advertises and promotes
volunteerism. Six firefighters are firefighter II certified. Firefighter II Certification means those
firefighters are more knowledgeable in firefighting techniques. They can create fire intervention
plans, conduct vehicle extraction, coordinate multiple emergency response teams, and combat
wildfires. The Department prides itself on fire safety and preparedness, which means training.
Trainings are conducted twice each month to re-enforce and update firefighting techniques. The
Department has an ISO (Insurance Service Office) Class 5 rating. The ISO rating outside the five
(5) road mile area is plus 5. Briefly, the Insurance Service Office (ISO) inspects, grades, and
ranks fire departments and defense areas or districts from 1 to 10, on a basis of protection
offered. One represents the best possible protection, with 10 signaling the absence of any
protection. The lower the classification equates to lower insurance premiums for homeowners
and businesses.
Equally important to fire response is fire prevention. Chesterfield’s Fire Prevention Program
aims to reduce the number of fires and provides appropriate responsiveness to a fire. On a
continual basis, the Department engages the most vulnerable residents – children and seniors.
RS3 would like to preface the following comment as a thought. The thought is to transform the
CFD into a special purpose fire district covering an area larger than the current five road miles.
The coverage area would cover the existing mutual aid five-road miles. Taxpayers within the
District would fund the fire department allowing a small full-time staff to complement its
volunteer personnel. Having a small full-time crew makes Chesterfield more attractive to an
industry or research facility.
Law Enforcement
The Chesterfield Police Department protects and serves the Town’s residents and the business
community. The Police Headquarters is located at 110 East Main Street. RS3 assumes the
department maintains five police officers (four (4) certified). No response was provided by the
Police Department when specific information was requested. We have no way to articulate its
current and future needs or outreach programs.
Let us circle back to the number of police officers. The FBI, through its data collection, reflects
various statistic profiles. One is the number of police officers per 1,000 people. The latest data
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reflect 2017 numbers. The average number of officers represented from a National, Regional,
and Sub-regional perspective. Table 4.1 reflects all three measuring police staff adequacy.
Simply, it reveals under and over-staffed police department according to the community’s
population. The table uses the 2010 Census Decennial and 2017 ACS’ population estimate to
express the data. Calculation results reflect actual officers multiplied by averages and
Chesterfield’s population. The average is represented in the equation as a 1000th integer, not a
percent. For example, national average x population (.0038 x 1472 (2010 Census) = 6 police
officers. Chesterfield average per 1000 is calculated as follows: (5 (officers)/1472) x 1,000 =
3.39 or 3.4. Using the former equation, 5.59 or 6 officers are needed.
Table 4.1. Police Staff Adequacy

Avg. Number of Police Officers per 1,000

National

South
Region

South
Atlantic
(subregion)

3.8

5.2

6.2

Chesterfield

*(2010 Pop)
3.39 (3.4)

*(2017 Pop)
3.72 (3.7)

2010/2017 2010/2017 2010/2017
6/5
8/7
9/8
Chesterfield’s Surplus/Deficit
-1/0
-3/-2
-4/-3
Sources: 1999 Chesterfield Comprehensive Plan, Census 2000 Decennial & 2017ACS Estimate, & FBI 2017
Crime in the United States Table 71
*Chesterfield Required Officers per 1,000

*Number of Officer per 2010 & 2017 Population Counts

Let us focus our attention on the National average in lieu of the others. The National average is
more obtainable. Using 2017 population counts, the data suggests the Town has just enough
officers. Any substantial increase in population due to annexation and/or immigration will create
a need for additional personnel and equipment to combat criminal activity. South Carolina
Department of Justice offers grants to fund additional police personnel.
Chesterfield County Sherrif Department
The Chesterfield County Sherrif Department is located at 203 Watson Street. One hundred one
officers and staff members serve and protect the unincorporated areas of the County. Of its
officers, 56 are Class I Officer, meaning they have completed academy training. Nine staffers are
Class III – court security officers, transport. The reminder are the administrative assistant, civil
processing person, correctional officers, coroner, and duty coroner. The law enforcement agency
manages a 140-bed inmate facility at 319 Goodale Road.

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
Quality of life is measured by personal preferences. Recreational facilities are one of those
measures. Residents and visitors are drawn to amenities like quality and accessible parks and
recreational facilities. Quality, safety, and accessibility are preferences that impact use. The
Town Recreation Portfolio is listed in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2. Chesterfield Parks & Recreational Facilities
Park Name
Facilities
Craig Park
Trail, amphitheater, picnic area, and community center
Copeland Park
2 lighted tennis and 2 baseball/soccer fields
Palmetto Pavilion
Gazebo
Town Total
Additional Recreational Offerings (non-Town managed)
YMCA
Basketball court, fitness center, exercise studio, restrooms, and
outdoor pool
Chesterfield Co.
2 baseball fields
Adult Learning
Campus
Total

Acreage
5.7
8.07
.098
14
10
10
34

Table 4.3. Acres of Park Land Per 1,000 Residents

Median
Lower Quartile
Upper Quartile
Source: National Park and Recreational Agency

All Agencies

Less than 20,000

10.1
5.1
17.4

10.8
4.9
18.0

Circling back to does Chesterfield have enough recreation space question. According to the
NPRA Report, the median park acreage per 1,000 persons is 10.1 acres. This number includes
large cities which is not an equitable comparison. Neither is the median (10.8 acres) for
jurisdictions under 20,000 people. Twenty thousand population to some is a medium to largesized city. Nonetheless, this is the smallest population category. Using the lower quartile (4.9
acres), Chesterfield conceivably should have 6.6 acres of park space, remarkably, it has an
excess of 7.4 acres. If we included the additional 20 acres from the other recreational offerings,
the Town has a surplus of 27.4 acres. As far as recreational programming, we cannot note youth
and adult programs from the Recreational Department due to the lack of response to our survey
questions.
Inadequate recreational space, from our observation, is not an issue. We recommend the Town
launch a recreation initiative to engage the residents and County officials through a survey and
interactive mapping session to reimagine its current parks as part of the Town’s transformation
from a place to a destination.
Craig Park is the jewel of the Town’s recreational offerings. Its central location serves the
surrounding and nearby neighborhoods and Downtown. Because of its location, a number of
events are held there. Absence is public restrooms during park hours. Restroom access adds to
the length of stay and park usage. No parent wants to leave a park and come back, especially
multiple times. The inclusion of emergency poles and additional lighting along the wooded
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portion of the trail creates a feeling of safety. Also absent is playground equipment for the
physically challenged and seniors. Recreation for all ages increases the park’s usage and
promotes quality of life. RS3 is not sure of the amphitheater’s seating capacity; nonetheless, the
addition of a covered stage, lighting, and sound system would make the amphitheater more
functional. A robust park experience would showcase the amphitheater for seasonal to yearround concerts and plays. Copeland Park, on the other hand, is somewhat detached. It is
disconnected from a neighborhood and located next to a commercial furniture business and
sparsely developed area.
Copeland, as part of a reimagined park system, is most attractive as part of a tournament
destination along with the two baseball fields on the Adult Education Campus. Chesterfield’s
seasonally warm weather is ideal for several baseball tournaments drawing nearby NC youth and
adult leagues. Chesterfield could be one of the Dixie Youth World Series stops. Again, this is
part of Chesterfield’s transformation from a place to a destination.
During our engagement platform, it was mentioned was a need for a community center.
Although absent from the Town recreation portfolio, a community center alone is not
advantageous. We noted the Town has more than enough recreational space. Partnering with the
YMCA offers indoor sporting event options for events. If the Town decides to invent in a
community center, it needs to accommodate multiple uses and generate revenue. If not, the cost
outweighs the return on investment.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES
Chesterfield County Public Library
Chesterfield County Public Library located at 119 West Main Street. The library offers various
outreach activities and programs, including storytime, summer readings for all ages, early
childhood, and adult literacy programs, and the bookmobile. Patrons have access to databases,
high-speed Internet, word processing, computers, genealogy materials, microfilm reader/printer,
newspapers, magazines, e-books, audiobooks, movies and music for children and adults, large
print books, and games.
Chesterfield County School District
Chesterfield County School District operates 16 schools and an adult education program. Two of
the facilities, including the adult education program, are within the Town limits. They are listed
below. The School District has experienced its share of challenges and successes. However, it
remains dedicated to graduating students prepared for their next step. Through the innovative and
effective applications of technology, personal, and digital learning in the schools, graduation
rates over the last four years have been over 80%.
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Table 4.4. Chesterfield Area Schools
School
Edwards Elementary School
Chesterfield High School
Chesterfield County Adult Education
Chesterfield County School District Administration

Grades
K – 5th
9th - 12th
NA

Address
2411 W. Boulevard
401 N. Paige Street
116 Edwards Road

NA

401 West Boulevard

Source: Chesterfield County School District

MEDICAL FACILITIES
CareSouth, at 500 West Boulevard serves as a “medical home – a place where people can
experience healing, caring relationships.” The medical practice provides medical, dental,
behavioral health counseling, x-ray, laboratory, ultrasound, and pharmacy services. Recognizing
an expansive need in Chesterfield County, CareSouth broke ground on its anticipated 15,600
square foot facility, 204 Commerce Avenue, quadrupling its current capacity. Hours of service
are Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Unfortunately, it does not provide afterhours or urgent care services. Urgent or after hour care is provided 15 minutes away at McLeod
Health Cheraw.
Chesterfield Rescue Squad, 182 West Boulevard, and Regional EMS System Chesterfield, 1202
West Main Street, provide paramedic services.
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES GOALS AND POLICIES
Goals and policies are central to the Chesterfield’s departments.
Water
Goal 1. To provide adequate utility services to maintain the current level of service and
anticipate future needs.
Policy 1.1. Upgrade facilities and information as part of a comprehensive Capital Improvement
Plan.
Policy 1.2. Ensure adequate supplies of high-quality potable water for distribution to current and
future users.
Goal 2. To conserve and protect water resources.
Policy 2.1. Promote groundwater recharge and aquifer sustainability.
Policy 2.2. Encourage water conservation techniques through public education, information, and
incentives to reduce water usage.
Wastewater
Goal 3. Improve wastewater management.
Policy 3.1. Require any property owners with septic systems regularly maintenance their system
to DHEC standards or connect to municipal services.
Policy 3.2. Prevent and reduce infiltration and inflow by systematically monitoring and
inspecting sewer lines and manholes and making necessary repairs in a timely manner.
Strategy 3.2.1. Actively explore grants from Rural Infrastructure Authority and USDA Rural
Development.
Strategy 3.2.2. Pitch the idea of an Infrastructure Collaborative addressing critical to minor
infrastructure needs through an endorsed County ¼ penny sales tax. If the Collaborative cannot
be established, the Town should pitch the idea to the residents and business community.
Policy 3.3. Investigate the viability of land application discharge as an alternative to Cheraw’s
wastewater treatment services. It is important to weigh the pros and cons as part of the decisionmaking process.
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Solid Waste
Goal 4. To reduce the amount of solid waste sent to the landfill.
Policy 4.1. Continue to recycle glass, plastic, paper, metals, and cardboard reducing dumping
costs to the Town.
Policy 4.2. Implement an aggressive recycling public relations and education campaign. Integrate
campaign into fairs and special event activities.
Policy 4.3. Mandate new multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional developments to
include on-site recycling facilities for employees and residents as part of the trash collection
system.
Policy 4.4. Recycle and encourage the reuse of building materials when possible.
Public Safety (Limited to the Fire Department)
Goal 5. To provide Public Safety services to meet the needs of today and prepare for tomorrow
ensuring response times are efficient and reliable.
Policy 5.1. Replace dated equipment.
Policy 5.2. Obtain appropriate equipment for natural disaster events.
Policy 5.3. Incorporate new technologies.
Policy 5.4. Investigate the special purpose fire district option to fund a small full-time fire
department.
Recreation
Goal 6. Develop a robust park and recreational system.
Policy 6.1. Launch a recreation initiative to engage residents and County officials to reimagine
its parks.
Policy 6.2. Pursue SCPRT and recreational facilities grants to address and recreational facilities.
Policy 6.3. Routinely monitor and maintenance the existing facilities and equipment.
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Policy 6.4. Work with SCDOT to establish bike lanes where possible connecting Craig Park to
nearby neighborhoods and the high school. The existing bridge access across Thompson Creek is
a little intimidating.
Policy 6.5. Work with County to establish a permanent funding stream to address recreational
services within a two to three-mile radius of the Town.
General Government
Goal 7. Develop and implement a comprehensive Capital Improvements Program to ensure all
Town assets are well maintained and provide adequate environments to all employees and
citizens.
Policy 7.1. Perform routine maintenance of Town assets to ensure their long-term stability.
Policy 7.2. Promote sustainability in the design and maintenance of Town assets.
Policy 7.3. Routinely review spending and debt service in relation to the Town’s Capital
Improvements Program.
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Chapter 5
NATURAL RESOURCES ELEMENT
The Natural Element reflects God’s creation and constraints to mankind. This allows us to
appreciate and respect the natural landscape. Therefore, our goal is not to adversely affect the
natural environment as we expand our development footprint. Highlighted are climate, air
quality, topography, soils, water resources, flood hazard areas, and wetlands.

CLIMATE AND AIR QUALITY
The Town of Chesterfield has mild winters and warm summers according to weatherbase.com.
Rainfall is plentiful year-round, with the greatest periods of precipitation in August. The average
annual precipitation is about 47 inches. In winter, the coolest average temperature is 43.2 degrees
in January. The warmest month on average is July with an average temperature of 80.8 degrees.
Air Quality
The Federal Clean Air Act (CAA) establishes the National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for several contaminates – particle pollution, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, and ground-level ozone. Standards are imposed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). Air quality is measured by part per million (ppm) of particle matter.
Consequently, air quality is rated according to ppm thresholds from Good to Hazardous. The
spectrum between Good and Hazardous is Moderate, Unhealthy for Sensitive Groups,
Unhealthy, and Very Unhealthy. Good means air quality, 0 to 50 ppm, is considered satisfactory
and air pollution poses little or no risk. Hazardous, 301 and 500 ppm, is a health warning of
emergency conditions. Presently, the Town of Chesterfield’s air quality index, according to
AirNow, is rated Good with 35 ppm. AirNow is EPA’s interactive Air Quality Index database
and forecast platform. Chesterfield’s air quality places it in Attainment Status. Attainment
references areas with concentrations of pollutants below NAAQS. Non-Attainment is the
opposite. What does this mean? Air quality is not restricted and poses no imminent health threat.
Expanding and new industries are not restricted. In other words, Non-Attainment status might
limit the growth of existing industries and prohibit new industries because an already fragile air
quality.

TOPOGRAPHY
Elevations are determined by the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Its interactive map
viewer (TNM) provides elevation data. Elevation profile results vary by the user due to location
preferences. For example, Chesterfield’s elevation is 244.4 feet above sea level at Tavern Branch
Drive and increases to 298.17 at Holly Street. However, the estimated average elevation above
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sea level is 292 feet. Figure 5.1 illustrates Chesterfield’s topography. For readability purposes,
contours are in 10 feet intervals. Precise elevations are based on two (2) feet intervals.
Nonetheless, the Town overall is hilly. Elevations are steepest north of Main Street. Areas
marked as A are the steepest areas. The closer contour lines are the steeper the terrain. Broadly
spaced lines depict flatter terrain. The topography dictates the direction of runoff. Runoff sheet
flows according to natural contours then concentrating in velocity along sloped areas and/or
man-made improvements (i.e. roads, buildings). Downtown, as noted on the map, is relatively
flat. The elevation is 290 feet. This is significant because runoff drains around this and couple
others in opposite directions to Thompson and Indian Creeks. Poor drainage along runoff
channels coupled with less than permeable soils create ponding in areas. Flooding is exacerbated
in located in or near flood hazard areas and wetlands. In fact, the attendees at the kick-off
meeting mentioned poor drainage as weakness and concern.
Figure 5.1. Topography Map

A

A

A

Downtown Area

Contours

SOILS
The largest soil types by acreage are Emporia (loamy sand), Badin (silty loam), and Badin (silty
clay). A comprehensive list of Chesterfield’s soil types is in Table 5.1. Figure 5.2 depicts
Chesterfield soil types by the Unified Solid Classification System (USCS). The Unified Soil
Classification System is a soil classification system used in engineering and geology to describe
the texture and grain size of a soil. The classification system can be applied to most
unconsolidated materials and is represented by a two-letter symbol. Each letter is described
below (with the exception of Pt). The following helps to decode the assigned classification
associated with specific soils.
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Letter
G
S
M
C
O

Definition
Gravel
Sand
Silt
Clay
Organic

Letter
P
W
H
L

Definition
Poor graded (uniform particles
Well-graded (diversified particle sizes)
High plasticity
Low plasticity

Figure 5.2. Unified Solid Classification System Map

Unified Soil Classification
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CL-ML

ML

SC

SC-SM

SM

SP-SC

SP-SM

Hydrologic soil groups are based on estimates of runoff potential. Soils are assigned to one of
four groups according to the rate of water infiltration when the soils are not protected by
vegetation, are thoroughly wet, and receive precipitation from long-duration storms. The
Hydrologic Soil Map illustrates soils’ runoff potential.
The soils in the United States are assigned to four groups (A, B, C, and D) and three dual classes
(A/D, B/D, and C/D). The groups are defined as follows:
▪ Group A. Soils in this group have low runoff potential when thoroughly wet. Water is
transmitted freely through the soil. Group A soils typically have less than 10 percent clay and
more than 90 percent sand or gravel and have gravel or sand textures. Some soils having
loamy sand, sandy loam, loam or silt loam textures may be placed in this group if they are
well aggregated, of low bulk density, or contain greater than 35 percent rock fragments.
▪

Group B. Soils in this group have moderately low runoff potential when thoroughly wet.
Water transmission through the soil is unimpeded. Group B soils typically have between 10
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▪

percent and 20 percent clay and 50 percent to 90 percent sand and have loamy sand or sandy
loam textures. Some soils having loam, silt loam, silt, or sandy clay loam textures may be
placed in this group if they are well aggregated, of low bulk density, or contain greater than
35 percent rock fragments.

▪

Group C. Soils in this group have moderately high runoff potential when thoroughly wet.
Water transmission through the soil is somewhat restricted. Group C soils typically have
between 20 percent and 40 percent clay and less than 50 percent sand and have loam, silt
loam, sandy clay loam, clay loam, and silty clay loam textures. Some soils having clay, silty
clay, or sandy clay textures may be placed in this group if they are well aggregated, of low
bulk density, or contain greater than 35 percent rock fragments.

▪

Group D. Soils having a very slow infiltration rate (high runoff potential) when thoroughly
wet. These consist chiefly of clays that have a high shrink-swell potential, soils that have a
high-water table, soils that have a claypan or clay layer at or near the surface, and soils that
are shallow over nearly impervious material. These soils have a very slow rate of water
transmission.

If soil is assigned to a dual hydrologic group (A/D, B/D, or C/D), the first letter is for drained
areas and the second is for undrained areas. Only the soils that in their natural condition are in
group D are assigned to dual classes.
Soils in the Town hydrologically are classified as type “C” soils, indicating a moderately high
runoff potential. Simply, rainwater does not ready infiltrate into soil slowing the flow of water.
Soil compaction and the addition of non-native soils to the soil profile further decreases
infiltration capacity. What does this mean? An analysis requires revisiting the Town’s
topography. Remember sections were particularly hilly and steep in some areas. Steep slopes
accelerate runoff. These two factors, excluding developed areas, experience rapid runoff.
Imagine a heavy rainfall. Water is not being readily absorbed into lawns and open space causing
water to pond. The rapid convergence of water off streets, parking lot, and structures sheet flow
more water onto lawns and recreational spaces. Together, they create flooding and potential
property damage.
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Figure 5.3. Hydrologic Soil Map
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What can be done? Development going forward needs to be incorporate green spaces, buffering,
tree planting and landscaping, and low impact design elements. This softens the urban landscape
and stymies the above scenario which is a reality for Chesterfields’ citizens. Trees are an
excellent source for adding values to properties and the absorption of water.
Incorporating low impact design elements into parking areas, street intersections, and convergent
drainage points effectively manage runoff.
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The following map illustrates the locations for appropriate development. Challenging soils
increase the building cost to make the project achievable. The maps reflect soils' impact on
dwellings without basements and small commercial buildings.
Dwellings without Basements
Dwellings are single-family houses of three stories or less. For dwellings without
basements, the foundation is assumed to consist of spread footings of reinforced concrete built
on undisturbed soil at a depth of 2 feet or at the depth of maximum frost penetration, whichever
is deeper.

Dwellings Without Basements

Not limited

Not rated

Somewhat limited

Very limited

Figure 5.4. Dwelling Suitability

The ratings for dwellings are based on the soil properties that affect the capacity of the soil to
support a load without movement and on the properties that affect excavation and construction
costs. The properties that affect the load-supporting capacity include depth to a water table,
ponding, flooding, subsidence, linear extensibility (shrink-swell potential), and compressibility.
Compressibility is inferred from the Unified Classification of the soil. The properties that affect
the ease and amount of excavation include depth to a water table, ponding, flooding, slope, depth
to bedrock or a cemented pan, hardness of bedrock or a cemented pan, and the amount and size
of rock fragments.
Rating class terms indicate the extent to which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that
affect the specified use. "Not limited" indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable
for the specified use. Good performance and very low maintenance can be expected. "Somewhat
limited" indicates that the soil has features that are moderately favorable for the specified use.
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The limitations can be overcome or minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair
performance and moderate maintenance can be expected. "Very limited" indicates that the soil
has one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The limitations generally
cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special design, or expensive installation
procedures. Poor performance and high maintenance can be expected.
Small Commercial Buildings
Small commercial buildings are structures that are less than three stories high and do not have
basements. The foundation is assumed to consist of spread footings of reinforced concrete built
on undisturbed soil at a depth of 2 feet or at the depth of maximum frost penetration, whichever
is deeper. The ratings are based on the soil properties that affect the capacity of the soil to
support a load without movement and on the properties that affect excavation and construction
costs. The properties that affect the load-supporting capacity include depth to a water table,
ponding, flooding, subsidence, linear extensibility (shrink-swell potential), and compressibility
(which is inferred from the Unified classification of the soil). The properties that affect the ease
and amount of excavation include flooding, depth to a water table, ponding, slope, depth to
bedrock or a cemented pan, hardness of bedrock or a cemented pan, and the amount and size of
rock fragments.

Small Commercial Buildings

Not limited

Not rated

Somewhat limited

Very limited

Figure 5.5. Commercial Suitability

Rating class terms indicate the extent to which the soils are limited by all of the soil features that
affect the specified use. "Not limited" indicates that the soil has features that are very favorable
for the specified use. Good performance and very low maintenance can be expected. "Somewhat
limited" indicates that the soil has features that are moderately favorable for the specified use.
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The limitations can be overcome or minimized by special planning, design, or installation. Fair
performance and moderate maintenance can be expected. "Very limited" indicates that the soil
has one or more features that are unfavorable for the specified use. The limitations generally
cannot be overcome without major soil reclamation, special design, or expensive installation
procedures. Poor performance and high maintenance can be expected.
Circling back to construction. Both Figures 5.4 and 5.5 illustrates construction challenges
especially along and in the Thompson and Indian Creek areas. Commercial development is more
extensive. The very limited soil areas extend from the creeks into the Town’s interior.
Unfortunately, we cannot change nature. As the Town develops, incentives are going to be
needed to soften development costs in these challenging areas. There are several unfinished
subdivisions and available land.

WETLANDS
The principal criteria for determining wetlands are hydrology, soils, and vegetation. Wetlands
are among the most productive ecosystems in the world, comparable to rain forests and coral
reefs. Specific State and Federal agencies, most notably the US Army Corps of Engineers, the
US Fish and Wildlife Service, the SC Natural Resources Commission, and the SC Department of
Health and Environmental Control have specific interest in preserving these natural areas,
including the issuance of development permits when conditions warrant. Typically, the Corps of
Engineers take the lead role in wetlands protection, reviewing proposed projects and making
wetland determinations. When wetland conditions are found, the Corps evaluates the public
benefit of the project relative to the potential damage to the wetland resources. While not all
development in wetland areas requires a permit, an assessment of conditions is required.
Unfortunately, the US Fish and Wildlife Service report entitled Wetlands Losses in the United
States from the 1780s to 1980s estimates that wetlands in South Carolina decreased by 27%
during the last century, resulting in a loss of more than 1.75 million acres of wetlands. Because
wetlands provide numerous benefits for humans, it is important to encourage their protection. In
addition to providing habitat for plants and wildlife, estuarine wetlands provide critical habitat
for a majority of the commercial fish and shellfish consumed in the United States.
According to information provided by the SC Department of Health and Environmental Control
(SCDHEC), 96% of the commercial catch and more than 50% of the recreational catch in the
Southeast consists of fish and shellfish that depend on estuary/coastal wetland systems. Coastal
wetlands also act as a buffer to protect shore areas from waves and storms and help to reduce and
even prevent erosion. Ninety percent of the State’s wetlands are freshwater wetlands. Freshwater
wetlands can store stormwater to reduce flooding, as well as purify water by holding and
breaking down pollutants and by trapping silt or soil so that it settles in the wetlands instead of
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clogging up nearby streams. Some wetlands store water in the rainy season and release the water
later into nearby aquifers or underground streams. This cycle recharges the groundwater that
supplies many South Carolinians with drinking water. Scientists have linked atmospheric
maintenance as an additional beneficial wetland function. Wetlands store carbon within their
plant communities and soil (plants use carbon dioxide to photosynthesize) instead of releasing it
to the atmosphere. Thus, wetlands even play a role in moderating global climate conditions. Loss
of wetlands, especially through filling, increase runoff with a subsequent loss of the wetland
functions for flood control, groundwater recharge, and water quality improvement.
Freshwater forested/shrub wetland predominates the Town’s natural landscape. Chesterfield’s
wetlands are located around along Thompson and Indian Creeks, touching several properties and
engulf others. The latter is a reference to Commerce Park. Wetlands, here, encompassed over
50% of the Park, which adds another step to the development process if the Park is to be fully
realized. Simply, the Army Corp of Engineers will have to be intimately involved in the
development process to ensure the natural or ecological system will not be adversely affected.
Consultation is not to be restricted to the Park but all development projects with noted wetlands.
The Wetland Map, according to the Army Corp of Engineers’ Wetland Inventory, identifies
wetlands and where development has encroached on those sensitive areas.
Figure 5.6. Wetlands Map

Wetlands

Freshwater Emergent Wetland

Freshwater Forested/Shrub Wetland

Freshwater Pond

Lake

FLOOD HAZARD AREAS
The devastation from flooding overshadows floodplains’ importance. Floodplains perform vital
natural functions such as temporary storage of floodwaters. It moderates peak flood flows,
enhance water quality, and recharge groundwater. Erosion control in addition to cultivating
diverse natural wildlife populations and aesthetic quality are among its functionality. These
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functions are best served if floodplains are kept in their natural state. Wherever possible, the
natural characteristics of floodplains and their associated wetlands and water bodies should be
preserved and enhanced. Decisions to alter floodplains, especially floodways and stream
channels, should be the result of careful studies and planning.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) identifies and evaluates flood areas. It
recommends communities to participate in the National Flood Insurance Program. In order to
participate, communities must have an adopted flood ordinance that complies with FEMA’s
standards. The Federal Flood Insurance Program uses a standard of the 100-year floodplain, or
1% flood to locate restricted areas for development. Flooding not only presents problems in
reconstruction costs but health hazards by possible contamination of water supplies and
resources.
The below map identifies the floodway and base flood elevations. The map mirrors FEMA
FIRM (Flood Insurance Rate Map). Areas highlighted by X are areas outside the flood hazard
area with a 0.2 percent-annual-chance flood. Alternatively, A and AE are high-risk areas.
Communities that participate in the NFIP, flood insurance is required. A represents areas with a
1% annual chance of flood and a 26% chance of flooding over the life of a 30-year mortgage.
Zone AE is the most severe and has a 1% probability of flooding every year. Properties in Zone
AE are high risk for flooding.
Figure 5.7. Flood Hazard Map

Base Flood Elevations

AE

X
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Floodplains and floodways, here, are one in the same meandering along both creeks. The flood
hazard area along Indian Creek stops shy of the Town’s southern border. Intense rains are
problematic for property owners and residents living within these sensitive areas. Development
in a floodplain, especially a floodway, should be discouraged. However, developments can be
situated in a floodplain. Standards require structures to be elevated above base flood elevation
(BFE). Nursing homes, childcare facilities, or schools should never be considered. These
vulnerable populations are more apt to be injured and/or suffer a fatality due to flooding.
Evacuation is of these populations are more challenging.
Noted earlier that some soils are prone to flooding and/or water retention. It is not unusual for
wetlands and flood hazard areas to share common soil types. When wetlands and flood hazard
areas overlap, they are more problematic for development. This is the case with Chesterfield
Commerce Park. Why is this important? The Town has invested quite a bit in the development of
the Park with the hopes to fully realize its development potential. Equally important is the
employment potential to the Town and surrounding areas. Success is critical. Figure 5.8 is an up-

Figure 5.8. Chesterfield Commerce Park Up Close

close visual of the Park. Notice the flood hazard areas engulfs a significant portion of the Park
excluding several properties. Circling back to base flood elevations. Base flood elevations
represent the on the ground elevations [topography]. Ideally, using 141 feet, if the project was
less than 138 feet, the structure would have elevated above the 141 feet to minimize flood
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damage. Many communities require structures to be elevated one to two feet about base flood
elevation levels. The Town’s adopted Flood Ordinance addresses this. Realistically, it is not
practical to elevate commercial and industrial structures. The alternative is floodproofing the
walls and other areas. This is an expensive endeavor not to mention the required flood insurance.
Economic incentives are going to be critical to off-set development costs - Army Corp of
Engineering 404 permitting, a creative comprehensive stormwater management system, and
flood proofing proposed building. Unfortunately, economic incentives may not be enough to lure
potential investors given the extraordinary development challenge. The Town needs to consider a
50-foot riparian area along Indian Creek and subdivide the remaining land into large sellable
tracts to increase the proportionally of nature area to development. Incorporating green
infrastructure into Park’s design with walking trails minimizes adverse impacts and creates an
aesthetic open space.
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NATURAL RESOURCES ELEMENT GOALS & POLICIES
Goal 1. Protect natural resources.
Policy 1.1. Make the protection of Chesterfield’s natural resources a priority in shaping the
future development of the Town. New development proposals should be reviewed for their
potential impacts on natural resources.
Policy 1.2. Evaluate development projects in wetlands and flood hazard areas. Army Corps of
Engineers must be consulted when projects are proposed in a wetland area.
Policy 1.3. Develop and/or incorporate a natural resources outreach/education program in other
outreach efforts.
Goal 2. Minimize the impact of stormwater runoff onto properties.
Policy 2.1. Develop a comprehensive stormwater study and implementation strategy.
Policy 2.2. As part of the Town’s planning review for commercial/industrial and subdivisions,
ensure projects have an NPDES Permit for projects one or more acres of land disturbance. This
includes projects with an acre or more of impervious surface. Commercial/industrial projects less
than one acre should obtain a Less Than One Area DHEC permit. All permits should be a part of
the development packet and submitted prior to construction.
Policy 2.3. Incorporate low impact design as part of the zoning ordinance with permit incentives.
Policy 2.4. Incorporate landscaping and buffers into zoning ordinance.
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TABLE 5.1 CHESTERFIELD SOIL INVENTORY
Soil Types

Soil Unit Map Name

AaB
AeC
AeD
BaB
BaD
BaE
BdB2
BdC2
Bf
Ch

Soil
Classification

*Acreage

Ailey sand, 6 to 10% slope
SM
105.6
Ailey sand, 6 to 10% slope
SM
41
Ailey sand, 10 to 15% slope
SM
66.3
Badin silt loam, 2 to 6% slope
CL-ML
10
Badin silt loam, 10 to 15% slope
CL-ML
384.6
Badin silt loam, 15 to 25% slope
CL-ML
2429
Badin silty clay loam, 2 to 6% slope
CL-ML
85.1
Badin silty clay loam, 6 to 10% slope
CL-ML
98.4
Bibb sandy loam, frequently flooded
SM
197.2
Chwacla, clay loam, frequently flooded
CL
729.8
Chewacla-Chastain Complex, frequently
Cm
CL-ML
16257.7
flooded, 0 to 2% slope
Cx
Coxville loam
SC
6.8
EmA
Emporia loamy sand, 0 to 2% slope
SC-SM
251.9
EmB
Emporia loamy sand, 2 to 6 % slopes
SM
11,927.6
EmC
Emporia, loamy sand, 6 to 10% slope
SC-SM
135
GeB
Georgeville loam, 2 to 6% slope
ML
32.8
GgB2
Georgeville silty clay loam, 2 to 6% slope
ML
65.8
GgC2
Georgeville silty clay loam, 6 to 10% slope
ML
9
GtC
Goldston Channery silt loam, 6 to 10% slope
SM
29.4
HnA
Hornsville loam, 0 to 2%slopes
SC-SM
25
Jo
Johnston, sandy loan, frequently flooded
SM
49.1
LuB
Lucy sand, 0 to 6% slopes
SP-SM
81.1
Og
Ogeechee sandy loam
SM
139
TeA
Tetoum, sandy loam, 0 to 2% slope
SM
9.5
TrB
Troup sand, 0 to 6% slopes
SP-SC
5
Ud
Udorthents, loamy
SC
13.9
VaC
Vaucluse, loamy sand, 6 to 10% slope
SM
70
VaD
Vaucluse, loamy sand, 10 to 15% slope
SM
19.1
WkB
Wickman sandy loam, 2 to 6% slope
SC-SM
57.7
* Acreage is misleading. Several soils classification groupings extended beyond the
Town’s corporate limits, skewing the actual acreage within the Town.
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Chapter 6
HOUSING ELEMENT
One of the most basic necessities after water and food is housing. Housing is quintessential to
one’s quality of life. Chesterfield is predominately a single-family community peppered with
various housing types and sizes. The Housing Element is a response to demographic changes and
conversations about housing preservation/rehabilitation, creative partnerships, new construction,
and affordable housing.

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS
When we hear the word housing, the first immediate image is the traditional box or rectangle
form with massing. Massing is an architectural term that references structural elements extending
from the primary box or rectangle’s form giving a house its architectural composition. Simply,
we recognize them as porches and additions of the primary form. Housing is broader than that.
Housing, in reality, means something different to each person. The Census enumeration gives
respondents prescribed housing options. One-unit detached translates into single-family homes.
One-unit attached is synonymous with condominiums and townhouses. We are familiar with
apartments and mobile homes. Boats, RVs, vans, and cars are modes of transportation not
homes. It is difficult to imagine these as dwellings. Without personal experience or knowledge,
the thought escapes
us. Nonetheless,
9%
thousands
1%
nationwide call
12%
these home. No one
1%
in the Town of
4%
Chesterfield called
a boat, RV, van, or
car home. Not
73%
surprising, the bulk
of Chesterfield’s
housing choice is 11-unit, detached 2 units
3 or 4 units
unit detached
5 to 9 units
10 to 19 units
Mobile home
single-family
Figure 6.1. 2017 Housing Choices
homes. In fact, 73%
of the prescribe
housing choices were single-family homes. Single-family housing fluctuated, rising in 2010 to
decline in 2017. Duplexes were second. Table 6.1 reflects Chesterfield’s housing inventory from
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2000 – 2017. Available housing units between 2000 and 2010 increased by 16 percent. One
hundred eleven housing units became available. Of which, 96 were single-family homes. Crossreferencing year built, only seven (7) units were reported in 2010. Two plausible explanations
may be concluded. One is there was a disconnect between the Town and Census Bureau in
reporting building permits from 2000 to 2009. Another, more likely, are residents participated in
larger numbers than the previous decennial. Without building permits, we cannot specify the
types, particularly since mobile homes darter Chesterfield housing landscape. Surprisingly,
2017’s hosing totals fell by 14.9% (120 units). Housing, here, fell below those in 2000. One
hundred twenty-two units disappeared. What happened? It is very doubtful the Town had
engaged in an aggressive demolition project. This decline potential reflects the lack of
participation in the Census’ annual sampling. Another is families and households relocated
elsewhere or doubled up with family and friends. Doubling up refers to persons or families living
with family and friends. Foreclosures maybe a third. Perhaps, all or a combination thereof
attributed to the decline and rise in vacancies. Fourteen and 21 percent of the available housing
choices, between 2000 and 2017, were vacant. The largest, 146 vacant units, was in 2010.
Table 6.1. Chesterfield Housing Stock Summary
Housing Characteristics
Total Housing Units
1-unit detached
1-unit attached
2 units
3 or 4 units
5 to 9 units
10 to 19 units
20 to more units
Mobile home
Boat, RV, van, & others

2000
694
523
4
42
19
54
9
0
43
0

Percent

Owner-Occupied Units
Renter-Occupied Units
Vacant Units

370
227
97

Median Mortgage (SMOC)
Median (SMOC) w/o Mortgage
Median Rent
No Paid Rent (persons)
Median Housing Value
Median Mobile Home Value

$742
$227
$367
62
$68,200
$23,500

Total Housing Units
1-unit detached
1-unit attached
2 units

20002010
16%
18.4%
100%
(28.6%)
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Percent

75.3%
.1%
6.1%
2.7%
7.8%
1.3%
0%
6.2%
0%

2010
805
619
8
30
9
88
3
0
48
0

53%
33%
14%

481
230
94
$960
$295
$456
86
$81,300
$30,000

20102017
(14.9%)
(19.7%)
(100%)
(10%)

Percent

77%
1%
4%
1.1%
11%
.37%
0%
6%
0%

2017
685
497
0
27
9
79
10
0
63
0

60%
28%
12%

343
196
146

50%
29%
21%

$1,035
$352
$603
89
$113,600
$57,500

73%
0%
4%
1.3%
12%
1.5%
0%
9.2%
0%

3 or 4 units
5 to 9 units
10 to 19 units
20 to more units
Mobile home
Boat, RV, van, & others

(52.6%)
63%
(66.7%)
0%
11.6%
0%

0%
(10.2%)
233.3%
0%
31.3%
0%

Owner-Occupied Units
Renter-Occupied Units
Vacant Units

30%
1.3%
(3.1%)

(28.7%)
(14.8%)
55.3%

Median Mortgage (SMOC)
29.4%
7.8%
Median (SMOC) w/o Mortgage
30%
19.3%
Median Rent
24.3%
32.2%
Paid No Rent
38.7%
3.5%
Median Housing Value
19.2%
39.7%
Sources: 2000 Decennial; ACS 2006 – 2010 5-Year Estimates; ACS 2013-2017 5-Year Estimates

Chesterfield declining occupancies may correlate to its deteriorating housing stock. Potential
homeowners and renters no longer considered some units viable due to moderate to gross
deterioration. Despite housing declines in 2017, mobile homes and 10 to19 unit apartments
increased.
Homeownership versus rentership is one of the most prevalent housing topics followed by
housing values. Homeownership reflects a community’s health. It gauges investment. A home is
an investment more than likely attached to a 30-year commitment – a mortgage. Mobile home,
however, are view differently unlike stick-built or modular homes. The knock is their tendency
to depreciate over time. Mobile home advocacy groups are countering this notion as myth. In
fact, Table 6.1 counters this myth. Median mobile homes values rose with each enumeration. For
clarity, modular homes are not another nomenclature for mobile home. The term has and is being
used interchangeably to denote mobile homes. The distinguishing difference is building
standards. The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) establishes
and regulates the building codes for mobile homes. Additionally, mobile homes are registered
with the Department of Motor Vehicles similar to a car. Modular homes are constructed
according to its state’s building or International Building Codes and registered with its state’s
designated regulatory codes agency.
Homeownership also singles stability. Homeowners tend to have a commitment to their
neighborhoods and community. This is believed to be higher than renters who tend to be more
transient. The Town continues to have a higher homeowner and renter portfolio.
Homeownership, according to the data, is incrementally declining and so is rentership.
Homeownership is expressed in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.1 illustrates homeownership by the 2010
Census’ blocks. A census block is the smallest geographic unit used by the United States Census
Bureau for the tabulation of 100-percent data. Each block represents the percentage of
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homeownership. Homeownership 51% or higher is concentrated west of Downtown and
peppered in various locations. Low concentrations are Downtown and between Hursey
Drive/Chapman Street and East Boulevard. Others are blocks containing Indian Creek and
Chesterfield Apartments.

Homeownership by Percent

0-9

10 - 20

21 - 30

31 - 40

41 - 50

51 - 60

61 - 70

71 - 80

81 - 90

91 - 100

Figure 6.2. Homeownership by Blocks

One observance is no paid rent. No rent paid is housing provided for free by friends or relatives,
or in exchange for services such as resident manager, caretaker, minister, or tenant farmer.
Another is renters reporting no income. These numbers may reflect persons residing in Section
8-based public housing. HUD’s housing policy hinges on 30% of a household’s income. There
are adjustments based on household size. Nonetheless, thirty percent is the affordability litmus
test. In other words, housing theoretically should not exceed 30% of a household’s income,
including utilities. We will elaboration on this later. No rent, here, indicates households’ incomes
were so low their rent was zero dollars. Numerically, these households are very minimal.
Between 2000 and 2010 persons paying no rent rose 38.7%. The 2008 housing crisis and/or slow
economic recovery may have influenced the spike. Despite a decline in percentage (3.5%),
persons paying no rent numerically increased and have grown over the last 17 years.
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Let’s circle back to stability
and community commitment.
2017 Homeownership
Homeownership, in
Chesterfield, is punctuated by
seniors, especially 65-year-olds
and older. This groups’
48%
52%
homeownership profile shows
steady growth. This speaks to
aging in place. We will revisit
aging in place later. This group
65 & Older
64 & Younger
is the pulse of the community.
The problem with a heavily
Figure 6.3. 65 years old & Older vs 64 & Younger Homeownership
senior homeownership
composition is that pulse is
going to fade over time. Will their children become the new custodians of their homes or will
their homes become part of the renters’ market? Leaders need to answer that question. Housing
like anything else must be cultivated.
Figure 6.2. Tenure by Age Comparisons
65 & Older
64 & Younger

2000
148
222

Percent
40%
60%

2010
244
237

Percent
51%
49%

2017
179
164

Percent
52%
48%

Source: 2000 Decennial; ACS 2006-2010 5-Year Estimates & ACS 2013-2017 5-Year Estimates

Keep in mind, housing is an economic generator. It, if well designed, dominos from employed
construction workers and contractors who frequent local restaurants and shops to new
homeowners and renters utilizing water and service services and engaging in the dining and
shopping experience. Table 6.7, 2017 Cost Burden Up Close, offers a tremendous housing
opportunity for the Town. The hidden homeowner opportunity is renters earning $50,000 and
more. This group expended less than 20% of their income on housing. How to cultivate housing?
Housing counseling programs are designed to further homeownership through homebuyer
readiness. Homebuyer readiness assists potential homeowners with addressing credit issues,
laying out manageable saving plans for closing cost and down payment assistance, and becoming
informed about the homeownership. The goal is to build an assembly line of qualified
homeowners within two (2) years. Respondents (35%), during our public engagement, greatly
and somewhat agreed housing counseling is needed. However, 43% were neutral on the topic.
Neutral responses have been attributed to program unfamiliarity or the need for more
information. Mixed-income housing is another. Simply, this is housing at different price points.
Landowners and developers may have to lower their gaze to more affordable priced homes.
Affordable, when it comes to housing, is a prisoner to propaganda, misinformation, and
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willingness to be uninformed. Affordable housing, unfortunately, is erroneously associated with
poorly managed public housing. Affordable, here, addresses underserved teachers, emergency
responders, and everyday service workers. Thirdly, the goal of homeownership may need to be a
transitional one. A number of communities’ nonprofits and for-profits developers created rental
to homeownership models. Families and households enter into a rent to own contract where a
portion of the rent goes toward down payment and/or closing cost for the home. Renters are
encouraged to participate in housing counseling. Within five years, renters become homeowners.
Tantamount is the infusion of younger homeowners to keep Chesterfield’s pulse from fading.
Median mortgage and rent are housing descriptors. Potential residents use these descriptors along
with other data to guide their relocation and housing decisions. Table 6.3 compares 2017 rents
and mortgages with Chesterfield’s regional competitors – Bennettsville, Laurinburg, Cheraw,
Rockingham, and Hartsville. Chesterfield, in terms of the median mortgage, is competitive. In
fact, it ranked third among the aforementioned cities/towns. Rents are in the same ballpark as the
others. It too was third behind the City of Laurinburg and City of Hartsville. In comparison,
Chesterfield’s housing is competitively priced and more so for populace less than 2000.
Table 6.3. Regional Mortgage and Rent Comparison
City/Town
Median Mortgage
City of Bennettsville
$859
City of Hartsville
$1056
City of Laurinburg
$1082
City of Rockingham
$1026
Town of Cheraw
$955
Town of Pageland
$931
Town of Chesterfield
$1035
Source: ACS 2013-2017 5-Year Estimates

Median Rent
$588
$624
$637
$595
$525
$608
$603

SUBSTANDARD & AGING HOUSING
One readily available measure of housing quality is plumbing availability and a complete
kitchen. Substandard is marked by the lack of one or more plumbing facilities. Plumbing
facilities defined as hot and cold piped or running water, a flush toilet, and a bathtub or shower
inside the structure for the exclusive use of the occupants of the unit. A unit has a complete
kitchen when it has a sink with piped water, range or cooktop and oven, and refrigerator. In
2000, 4 occupied households noted either incomplete plumbing and kitchen facilities. Of those,
less than a percent (2 units) did not have complete kitchen facilities. The number of incomplete
facilities increased by 4.8% in 2010. Thirty households noted incomplete kitchen along with four
(4) households who cites no plumbing facilities. No deficiencies were reported in 2017, which
gestures the households addressed the deficiencies themselves or received assistance.
Substandard housing often is the result of a gradual decline from deferred to no maintenance.
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Aged housing stock is vulnerable to substandard appearance and safety violations. Concentrated
in one area can be intimidating and an anchor on housing values.
Table 6.4. Substandard Units
Occupied Housing
Lacking complete plumbing facilities
Lacking complete kitchen facilities
Total

2000 Percent
597
2
0.3%
2
0.3%
4
0.7%

2010
711
4
30
34

Percent
0.6%
4.2%
4.8%

2017 Percent
539
0
0%
0
0%
0
0%

Aside from incomplete plumbing and kitchen facilities, substandard [needs attention] housing
includes structural and cosmetic damage. Highlighted in Figure 6.4 are 54 units that appear to
need some attention based on our window survey. The list comprises stick-built and mobile
homes. These housing clutters were noted during our planning and visioning session. The
window survey confirmed the noted areas and identified others. A window survey is a visual
assessment from the public right-of-way. Consequently, the list is somewhat subjective. An
interior and structural inspection is reliable. Nonetheless, its visual cues describe levels of
neglect. Need some attention refers to peeling paint, boarded windows and doors, roof damage,
foundation cracks, missing and damaged exterior siding, broken windows, damaged doors,
overgrown vegetation that eclipses structures. The level of rehab potential range from minimal to
extensive. Severe neglect requires demolition. These units present the Town with an opportunity
to engage in a housing rehabilitation program and affirmatively further affordable rental and
homeownership. Of the identified units, 43% of the property owners live as close as Pageland
and Cheraw and as far as Charlotte, NC, Spartanburg, SC, and Washington, DC. Absentee
property ownership is problematic nationwide. These may be investors or heir property owners
with little to no immediate attachment to Chesterfield. However, the Town has an opportunity to
work with rental property owners through low-interest loans. Offer forgivable grants through
USDA Rural Development and SC Housing Authority products to address owner-occupied
housing deficiencies. These properties also offer the Town an opportunity to facilitate
acquisitions for affordable rentals and homeownership, especially for first-time homebuyers.
Property donations and/or combination of donation and purchases are acquisition tools. The
ultimate tool is eminent domain. This should not be an option without a declared revitalization
strategy by the Town. If the Town engages in acquiring these and others, it should partner with a
CHDO or housing non-profit. The Town may go it alone if it forms an economic and housing
non-profit. Simply, Figure 6.4 serves an alarm for the Town to address its aging housing stock.
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Figure 6.4. Potential Rehab. Housing

Seventy-six percent of Chesterfield’s housing stock is 49 years old or older. A number of them
are or will be eligible for National Register of Historic Places consideration. Table 6.5 highlights
the year structures were built. Not all aged housing stock is or on the verge of being substandard.
However, an aging housing stock with an aging population and/or low-income households
increases the potential for substandard housing. Seniors on fixed-incomes and low-income
households may not have the resources to engage in routine housing maintenance. Incremental
neglect over time become visual eyesores, jeopardizing property values. Again, we want to draw
your attention need for housing rehabilitation assistance, if not now, later. It is worth the
investment to address cosmetic and code violations before structures become unsalvageable.
Vacant lots where once houses stood reduces tax revenues and potential public-private
investments. It is important to note no new structures were constructed after 2013, which signals
a stagnant housing market.
Table 6.5. Built Years
Year Structure Built
Built 1999 to March 2000
Built 1995 to 1998
Built 1990 to 1994
Built 1980 to 1989
Built 1970 to 1979
Built 1960 to 1969
Built 1950 to 1959
Built 1940 to 1949
Built 1939 or earlier

2000
10
12
26
60
90
140
138
94
124

%
1%
2%
4%
9%
13%
20%
20%
14%
18%

Year Structure Built
Built 2005 or later
Built 2000 to 2004
Built 1990 to 1999
Built 1980 to 1989
Built 1970 to 1979
Built 1960 to 1969
Built 1950 to 1959
Built 1940 to 1949
Built 1939 or earlier

2010
7
7
56
129
59
116
186
95
150

Year Structure Built
Built 2014 or later
Built 2010 to 2013
Built 2000 to 2009
Built 1990 to 1999
Built 1980 to 1989
Built 1970 to 1979
Built 1960 to 1969
Built 1950 to 1959
Built 1940 to 1949
Built 1939 or earlier
Sources: 2000 Decennial; ACS 2006 – 2010 5-Year Estimates; ACS 2013-2017 5-Year Estimates
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%
1%
1%
7%
16%
7%
14%
23%
12%
19%

2017
0
8
41
37
79
93
96
110
71
150

%
0%
1%
6%
5%
12%
14%
14%
16%
10%
22%

AFFORDABILITY
Housing costs have outpaced incomes. Affordability is a reoccurring topic and concern,
especially for seniors, low to moderate-income households, and millennials. Millennials are at
the center of the conversation because of their income potential and being the future leaders of
tomorrow. This group is opting to live with their parents and rent in lieu of buying a house. Their
skepticism about the housing market is compounded by student loan debt and high housing costs.
Affordability is what drove the tiny house phenomenon, now recognized by the International
Building Codes. Communities across the country have incorporated tiny housing ordinances.
There is some reservation on the topic. One is if and when housing becomes less precarious will
there be a demand for these structures? If the demand is not there, what will the impact on these
structures have on a community’s housing landscape? What, if any, is their impact on
neighboring property values? Nonetheless, affordable housing is a real concern for Americans.
What is affordable housing? How is it measured? This topic has been one that policy-makers
have grabbled over the years. Affordable is an abstract construct predicated on housing
preference, income, and spending – maintenance and utilities. Planners because of increasing
sprawl have linked long commutes with raising the cost of housing. Specifically, the cost of gas
and maintenance due to wear and tear diverts income for housing upkeep.
Circling back to affordability discussed earlier, the typical standard is 30 percent of household
income. However, the South Carolina defines affordable as: … units for sale, housing in which
mortgage, amortization, taxes, insurance, and condominium or association fees, if any,
constitute no more than twenty-eight percent (28%) of the annual household income for a
household earning no more than eighty percent of the area median income, by household size,
for the metropolitan statistical area as published from time to time by the U.S. Department of
Housing and Community Development (HUD) and, in the case of dwelling units for rent, housing
for which the rent and utilities constitute no more than thirty percent of the annual household
income for a household earning no more than eighty percent of the area median income, by
household size for the metropolitan statistical area as published from time to time by HUD. This
rather lengthy definition that boils down to 28% of household income for mortgage holders and
30% for renters.
Let us turn our attention to Table 6.6. Articulated is income percentages allocated for housing.
SMOC refers to selected monthly owner costs. It is calculated from the sum of payment for
mortgages, real estate taxes, various insurances, utilities, fuels, mobile home costs, and
condominium fees. Our analysis uses the Federal 30% monthly housing allocation as our
affordability gauge. Thirty percent or less is ideal. However, others are paying more than 30% of
their monthly income for housing excluding utilities. Households paying more than 30 percent
are considered cost-burdened. Severely cost-burdened housing refers to housing that exhausts 50
percent or more of a household’s monthly income. Severely cost-burdened housing is not
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specifically articulated. Those who experienced severe housing burdens are couched in the 30%
or more category.
Cost burdened was lowest among householders with no mortgage. Unfortunately, no 2000 data
was available for
Table 6.6 Affordability
this group.
Percent of Monthly Housing Cost w/ Mortgage (SMOC)
Without it, there is
2000
Percent
2010 Percent 2017 Percent
Less than 20 percent
189
62%
97
46%
46
43%
no way to
20 to 24 percent
29
10%
29
14%
33
31%
determine how
25 to 29 percent
16
5%
31
15%
6
6%
this group was or
30 percent or more
62
20%
53
25%
22
21%
was not impacted
Not computed
7
2%
0
0%
0
0%
by the 2007
Percent of Monthly Housing Cost w/o Mortgage (SMOC)
Less than 20 percent
182
67%
214
91%
Recession.
20 to 24 percent
13
5%
6
3%
Baffling, in 2010,
25 to 29 percent
21
8%
3
1%
is the decline
30 percent or more
50
18%
13
6%
(14.5%) in costNot computed
5
0%
0
0%
burdened
Percent of Monthly Rent (GRAPI)
Less than 20 percent
83
32%
45
19.6%
43
21.9%
mortgage holders
20 to 24 percent
25
10%
8
3.5%
28
14.3%
and unchanged
25 to 29 percent
13
5%
6
2.6%
7
3.6%
cost burden from
30 percent or more
65
25%
65
28%
97
49%
renters despite a
Not computed
72
28%
106
46.1%
21
10.7%
recession. Renters,
20002010in 2017, paid
2010
2017
more than 30
Percent of Monthly Housing Cost (SMOC)
percent of their
w/ Mortgage
income toward
Less than 20 percent (48.7%) (52.6%)
20 to 24 percent
0%
(13.8%)
housing. Post25 to 29 percent
93.6%
(80.6%)
Recession, this is
30 percent or more
(14.5%) (58.5%)
surprising. After
Percent of Monthly Housing Cost (SMOC)
all, households
w/o Mortgage
with and without
Less than 20 percent
17.6%
20 to 24 percent
(53.8%)
mortgages were
25 to 29 percent
(85.7%)
less cost30 percent or more
(74%)
burdened,
Percent of Monthly Rent (GRAPI)
declining 58.5%
Less than 20 percent (45.8%)
(4.4%)
20 to 24 percent
(68%)
250%
and 74%
25 to 29 percent
(53.8%)
16.7%
respectively. Why
30 percent or more
(0%)
49%
did renters
become more cost-burdened? Either rents increased and/or slow rebounding economy stymied
income for lower-wage earners. Further investigate reveals, per Table 6.1, median rents in 2017
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jumped by $147 as opposed to the $89 increase between 2000 and 2010. The 2017 Cost Burden
Up Close Table 6.7 confirms the low wage hypothesis. All cost-burdened renter households
earned less $35,000. Eighty-nine percent earned less than $20,000 a year equals $9.62/hour.
Table 6.7. 2017 Cost Burden Up Close
Owner-occupied housing units:
Less than $20,000:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$20,000 to $34,999:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$35,000 to $49,999:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$50,000 to $74,999:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$75,000 or more:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more

343
33
6
9
18
56
42
4
10
51
30
19
2
96
80
13
3
107
102
3
2

Renter-occupied housing units:
Less than $20,000:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$20,000 to $34,999:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$35,000 to $49,999:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$50,000 to $74,999:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more
$75,000 or more:
Less than 20 percent
20 to 29 percent
30 percent or more

196
98
0
12
86
18
0
7
11
16
0
16
0
22
22
0
0
21
21
0
0

Cost Burden Homeowners

4%

Cost Burden Renters

18%

Source: ACS 2013-2017 5-Year Estimates

Renters, unfortunately, are more likely to be cost-burdened. Upon closer examination, they are
more apt to be severely cost burden. In fact, the National Low Income Housing Coalition
reported South Carolina has a shortage of rental homes affordable and available to extremely
low-income households (ELI). Their incomes are at or below the poverty guideline or 30% of
their area median income (AMI). Many of these households are severely cost-burdened. Severely
cost-burdened poor households are more likely than other renters to sacrifice other necessities
like healthy food and healthcare to pay the rent. They tend to experience unstable housing
situations like evictions.
Real people like a sales cashier at Walmart or laborer on a construction site face housing
unaffordability. South Carolina Department of Employment & Workforce’s entry-level full-time
wages for the Pee Dee reports a sales cashier earns $8.22/hour or $1,315.20 a month. A laborer
earns $9.28/hour equating to $1,484.80 a month.
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According to HUD, Chesterfield County’s 2019 Fair Market Rent (FMR) for a two-bedroom
apartment is $688. It is worth noting that the median rent for the Town is $603. Affordability at
30% of one’s monthly income means a household must earn $2,293 monthly or $27,518.40
annually. A 40-hour workweek, 52 weeks translates into $13.23/hour. Using $688 rent, the sales
cashier would have to allocate nearly 52% of your monthly income to afford the two-bedroom
apartment. Approximately, 46% of the laborer’s monthly wages are needed to afford the same
two-bedroom unit. Both, according to this scenario, would be cost-burdened. The former are
severely cost-burdened. Each would need to work additional hours, obtain a second job, or find a
roommate to avoid being cost-burdened. Cost burdened householders, especially the severely
cost-burdened, are more likely to experience homelessness.

HOUSING VULNERABILITY
Millions have been homeless one time or another. Embarrassed, no one wants to admit to being
homeless. Those who bounce between family and friends do not consider themselves homeless.
What is homelessness? Homelessness, according to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), has a layered definition. Simply, it is a family or individual lacking a
fixed, regular, and adequate night-time residence. They may be sleeping on the streets, with
friends and/or family, in motels, cars, abandoned buildings, or shelters.
Some ambivalence to homelessness is the result of misinformation. There is the notion people
choose to be homeless. This is furthest from the truth. No one endeavors to be homeless. The
truth is the majority of Americans are one paycheck, crisis, investment, or life choice away from
being homeless. Persons experiencing homelessness suffer from some crisis that disrupts their
ability to remain housed. A crisis could be fleeing from domestic violence or an unsafe
environment, a medical emergency, job loss, or foreclosure. Others’ housing instability is the
result of unexpected mental health challenges, or drug and/or alcohol abuse. There are cases
where newly released inmates with no place to go end up homeless. The crux of homelessness is
people cannot find housing they can afford. The scarcity of affordable housing engenders more
episodes of homelessness. It sounds straightforward, but it is not. Homelessness is symptomatic
of a larger socio-economic, political reality.
There is no easy way to enumerate homelessness. Episodes of homelessness fluctuate with the
seasons. Continuums [Continuums of Care] use Overnight Shelter Surveys to enumerate
homelessness. This approach is referenced as point-in-time (PIT) counts, which only provides a
snapshot of homelessness. PIT is an estimate based on emergency shelter and transitional unit
stays, persons turned away from shelter/transitional housing due to filled capacity, and those
living on the streets. Homeless counts are every year during the last 10 days of January. These
are believed to be the coldest days of the year. The assumption is that homeless persons are more
likely to seek shelter. Those turned away from shelters are counted as unsheltered. The
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unsheltered are also those found on the streets, which is quite challenging. Volunteers canvas the
streets, alleys, underpasses, parks, makeshift camps, abandoned buildings, and elsewhere to
count those unsheltered. Criticism of PIT count is the variations in count methodology and
incidental duplication. For example, a person visiting several shelters seeking housing is counted
each time. Another is an individual on the street may have been counted by a different volunteer
canvassing the same area. Continuums use the data to determine needs and evaluate programs
and services to combat homelessness.
South Carolina Interagency Council on Homelessness’ 2018 report documented 3,933 homeless
persons. Of the 3,933 persons experiencing homelessness, 21.6 % (851 persons) were families
and children, and 78.1% (3,070 persons) were adults. Twelve individuals were single children.
ECHO (Eastern Carolina Homeless Coalition), the twelve-county homeless coalition, recorded
1,092 homeless persons within the region. Homelessness in the Town of Chesterfield is not as
pronounced.
The homeless in Chesterfield may be the visible invisible. This is an oxymoron but true. The
point-in-time count model is not applicable to the City. Its methodology hinges on a shelter
system. The shelter system, here, is camouflaged and non-existent. The vaguely known shelters
cater to domestic violence and sexual assault victims. Secrecy is tantamount for safety. On the
other hand, there are no publicized women, men, or teen emergency shelters or transitional
housing units in Chesterfield. It is the latter that suggests homelessness does not exist.
Homelessness does not stick out like the popular images seen on television and in the
newspapers and magazines. Homelessness is camouflaged to evade scrutiny, harassment, or
arrests. Their constant movement and avoidance to lounge in a way not to startle our senses
make them invisible. Somehow, they fade into the night to emerge again in similar places.
HUD’s Point-in-Time Annualization, however, provides a homeless estimate. The estimate relies
on persons living in poverty from the previous year’s estimates. The U.S. Census estimates 316
people in Chesterfield lived in poverty in 2017. HUD estimates 6.3 percent of those living in
poverty experience an episode of homelessness. The Annualization estimate is calculated by
multiplying 316 persons by 6.3 percent (.063) equalling 20 point-in-time homeless persons
count. HUD furthers the annualized estimate ranges from 3 to 6 times higher than the point-intime count. Therefore, the annualized homeless estimate is converted to a PIT by dividing the
estimate by either 3 or 6. The 20 persons are divided by three and six to derive the PIT count, 7
and 3 respectively. These numbers presumably reflect those doubled up with family and friends.
However, an undetermined segment experienced one or more episodes of homelessness either on
the streets, in a motel, or some temporary shelter.
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BARRIERS TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING
▪
▪
▪

Exorbitant developer’s fees.
NIMBYism (Not In My Back Yard). (Public protest of affordable housing has dissuaded
Councils and developers from developing affordable housing projects.)
Limited living wage employment. (Living wage employment are jobs that meet to-date
housing costs. Sadly, service jobs (i.e. clothing clerks, cashiers, and waitresses) do not come
close.)

AFFORDABLE HOUSING OPTIONS
COMMUNITIES
Indian Creek Apartment
Chesterfield Apartments

ADDRESS
100 Blasengale Drive
801 East Blvd

PROGRAM
Project-based Assistance
Project-based Assistance

UNITS/BEDS
28
40

HOUSING SPECIFIC
Housing specific looks at housing through a broader lens. Although housing is a universal
necessity, housing tastes, necessities, and conveniences are specific. This is particularly true for
seniors, and persons with disabilities, mental health challenges, and persons living with
HIV/AIDS. Housing, for them, takes on a different dimension. Their quality of life hinges on a
different set of conveniences. Supportive services, in many respects, are an inseparable tandem
where one is crucial to the other. The Town of Chesterfield recognizes and embraces housing
inclusion. In other words, there is room to integrate population-specific housing into the larger
housing context. This attempts to broaden personal perspective and share the myriad of
community resources and responses to these groups. Because seniors make-up a signification
portion of Country and Chesterfield’s population, we will focus on seniors. This is in no way
discounts or diminishes other housing specific groups and their supportive service needs.
More than 35% of Chesterfield’s population are seniors. Seniors, using AARP’s model, are 50
years or older. Twenty-one percent, in 2010, were 65 and older. Many of them are Baby
Boomers. Baby Boomers are persons born between 1945 and 1964. Aging Boomers, coupled
with the trend toward smaller families, ensure that the 50+ population will continue to
outnumber teens, a shift from historical trends. This is evidenced by the Age & Gender
Population Pyramid.
Aging in place is a concept where seniors are opting to stay in their homes and neighborhoods in
lieu of moving into a senior living or retirement communities. This life decision is the impetus
for AARP Public Policy Institute’s Creating Opportunities for Liveable Communities Report.
The Report looks at liveability. This policy paper offers a wholistic glimpse and approach to
aging. Although housing plays a substantial role in the aging process, it is a spoke in the larger
liveability wheel. Liveability for seniors includes walkability, access to services, an active
community environment, and safety among a host of factors. How do others perceive it? People
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perceive liveability differently. General findings among 50-year olds and older revealed most of
the 50 plus population want to age in their homes and communities. The importance of proximity
to community elements varies greatly. Household income influences thoughts about the
importance of local government spending. Most non-drivers say they live in a community that is
already pedestrian-friendly. Increasing police presence and improving schools are key
government services for most of the older adult population.
There were modest racial and ethnic differences. Personal safety is more of a concern for family
caregivers, for people with disabilities, non-drivers, and people with lower incomes. Most nondrivers say they live in communities that are pedestrian-friendly. Specialized transportation and
local government decision-making processes are important issues for people with disabilities and
family caregivers. For renters, funding for affordable housing programs is the most important
local government investment.
What community amenities do older adults want close to home? According to the associated
survey, seniors favored the following preferences:
▪ Bus within 1 mile or less (50%)
▪ Grocery Store (47%)
▪ Parks (42%)
▪ Pharmacy/Drug Store (42%)
▪ Hospital (29%)
▪ Church/Religious (29%)
▪ Train/Subway (23%)
▪ Big Box Store (18%)
▪ Entertainment (16%)
▪ Mall (Shopping) (13%)
When asked “what do older adults want in their communities”, they prioritized the following
preferences:
1. Increased police presence;
2. Improved schools;
3. Make the streets more pedestrian-friendly;
4. Provide transportation for older adults and people with disabilities; and,
5. Build or upgrade parks.
What does this mean for Chesterfield’s 50 plus population? This policy paper offers hints to the
common views and concepts about liveability. A targeted survey of Chesterfield’s seniors would
reveal slightly different responses and needs. However, the result would not be too far off from
AARP’s Report. As Chesterfield ages, the number of seniors is going to opt to remain in their
homes. Largely, seniors who have roots in a community do not want to leave. Familiarity with
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family, friends, church, neighborhood, and general surroundings give them comfort. Relocating
cannot replace the comfort of home. Unfortunately, there is not readily available housing stock
with different price points and amenities that caters to seniors. The only alternative senior
housing is assisted living and nursing facilities. The two are often viewed as one and the same or
indistinguishable. They are not. Assisted living facilities are residential apartments and rooms
with common areas. Residents have access to many services - up to three meals a day, assistance
with personal care (i.e. medications, housekeeping, and laundry, and social and recreational
activities. Twenty-four-hour supervision and security are included. Nursing facilities, also called
skilled nursing facilities, provide a wide range of health and personal care services. Their
services focus on medical care more than most assisted living facilities. Services include nursing
care, 24-hour supervision, meals, and assistance with everyday activities, rehabilitation services.
Rehabilitation services include physical, occupational, and speech therapy. Below are alternative
senior housing options:
COMMUNITIES
Pageland Care Facility
Palmetto Ridge Assisted
Living & Memory Care

Cheraw Healthcare

ADDRESS
206 S Gum St,
Pageland
840 Manor Rd,
Cheraw

Springhill Assisted Living
Retirement Community

400 Moffat Rd,
Cheraw
514 S Gum St,
Pageland

Chesterfield Convalescent
Center
Chesterfield Community
Residence
Charles M. Ingram Sr.
Community Residence

1150 State Rd,
Cheraw
817 E. Main St,
Chesterfield
1615 State Rd,
Cheraw

PROGRAM
Assisted Living
Alzheimer Care
Assisted Living
Respite Care
Memory Care (Alzheimer)
Nursing Facility
Nursing Homes
Memory Care (Alzheimer)
Memory Care (Alzheimer)
Respite Care
Nursing Facility
Nursing Home

UNITS/BEDS
58 Beds

Assisted Living

8

Assisted Living

8

Notice among the senior housing options there are not any
independent senior living communities. The former
Chesterfield High School site is ideal for a senior independent
living community or infill single-family. An independent
senior community affords seniors to transition from their
homes without leaving their families, acquaintances, and
surroundings.
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106 Beds

120
32

104

Supportive services are essential for seniors. Supportive services include but not limited to
housekeeping, assistance bathing and toileting, house upkeep, lawn maintenance, paying bills,
trips to the doctor and dentist, grocery store, and assistance with medications.
Chesterfield Council on Aging is engaged in providing supportive services throughout the
county. It offers on-site group and home-delivered meals, recreational and socialization
activities, health and wellness promotion, care management/service coordination, help with
home chores, information and referral services, and respite care for seniors with Alzheimer's.
Some programs have eligibility requirements and a small, yearly membership fee.
Adult daycare is another engaging supportive service. Seniors have an avenue to interact among
their peers away from home and/or allows for brief breaks from their caregivers. Tri-County
Adult Day Health Services, unfortunately, is the only licensed adult daycare facility in the
county.
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HOUSING ELEMENT GOALS AND POLICIES
Goal 1. To ensure the longevity of the existing housing stock as well as maintaining the charm
and history that is the Town of Chesterfield. Protect the assets that currently exist and provide
opportunities for current and new homeowners.
Policies 1.1. Improve housing conditions through code enforcement.
Goal 2. Encourage a broader range of housing types.
Goal 3. Encourage new housing in the Downtown area which will serve to meet a growing desire
among millennials intrigued by housing in and near downtown. This creates a built-in population
of consumers supporting downtown businesses.
Policy 3.1. Work with banks using CRA (Community Reinvestment Act) to encourage
investment. They can create a loan pool with low-interest rates to encourage second-story
housing.
Goal 4. Encourage new infill single-family residential development and subdivision development
opportunities.
Policies 4.1. To address gross dilapidation and absenteeism offer donation options to property
owners. This is a great tax incentive and carrot for them to donate their properties to the Town to
be repurposed for rental and for-sale rehabs and/or new construction opportunities. The Town
needs to strategically select properties as part of its revitalization strategy. Sell the idea with a
simple guide to illustrate tax advantages for property owners. Collaborate with a CPA to develop
the guide with a disclosure to consult a tax preparer, attorney or CPA. People are reluctant to try
something if they are not familiar with it. The guide potentially removes this barrier.
Goal 5. Selectively allow the re-purposing of larger older homes on collector streets to
apartments and condominiums.
Goal 6. Create incentives for first time home buyers and young families.
Goal 7. Engage in a robust rehabilitation program. This is a proactive approach to addresses
deteriorating housing stock before they reach the point of demolition. In most cases, those units
support the availability of affordable housing.
Policy 7.1. Apply to SC Finance and Housing Authority’s Housing Trust Fund and USDA Rural
Development to obtain housing rehabilitation funding. The Town can either form its own non
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profit organization to facilitate housing rehabs and new construction or partners with CHDOs
like Pageland Community Housing Organization. CHESCO Services is another. Expanding their
bylaws to include housing rehabs and new construction or entering into a memorandum of
understanding with the Town serves as a conduit to obtain Housing Trust Fund grants and other
resources.
Policy 7.2. Offer rehabilitation assistance to income-producing property owners as a loan with an
affordable housing component. A low interest 2% loan may be appetizing. The loan program
should provide a stipulation up to 4 years after repayment. It should require rents to remain at
pre-loan levels. The property owner can opt-out through a fee-in-lieu payment. The payment
would be the equivalent of pre-loan rents multiplied by 4. The fee-in-lieu payment would serve
program income to further additional rehab projects. Build into the program a fine for violating
the affordable housing agreement. To verify the violation, renters and property owners must be
interviewed each year until the agreement expires. This provision deters forced evictions to raise
rents or the immediate sale of the property.
Policy 7.3. Carefully evaluated demolitions to see if housing is salvageable or the cost of rehab
does not exceed 50% of the housing value. The 50% rule is a good litmus test and prods codes
officials to thoroughly evaluate the structures.
Policy 7.4. Utilize amortized building permit fees based on the amount of investment to
encourage housing rehabilitation.
Goal 8. Develop housing partnerships.
Policy 8.1. Community Housing Development Organization (CHDO) are great housing partners
and developers.
Goal 9. Develop a housing counseling program. Housing needs to be a proactive commitment.
As the marketability of Chesterfield gets underway, there is no need to wait for an influx of
people to move to Chesterfield. A robust housing counseling program is needed to transition
renters into homeowners by addressing credit issues and educating them on being a valued
homeowner. Banks, using CRA, along with grants are a funding mechanism for program
development. A number of communities have and are partnering with their local banks to fund
and support housing counseling programs. It is a win-win for them as well as the community.
The Town should partner with a CHDO or non-profit to facilitate the program. Participants
should pay a nominal fee for participating. The program should be offered to surrounding cities
and towns at a higher fee. After all, those not living in Chesterfield could be sold on transitioning
from a visitor to a resident.
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Goal 10. Protect long-time homeowners, particularly seniors to guard against gentrification.
Often as the housing starts and interest increase, particularly in neighborhoods near or in
Downtown, the housing values push older residents out of their homes. By ordinance, the Town
to hold its property taxes for an area or identified homes least 10 years. The Bailey Bill is an
available tool to encourage affordable housing.
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Chapter 7
ECONOMIC ELEMENT
Jobs are often the number one topic when the economy is mentioned. The Economic Element
looks at the Town of Chesterfield from broad to specific perspectives. The details are to be
fleshed out with Council, staff, and its consortium of partners to set priorities and
implementation plans for growth. It promotes Chesterfield’s transition from a place to a
destination. In other words, this Element asks what kind of town does Chesterfield want to be in
the coming years?

ECONOMIC PROFILE
Chesterfield [the Town] workforce is somewhat diverse. Slightly over thirty percent (30.9%)
work in the Educational, health, and social service sectors. A close second worked in
Manufacturing followed by distance third in Retail trade. These industries represent the
overwhelming majority of the Town’s workforce. The Town hosts several Chesterfield County’s
significant employers. The leading employers are listed below.
Table 7.1. Significant Employers
Name/Location
Town of Chesterfield (112 East Main Street)
Chesterfield County (200 West Main Street)
Bo-Buck Mills (921 East Boulevard)
Chesterfield County Public School District (401 West
Boulevard)
Devon Office Furniture (401 Zoar Road)
Griggs & Sons Welding, Inc. (1399 Hwy 145 South)
Joe-Anne Narrow Fabrics, Inc. (212 Martin Luther King
Avenue)
Southern Environmental Solution (SESC)
Total

Description
City Government
County Government
Apparel Webbing
Education

Furniture Wholesalers
Mechanical Contractors
Narrow fabrics for suspenders,
banding for underwear, & etc.
Electronic Recycling

Employees
10
266
49
1000
(480 Certified
Teachers)
25
25
50
20
1,445

Source: Chesterfield County Economic Development Board, SC Association of Counties’ 2018 County Profile, &
Chesterfield County School District

Income
The Gini Index theorizes income inequality. Economists use the coefficient to gauge economies
of scale for communities. Income distribution ranges between 0 and 1. Zero suggests perfect
equality. One indicates total inequality where only one person corners all the income. Integers
along the spectrum denote relative equality to inequality. The Town of Chesterfield’s Gini Index
is 0.43. This suggests incomes were relatively distributed among its population. A score over .5
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alludes to a widening gap between the haves and have nots. Up close,
income distribution furthers our investigation of income inequality and where it is most apparent.
Income is fluid, meaning its interpretation is impacted by household and family size, gross
versus net income, and adjusted for inflation or not. Figure 7.1. illustrates income ranges
adjusted for inflation. Let us get the obvious out of the way. Chesterfield’s households earning
less than $10,000 more than doubled the national average. These households earned $4.80 or less
an hour. Poverty appears to be more prevalent here than the Nation. We will be addressed this
topic later. Another is the Town exceeds the Nation in households earning between $50,000 and
$74,999 annually. These observations do not pinpoint income equality. Defining middle-class
and low to moderate-income are relevant to determining income inequality.

Figure 7.1. Income Distribution
US

Town
21.9%

Middle-Class
17.3%

Moderate

17.7%

13.0%
9.8%
6.7%

7.4%

10.2%

12.4%

13.4% 14.1%
12.3%

9.3%

9.5%

5.8%

5.8%

6.3%

4.9%

1.7%

Low-income

0.7%

Less than $10,000 to $15,000 to $25,000 to $35,000 to $50,000 to $75,000 to $100,000 $150,000 $200,000
$10,000 $14,999 $24,999 $34,999 $49,999 $74,999 $99,999
to
to
or more
$149,999 $199,999

Middle-class is the most echoed term during economic and political conversations. What does it
mean and how is it defined? Surprisingly, the United States government does not have an official
definition for the middle-class. Politicians and economists take their cues from the Pew Research
Center. It defines middle-class as 67 to 200% of area median household income. The United
States Department of Housing & Urban Development defines moderate income as 50 to 80% of
area median household income. Both are calibrated according to household and family size.
Low-income is 30 to 49% of median. Very low-income is less than 30% of area median.
Chesterfield’s 2017 median income was $47,708. Consequently, the Town’s middle-class was
between $31,964.36 and $95,416 annually. This group comprised less than 57.9% of
Chesterfield’s households. Less than 36.4% of households were low-income. The remaining
11.7% would be classified as upper-income. Conversely, moderate-income households range
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from $23,854 to $38,166.40. It is worth noting low- and very low-income households’ range
between $14,312.40 - $23,377.41 and $13,835.32 and less respectfully. This model reveals large
income inequality. Moderate income households are less than 22.6%. Notice the middle-class
and moderate-income have some overlap. Forty-seven percent are considered upper income.
Low-income remains the same. Approximately, 20% or more of low-income households are very
low-income. Regardless of the model, low-income households are vulnerable to poverty.
Poverty
Poverty, according to the Institute for Research on Poverty, is measured in the United States by
comparing a person’s or family’s income to a set poverty threshold or minimum amount of
income needed to cover basic needs. People whose income falls under the threshold are
considered poor. Poverty is about cash and not character. An adage coined by Ruteger Brigman,
author of Utopia for Realists. Unfortunately, a number of unaware people share the belief
poverty is a personality defect. Millions of Americans live below poverty. Their incomes do not
quite stretch to adequately cover housing, food, utilities, and transportation.
Poverty for the Town of Chesterfield was 24%. It has been stagnant over the last 17 years. Only
4 tenth of a percent separates the County from the Town. The State, County, and Town exceeded
the national average. The most vulnerable are children under 18 years old and seniors – 65 years
old and older. Children living in poverty is indicative of parents with children, especially mother
rearing children alone. Both face limited food choices, little to no health care, and limited access
to medication. Children living in poverty are impacted most. Improper nutrition makes learning a
challenge. Impoverish children tend to have lower self-esteem.
Figure 7.2. Poverty on Display

United States, 14.6%
South Carolina , 17.0%
Chesterfied County , 23.6%
Town of Chesterfield , 24.0%
0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%
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Table 7.2. Poverty

Below Poverty
Under 18 years old
65-year old and older

2000
24%
29%
24%

2010
25%
38%
20%

2017
24%
45%
8%

Source: Census 2000 Decennial; American Community Survey

Table 7.2 expresses poverty trends for both groups. Leaping out is poverty for children. Each
enumeration, poverty increases nearly doubling the poverty levels for the Town in 2017. The
opposite is true for seniors. Poverty for them steadily declined.
Employment
Unemployment, with the exception of 2010, has been in signal digits. Double-digit
unemployment was more than likely a response to the Recession. The category most telling is the
participation rate. Less than 50%, with the exception in 2010, participated, which means a
significant number dropped out. At a glance, this is troubling. Up closed a large portion of those
not in the labor force were seniors. This signals three points. One is the importance of attracting
younger residents and young professionals to the Town. It is important to fill the purchasing
power being vacated by senior on fixed incomes. If not, sustainability will be difficult for local
businesses. The other is the increasing retirees are going to need services and activities to engage
them. This presents an engagement opportunity for the Town in fulfilling needed roles through
volunteerism. The third is an opportunity to re-engage those non-seniors who have dropped out
of the labor force to re-join the labor market through job training, local job creation, and luring
new industries.
Table 7.3 Employment Status
2000
0.3%
49.7%
2.7%
47.4%

2010
0%
46%
10.8%
51.6%

2017
0%
46.8%
5.5%
49.5%

Armed Services
Employed
Unemployed
Participation Rate
Not in Labor Force
65 & Older
59%
48%
60%
1,169
1,099
Population 16 years & older
1,041
Source: 2000 Census Decennial; ACS 2006-2010 & 2013-2107 5-Year Estimates
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Placed Worked/Live and Work Environment
Figure 7.3 illustrates where the Town’s residents worked, which is linked to commuting times.
The average
Figure 7.3. Place Worked
commute is 15
minutes. A 15minute drive
7%
11%
17%
100%
covers Cheraw,
Pageland, and
93%
89%
50%
83%
areas in
between and
0%
just outside
2000
2010
2017
Chesterfield
Worked in state of residence:
Worked outside state of residence
County. Using
2000 as our
2000
2010
2017
base year,
Worked in county of residences
91%
88%
86%
Worked
outside
county
of
residences
9%
12%
14%
eleven percent
worked in
North Carolina. That number fell to seven percent to rise to 17% in 2017. Not surprising is over
sixty percent work outside the corporate limits. If the Commerce Park can be realized with
maximization of development along Highway 9, there is the potential for more residents to live
and work in Town.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BASE AND POTENTIAL
In a global economy, very little happens in a vacuum. Countries are tied together in one way or
another. What is South Carolina’s economic position within the United States and how does
Chesterfield County fair in relation to the State? Does Chesterfield have any competitive
advantages? If so, where? What jobs are expected to grow or shrink over the next 10 years?
Location quotient and shift-share analyses attempt to understand the economic picture.
Location Quotient
The location quotient identifies local industries that are producing more than is needed for local
use. Excess creates jobs outside the region. Those jobs are described as export jobs. Conversely,
a local industry not meeting local needs rely on commodities being imported into the region.
Simply, jobs created outside the local area are imported into the local economy. The local and
region relationship, for clarity, is defined as a comparison between a small and larger
geographical area. It could be a county versus its state or region. How is the location quotient
measured? A location quotient of one (1) or greater denotes the economy for a particular industry
or industries that are self-sufficient. For example, a location quotient of 2 means that industry
produces twice as much as the region. Consequently, it creates jobs outside the region. Table 7.4
compares South Carolina to the United States. The industry data is reflected as an aggregate.
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Decompartmentalizing each industry into smaller sections by NAICS (North American Industry
Classification System) provides a more detailed description and interpretation of an industry.
Consider manufacturing for example. A community may have a location quotient less than
1 for manufacturing. But, a paper mill, a subsector of manufacturing, maybe a local
strength. Two, three, or even four-digit disaggregation will be where a paper mill’s strength
is revealed. Three- or four-digit level is preferred for calculating location quotients.
Unfortunately, employment data for most communities is only available at the two-digit
level. Nonetheless, this provides a good snapshot of the South Carolina and Chesterfield
County’s local economy and impact on the Town itself.
Table. 7.4. United States-South Carolina Employment Comparison
Industry
US
2017
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and
2,817,922
mining
Construction
9,564,541
Manufacturing
15,477,389
Wholesale trade
4,042,867
Retail trade
17,167,000
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities
7,681,579
Information
3,173,300
Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and
9,908,320
leasing
Professional, scientific, and management, and
17,001,157
administrative and waste management services
Educational services, and health care and social
34,781,348
assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and
14,586,646
accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
7,371,226
Public administration
7,025,870
Total
150,599,165

SC
2017
21,892

LQ

Local
Demand

0.54

Export
Jobs
-

142,044
300,142
57,382
265,117
104,786
39,377
123,703

1.03
1.34
0.98
1.07
0.94
0.86
0.86

3,526
75,991
16,497
-

138,518
224,151

216,627

0.88

-

473,027

0.94

-

225,778

1.07

14,528

211,250

111,227
99,944
2,181,046

1.04
0.98

4,474
115,015

211,250

248,620

South Carolina had competitive advantages in Construction, Manufacturing, Retail trade, Art,
entertainment, and Other services. Noted earlier, industry competitive advantage equates to
created jobs outside SC. South Carolina’s strategic position yielded 115,015 export jobs and
sustained 211,250 statewide jobs. This is not surprising given it is home to several car
manufactures – Volvo, Honda, and BMW. Chesterfield County features INA and Highland, BoBuck and others. Industries like Domtar and SONOCO in neighboring Marlboro and Darlington
Counties, and countless others contribute to this sector’s growth. Circling back to South
Carolina’s strategic position, Site Selection Magazine in 2018 ranked SC fifth among its Top
State Business Climate Rankings. Site Selection Magazine is an industry influencer that helps
companies to located and expand in economic ripe areas. Its subscribers include CEO, corporate
real estate executive, facility planners, human resource managers, and consultants to
corporations.
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Taking it a step further, does Chesterfield County have any competitive advantages within the
State? If so, what industries? The location quotient reveals the county has a competitive
advantage in Agriculture, forestry, Manufacturing, and Retail trade. Agriculture, forestry
produced four times as much as the Region. The Region, here, is the State. Dissecting
Agriculture, forestry into two or three-digit NAICS would pinpoint specific subsectors’ strength.
Manufacturing and Retail trade appear to reflect the State’s competitive advantages within the
Nation. Nonetheless, Chesterfield’s competitive advantages stimulated 3,391 jobs while
satisfying 5,121 local jobs.
Table 7.5. South Carolina-Chesterfield County Employment Comparison
Industry
SC
2017
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting, and mining
21,892
Construction
142,044
Manufacturing
300,142
Wholesale trade
57,382
Retail trade
265,117
Transportation and warehousing, and utilities
104,786
Information
39,377
Finance and insurance, and real estate and rental and
123,703
leasing
Professional, scientific, and management, and
216,627
administrative and waste management services
Educational services, and health care and social
473,027
assistance
Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and
225,778
accommodation and food services
Other services, except public administration
111,227
Public administration
99944
Total
2,181,046

County
2017
791
1,107
5,333
416
2,396
789
202
489

LQ
4.14
0.89
2.03
0.83
1.03
0.86
0.59
0.45

Export
Jobs
600
2,711
80
-

Local
Demand
191
2,622
2,316
-

904

0.48

-

-

3,710

0.90

-

-

1,53

0.74

-

-

814
647
19,051

0.84
0.74
-

3,391

5,121

Shift-Share Analysis
Shift-share analysis dissects the Nation’s impact on regional and local economies. Similar to the
location quotient analysis, it is an economic snapshot. Unlike the location quotient, its results are
sensitive to the periods chosen. Shift-share is exclusive to the local-national dynamic. Simply, it
offers a straightforward approach to separating out the national and industrial contributions from
local and regional employment growth.
National share measures the number of jobs created locally as a result of national economic
trends. The assumption is the local economy is identical to the national economy.
Theoretically, local jobs should grow or decline at the same rate as the national growth
rate. The Nation’s growth rate between 2012 and 2017 was .061 or 6.1%. That means
Chesterfield County should have experienced 1,106 jobs over the five-year period.
However, the actual jobs were 803, 303 jobs less than the expected. This indicates the
County’s employment did not mirror the national trend. What happened? Manufacturing
jobs shrank 18%. Retail trade fell 5.8% while the Nation saw 4.5% employment gains.
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County declines were in Professional, scientific and Public administration. Industry mix
share may explain the discrepancy.
Some industries add and lose jobs more rapidly than others. The "mix" component helps to
determine if the local industry is weighted toward industries that are growing faster or
slower than the national average. Unfortunately, the overall industrial growth component
was -303. This means the County’s industrial mix depended on national influence.
Local share determines if local industries are growing faster or slower than similar
industries at the national level. Other services, Educational, health care services,
Transportation and warehousing, Manufacturing, and Arts, entertainment grew faster than
Nation. All other sectors grew slower. These industries were not dependent on national
trends. Expansion and production were generated by local initiatives responding to
National and International demands. Overall, local share loss 134 jobs.

Industrial
Mix

Local
Share

569

3.1

791

4.2

34

(9)

197

222

9,221,878
15,079,996

6.5
11

9,564,541
15,477,389

6.4
10.3

1,350
4,411

1,107
5,333

6
28

82
267

(32)
(115)

(293)
806

(243)
922

4,018,762
16,422,596
7,096,633

3
12
5

4,042,867
17,167,000
7,681,579

3
11.4
5.1

471
2,543
735

7.4
24.
2
3
14
4

416
2,396
789

2.2
13
4.1

29
154
45

(26)
(39)
16

(58)
(262)
(7)

(55)
(147)
54

3139,327
9,574,851

2.2
6.74

3,173,300
9,908,320

2.1
6.6

204
560

1.1
3.1

202
489

1.1
26

12
34

(10)
(14)

(4)
(91)

(2)
(71)

15,141,136

10.7

17,001,157

11.3

1,104

6.1

904

4.8

67

69

(336)

(200)

32,513,621

23

34,781,348

23.1

3,628

20

3,710

19.
5

220

33

(17)

82

13,039,332

9.2

14,586,646

10

1,011

5.5

1,453

8

61

59

322

442

7,027,803

5

7,371,226

5

744

4.1

814

4.3

45

(9)

34

70

7,021,363
41,996,548

4.9

7,025,870
150,599,165

4.7

918
18,248

5

647
19,051

3.4

56
1,106

(55)
(168)

(272)
(134)

(271)
803
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Jobs

National
Share

1.9

%

2,817,922

2017

%

1.9

2017

2,699,250

%

2012

Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and
warehousing, and
utilities
Information
Finance and insurance,
and real estate and
rental and leasing
Professional,
scientific, and
management, and
administrative and
waste management
services
Educational services,
and health care and
social assistance
Arts, entertainment,
and recreation, and
accommodation and
food services
Other services, except
public administration
Public administration
Total

Chesterfield County

%

Agriculture, forestry,
fishing and hunting,
and mining
Construction
Manufacturing

2012

Industry

United States

Industry
Agriculture, forestry, fishing
and hunting, and mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Transportation and
warehousing
Information
Finance and insurance, and
real estate, rental, and
leasing
Professional, scientific, and
management, and
administrative and waste
management services
Educational services, and
health care and social
assistance
Arts, entertainment, and
recreation, and
accommodation and food
services
Other services, except public
administration
Public administration
Total

2012
2,699,250

United States Employment
2017
Job
Change
2,817,922
118,672

%
Change
4.4

Chesterfield County Employment
2012
2017
Job
%
Change Change
569
791
222
39

9,221,878
15,079,996
4,018,762
16,422,596
7,096,633

9,564,541
15,477,389
4,042,867
17,167,000
7,681,579

342,663
397,393
24,105
744,404
584,946

3.7
2.6
0.6
4.5
8.2

1,350
4,411
471
2,543
735

3,139,327
9,574,851

3,173,300
9,908,320

33,973
333,469

1.1
3.5

204
560

15,141,136

17,001,157

1,860,021

12.3

1,104

2,267,727

7.0

32,513,621

34,781,348

3,628

1,107
5,333
416
2,396
789

(243)
922
(55)
(147)
54

(18)
20.9
(11.7)
(5.8)
7.3

202
489

(2)
(71)

(1)
(12.7)

(200)

(18.1)

3,710

82

2.3

904

13,039,332

14,586,646

1,547,314

11.9

1,011

1,453

442

43.7

7,027,803

7,371,226

343,423

4.9

744

814

70

9.4

7,021,363
141,996,548

7,025,870
150,599,165

4,507
8,602,617

0.1
6.06

918
18,248

647
19,051

(271)
803

(29.5)
4.4

Do local employment job gains and losses mirror the County? Chesterfield County’s
employment options are far more diverse and geographically disperse. Yet, there should be a
nexus between local and County employment. If not, why? Figure 7.4 highlights industries that
witnessed employment gains and losses for the Town’s workforce. Consistent with County,
Agriculture, forestry, Manufacturing, and Educational, health service sectors saw employment
gains. Other services, Information, Art, entertainment, and Transportation and warehousing
counter to the County’s job loss experienced positive employment gains. Remember, a
significant portion of the Town’s workforce work outside the County. These sectors gain more
than likely reflect job growth in other counties. What does employment look like going forward?
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Figure 7.4. 2012-2017 Employment Gains/Losses
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The South Carolina Department & Workforce projected 17,913 jobs countywide between 2016
and 2026. Table 7.7 reports job gains/losses for most industries. Unfortunately, no data was
available for Manufacturing, Pubic administration, Transportation and warehousing, Unclassified
positions, and Retail trade. Agriculture, forestry, and mining are expected to decline. Between
the two, the County will lose 576 jobs. Let us focus our attention on the sectors with the largest
forecasted employment gains and annual growth potential. Wholesale, Health Care and Social
Services, Accommodation and Food Services, and Educational Services have the greatest
employment gains. Equally significant are those industries with the highest annual growth.
Administrative and Support Services, Health Care and Social Assistance, Management of
Companies and Enterprises, Construction, Real Estate, and Rental will account for 30% (5,479)
of new jobs. Despite projections, Construction and Real Estate are volatile sectors. Both are
intricately linked. Any sudden consumer and market changes could stymie growth. The recent
economic recession supports this volatility. If these projections hold, the Town will need to
encourage a local workforce supportive of the new job producers. This includes supporting the
physical space and locations as well as infrastructure. Encouraging adequate workforce training
will be key along with ensuring that zoning is in place to support these developing sectors.
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Table 7.7. Labor Market Projections
Industry

2016
Estimated
Employment
11,138
5,503

2026
Job
Projected
Loss/Gains
Employment
12,665
1,527
6,524
1,021

Accommodation and Food Services
Administrative and Support and
Waste Management and Remediation
Services
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and
3,458
2,884
(574)
Hunting
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
901
920
19
Construction
4,222
4,836
614
Educational Services
9,891
10,779
888
Finance and Insurance
3,849
4,111
262
Health Care and Social Assistance
20,050
23,549
3,499
Information
1,085
1,105
20
Management of Companies and
1,410
1,616
206
Enterprises
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas
107
105
(2)
Extraction
Other Services (except Public
5,382
5,489
107
Administration)
Professional, Scientific, and Technical
3,746
4,243
497
Services
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
1,000
1,139
139
Utilities
12,377
12,463
86
Wholesale Trade
71,774
81,378
9,604
Total
155,893
173,806
17,913
Source: S.C. Department of Employment & Workforce - Industry Projections

Percent
Change

Annual
Percent

13.71%
18.55%

1.29%
1.72%

(16.6%)

(1.80%)

2.11%
14.54%
8.98%
6.81%
17.45%
1.84%
14.61%

0.21%
1.37%
0.86%
0.66%
1.62%
0.18%
1.37%

(1.87%)

(0.19%)

1.99%

0.20%

13.27%

1.25%

13.9%
0.69%
13.38%
11.49%

1.31%
0.07%
1.26%
-

Below are the average hourly, weekly, annual wages for the top four annual growth sectors.
Management of Companies and Enterprises was tied for third. However, no wage data was
available. The takeaway is the income potential for Chesterfield’s youth and community as a
whole in a purported growing field.
Table 7.8. Top Annual Wage Producers Industry Type/Sector Average Annual Wage
Industry
Avg Hourly
Avg Weekly
Wage
Wage
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
$18.33
$733
Health Care and Social Assistance
$19.33
$733
Construction
$17.38
$695
Administrative & Support and Waste Mgmt &
$12.40
$496
Remediation Services
Source: S.C. Department of Employment & Workforce - Industry Projections, 2018

Avg Annual
Wage
$38,116
$38,166
$36,140
$25,782
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Transiting From A Place To A Destination
RS3 believes the hub for growth is the Downtown with tentacles meandering along Highway 9
and into other areas. Alluded earlier is the re-occurring theme re-imagining Downtown and
transitioning from a place to a destination.
Chesterfield transformation from a place to a destination hinges on its Downtown. Downtown
has a great deal of potential and charm. When asked during our visioning workshop, 55%
thought Downtown was great. The last two engagement indicators spoke the loudest. Eighty-six
percent expressed a “Need to promote more events.” Events are an engaging way for visitors to
discover a community and an avenue to engage residents. More importantly, visitors patronize
the local economy. Ninety-six believed retail and entertainment are very much needed. In fact, of
those, 68% strongly agreed this is a needed boost to the community.
Quality of life on the surface seems to contradict an overwhelming desire for retail shopping and
special events. Clearly, the respondents measured the quality of life differently. Perhaps, quality
of life is defined by active living, friends, or something else. Circling back to the community
vibrancy engagement indicator, the perceived lack of or right mix of retail and little to no
entertainment venue (i.e. movie theater, bowling alley, skating rink, and etc.) and downtown
events explain the lackluster view of the community as being vibrant.
Public Investment. There is not any street furniture (benches, bike racks), public art, or hanging
planters or planted pots. These make the public space more inviting. People want to be a part of
cool places. They feel connected to them. Public investment signals to private investors a
commitment the Town is all in. Cool places incorporate housing into its downtowns. There are
few buildings including Town Hall that utilizes its second-story spaces. They offer second-story
loft apartments. Downtown housing promotes an active live and work place. More importantly,
downtown residents have proven to support local businesses and nightlife.
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Cool Events. Places like Hartsville, Florence, and Lake City have marquee events that attract
thousands from various states and counties. Hartsville has done an excellent job of doing this.
The Bluegrass Festival for years was its marquee event. Neptune Island Waterpark has given it a
larger regional presence. Visitors as far as Columbia, SC and several places in North Carolina.
Chesterfield needs a marquee event and a series of supplemental events. This is an opportunity
for residents and leaders to talk through and plan the event. Respondents from the public
engagement were also eager to see more events whether musical or family-oriented.
The Town has a golden opportunity to transform the amphitheater into a concert series. There is
not an amphitheater concert series within a 30-mile radius. Adding a covered stage, lighting, and
sound system would be transformative. The theatre could double as an outdoor movie theatre. To
illustrate the attraction of an amphitheater concert series, Myrtle Beach was award funding from
MASC to conduct a feasibility and management study for its amphitheater. Grant funding from
SC Park, Recreation, and Tourism could be utilized to upgrade the amphitheater. Again, a
Spring/Fall concert series could be an annually anticipated event(s). An annual marquee event is
a start. The stage can double for every other week or weekly music event. Several municipalities
have weekly music events from spring to fall to bring visitors to its Downtown. Also, the
amphitheater can launch re-imagine current events and promote Fall for Chesterfield or Red,
White, & Bloom [Fourth of July event] weekend. Another marquee event could be an annual
Summer Jazz & Rib Festival. Jazz musicians and vendors would be invited to showcase good
music and BBQ, culminated by a rib tasting contest with prizes. Supplemental events like Wine
and Chocolate in the Park, Blues & Beer, and Octoberfest are ideal. Associating alcohol with
these events was intentional. Many municipalities have grappled with alcohol sales and
consumption over the years. Those with wildly successful events like Hartsville relented after
saying no. They like others realized that ignoring this growing demand diminished their events
potential. Typically, alcohol purchases are handled by one vendor in one location. To purchase
alcohol, verified age drinkers wear a colored wrist band. In fact, a number of progressive
municipalities have relaxed or did away with their Sunday blue law restrictions. Such a feat with
Downtown restaurants and stores would catapult business revenues and commercial traffic.
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There is also a missed opportunity – the museum. Expanding its collections and housing small
pieces from State and national exhibits attract visitors to discover Chesterfield. Art exhibits
showcasing local and regional artists espouse culture. The Short North Gallery Hop is an
excellent example of using art as an attraction. Short North is a neighborhood nestled between
Downtown and The Ohio State University. People flock to the area to visit local galleries.
Visitors view and buy art, and rub shoulders with the artists while drinking wine and eating
hors d'oeuvres. The event gets people out to patronize local shops and restaurants.
Events and shopping equal adequate parking. Where are the public parking spaces? Visitors want
to know where they can park in well lit and safe areas within walking distance of the event.
Unfortunately, there are not any well-designated wayfinding signs directing visitors to available
public parking spaces. The Town needs to designated public parking directed by parking
wayfinding signage.
From casual local conversations, events are not well advertised and marketed. If true, that needs
to change. Before delving into strategies to promote and market events, we need to hammer the
inclusivity message. Town events are typically facilitated by the Chamber. That does not need to
change. However, a diverse events advisory board is essential. This cultivates a broader
perspective and event variety. After all, the Town special events are designed to give it a regional
presence. Figure 7.5 illustrates Chesterfield’s marketability potential. The related table specifies
96,039 potential visitors and customers within 30 radius miles.
Events are only as successful as their promotion. Opt-in e-blasts and social media platforms
sound the alarm. Locally, a note enclosed in customers' water bills is an inexpensive way to
connect with the community. Event advertisements in Southern Living and AAA, through SC
Park, Recreation, and Tourism’s Tag Grant are affective. SCPRT also fund billboard event
advertisements. This does not exclude newspaper ads and building relationships with other
municipalities’ chambers and visitors & tourism agencies. Included a menu tab on the Town and
Chamber’s webpage that highlights Downtown – tours, eateries, cool places to visit, and public
parking. This is a great segue to our final point.
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>10 Mile Radius
Municipality
Mt. Croghan, SC
Ruby, SC
McFarlan, NC

Population
194
354
117
665

10-20 Mile Radius
Municipality
Population
Patrick, SC
350
Morven, NC
511
Cheraw, SC
4.581
Pageland, SC
2,703
Jefferson, SC
733
Wadesboro, NC
5,813
Society Hill, SC
562
Polkton, NC
3,375
Lilesville, NC
522
Peachland, NC
20
19,170

< 20-30 Mile Radius
Municipality
Population
Wingate, NC
3,491
Bethune, SC
334
Blenheim, SC
154
Ellerbe, NC
1,054
Gibson, NC
540
Monroe, NC
32,855
McBee, SC
866
Marshville, NC
2,402
Ansonville, NC
631
Tatum, SC
75
Dobbins Heights, NC
866
Hartsville, SC
7,753
Bennettsville, SC
9,095
Hamlet, NC
6,569
Rockingham, NC
9,519
76,204
Total Pop.
96,039
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Access to Great Advocates. Mark Suster, a blogger in What Makes a Great Public Destination?,
wrote: To create a great public destination, it's helpful for a community to have access to
advocacy organizations that really "get it," and are proactive in working with locals to help
them articulate their needs and claim their place.
Inclusion and feedback are going to be key in driving any event as well as direct and indirect
investment. Volunteerism can be a community’s most valuable asset. Every opportunity should
be taken to recruit and retain volunteers. Incorporating a Get Connected menu on the Town’s
homepage is a way to build its volunteer database. Not only will they be One Chesterfield’s
bigger cheerleaders and active members but encourage them to serve on boards, council, County
Council, or State Assembly. Our final thoughts on inclusion are teens specifically high school
students need to be involved. Use Beta Clubs and other clubs that require service hours for
volunteerism. Students add fresh thoughts and ideas, especially for events. Their demographic is
very active on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snap. Their social media activity equates to
event promotions. One or more students would be ideal in managing the Town and Chamber’s
social media platforms as a project. It would not hurt to provide them with a small stipend.
Remember they are Chesterfield’s future. Their involvement will keep them in Chesterfield, live
nearby, or return home.
Chesterfield Means Business
Cultivating and retaining businesses, especially local businesses, are important. Bulleted are
significant points.
▪

▪

Build an economic conduit. Create a non-profit organization with no Council members as
board members. The purpose is to foster and promote local businesses. 501c3 organizations
are afford funding options not available to municipalities. The board should include a diverse
advisory board. Diversity is expressed in the multiplicity of race/ethnicity, gender, age, and
interests. This will require persistence in engaging people who are not part of familiar circles
to achieve broader perspectives. Tokenism is to be avoided. Simply, this is only one
individual of a different ethnic group, color, or gender on the board. That is not diversity.
Foster a business incubator. During our interaction, people talked about the businesses that
used to be Downtown and the variety of goods and services. Incubators are an excellent way
to cultivate new businesses. In fact, seventy-nine percent favored small business incubator
during our visioning work session. An excellent start is to survey residents and businesses via
an online survey to gauge goods and services (i.e. coffee shop, clothing stores) they would
patronize. Feedback will guide the Town in tailoring the incubator(s). It is also a useful tool
for designing Chesterfield’s incentive packages to attract existing businesses looking to
expand in and/or relocate to the Town. Use a vacant storefront. Partner with NETC to assist
burgeoning businesses with developing a business plan and provide accounting and
marketing courses. Business services would be extended to existing businesses. There can be
annual or semi-annual sessions for Downtown and other merchants on key topics related to
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▪

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

getting, keeping, and growing customers. This could be a breakfast round table or an afterhours wine and cheese event held in a local store. The Chamber and Chesterfield Economic
Development, as a partner, can help market the program and recruit business mentors.
Success hinges on business mentors.
Promote buy local campaigns. According to ShopCity.com, a customer spending $100 with a
local business generates $68 spent on other goods and services in a community. “If you
spend $100 at a chain business, only $43 stays local. Over 60% of all jobs are created by
small and local businesses, and employees of small businesses consistently report higher job
satisfaction. Local businesses are overwhelmingly more likely to support local artists,
musicians, charities, and organizations.” First Saturdays is an example of a buy local
campaign. This too can piggyback on an event(s) to promote Downtown retail. Encourage
special promotions for the holidays. The busiest shopping season is between November and
December. Downtown businesses should focus on joint promotions that include gift cards
(with extra dollars added for large amounts purchased) or Jingle Bucks purchases to
encourage local spending. Stores and restaurants may want to track customers through an
opt-in subscription to alert them via e-blast and emails.
Leverage resources. RS3 believes leveraging its accommodation and hospitality tax revenues
to promote businesses, provide grant matching dollars, and fund a façade improvement grant.
Allocate percentages for façade improvements, grant match for Downtown or Highway 9
Corridor projects, and group advertising. Attached in Appendix D is Understanding
Accommodations and Hospitality Taxes Fact Sheet. This explains to the public and local
businesses how the tax benefits the community.
Increase business visibility. Add a Doing Business menu on the Town and Chamber’s
homepage. This provides readily available forms, business resources, steps to obtaining a
business license, getting zoning approval, and other valuable information. Here are where
existing and burgeoning businesses can access steps to obtaining a business license, getting
zoning approval, fillable forms, incentives, tax credit/rebate programs, and other pertinent
information.
Provide business incentives. Incentives are included in Appendix C. Those incentives need to
be visible on the Town webpage and cited again within the Doing Business page.
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs). The City of Columbia’s Downtown resurgence and
Vista Project and Rock Hill’s Riverwalk are examples where BIDs work. BIDs are typically
funded by an additional tax assessment for the designated district. The additional tax revenue
goes toward area improvements. SC Code Title 5 Chapter 37 outlines and describes the
legality of this economic development resource.
Tax Increment Financing. Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is widely used for both publicly
subsidized economic development and municipal projects. TTFs have provided the means for
cities and counties to gain the approval of redevelopment of blighted properties or invest in
public projects such as city halls, parks, libraries, etc. Communities like West Ashley,
Greenville, North Columbia, and others have used this financing tool to re-imagine areas.
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The drawback is the Chesterfield County School District would have to sign off on a TIF
which temporarily diverts funding from the school district. Increase property value and new
business and homes make up for the temporary funding hiatus.
Trained Labor Force
A key locational decision for businesses is the availability of an appropriate labor force.
Chesterfield is contending with a “skills gap” in employment markets for particular technical
skills or abilities. Chesterfield County School District presently offers a dual diploma program in
partnership with Northeastern Technical College. Unfortunately, it does not offer any vocational
program. School districts in the surrounding counties - Darlington, Dillon, and Florence County provide vocational programs. NETC and several industries are partners with Marlboro County’s
School District to ensure businesses have a pipeline of qualified and appropriate employees. The
same vocational efforts are being provided in Dillon County. Where does this leave the Town of
Chesterfield and the County? Now is the time to build a partnership with NETC and local
businesses to replicate a similar vocational model that is inclusive of artificial intelligence
technology and caters to local demands. If not, how can Chesterfield competitive with its
neighbors? More importantly, a robust vocational program allows Chesterfield and the County to
be more attractive to industry. An innovative vocational center located in the Town provides
central access to all Chesterfield County high schools. While labor force availability is not
something the Town can solve on its own, it can work cooperatively with businesses, developers,
the Chesterfield County Economic Board, School District, and other organizations to formulate
strategies to address labor force issues.
Available Vacant Land
Viable vacant land is important for higher intensity and density developments. There are few
large tracts to accommodate a research and development facility, light industrial, mixed-use
development, and/or multi-tenant business center that can comfortably accommodate high
volume traffic without creating conflicts with residential low-intensity land uses. Highlighted are
ideal tracts off SC 9 for mixed-use office/industrial park potential and/or commercial
development. We recommended PUD zoning. This offers broad land uses and design flexibility.
We encourage the Town, in partnership with the Chesterfield Economic Board, to start
conversations with the property owners to gauge a willingness to sell. If so, re-zone the property
and market it with incentives.
Commerce Park is not a traditional industrial park. It is a social service park filled with State and
non-profit agencies, and a church. Neither generates property taxes. There one prime tract
fronting Highway 9 that needs to be appropriately marketed to an industrial or office park
developer. Again, there are some natural challenges, which can be addressed with appropriate
design. An RFP is a way to attract interest aside from LocateSC.
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YMCA Complex references the property designated for a hotel. The selling point to a hotel
developer is the use of the conference center. There is not be a hotel with a conference center
within 30 radius miles of Chesterfield. Again, we urge the Town to consider issuing an RFP for
the property. Also, it is worth noting the YMCA building is underutilized. The second floor is
ripe for commercial office space.
The former Chesterfield Drug offers a creative mixed-use space. Imagine a first-floor family
restaurant with upper story housing or first floor retail and upstairs boutique hotel, or movie
theatre and second story art studio. The possibilities are limitless. Either scenario will propel
Downtown.
Aging of Buildings
The Town will need to monitor via Codes it's non-residential buildings to ensure they are
appropriately maintained and useable. Many of the buildings were built in the 1970s and earlier.
They may or will become outmoded for new technology. These buildings will have to be
upgraded. Caution is needed before removing contributing structures to the Town’s historic
district. Far too often, there is a rush to remove outdated buildings to make way for more modern
structures.
Accessible Broadband & Natural Gas
Technology is paramount to today’s business culture. Business is international. Broadband
access and connectivity are a must in Chesterfield and Chesterfield County if both are going to
be competitive, particularly as I-73 makes its way through the region. Businesses are interested
in how accessible broadband connectivity is, as well as its speed, cost, and reliability. For many
workers, broadband access is critical to working from home remotely. Residents benefit from
broadband access. The Town, individually or in partnership, must consider efforts to promote
sufficient broadband capacity for existing and future businesses.
In addition to broadband, natural gas is absent. Gas availability is now a crucial industrial
criterion. An available gas line would certify Commerce Park. The nearest gas line is in Cheraw
off SC 9. To extend services to Chesterfield is a multi-million dollar endeavor. Although a longterm goal, continual advocacy with State and Federal lawmakers may eventually provide an
avenue to provide gas.
Beyond the Business Culture
Interwoven into the business culture are housing and amenities. Companies with a regional
and/or international presence look for communities that have offerings that will meet their
employees’ needs and interests. Housing and amenities are big selling points. Amenities include
things to do, events, and schools.
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As the number of jobs in Chesterfield and Chesterfield County increases, housing will become
more closely linked to economic development. Modest-income workers will bring an increased
need for affordable housing, and having appropriate housing located within the Town will make
employee recruitment more successful.
Schools equally are a selling point for business recruitment. When asked about the Chesterfield
Schools, the typical responses are good to rave reviews. GreatSchools.org disagrees. Keep in
mind, this is an online rating database that influences parents in finding the right schools.
According to the online database, Chesterfield High and Edwards received an overall 4 out of 10
rating. Chesterfield-Ruby Middle received a 5 out 10 rating. The Middle School received 6 out
10 for test scores while Chesterfield High and Edwards received 5s. Chesterfield High was redflagged for chronic absenteeism and suspensions. If the County is going to be competitive, this
needs to change.
Carolinas Centre Industrial Park
It is worth mentioning the Carolinas Centre Industrial Park is between Chesterfield and Cheraw
off Highway 9. This effort is a collaborative partnership between the Town of Chesterfield and
Cheraw. Though outside the town limits, it offers tremendous employment potential. H S
Growers (Stevia) purchased the spec building and 20 acres on the south side of Highway 9 to
begin growing and processing the Stevia plant. They are leasing additional farmable property on
that same side. Interestingly, two independent studies concluded the remaining portion of the
park is the best location for a Pee Dee Region data. Imagine the economic impact on the Town
and County.
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ECONOMIC GOALS & POLICIES
Goal 1. Work closely with local industries and School District to ensure the workforce is trained
to support growth.
Goal 2. Ensure there are adequate and zoned properties for these employment uses, particularly
the more intensive manufacturing and warehousing operations.
Goal 3. Allow and accommodate home occupations.
Goal 4. Expand business through annexations.
Goal 5. Reshape business activity in Downtown.
Goal 6. Recruiting new businesses and “top talent” for exiting businesses are two areas where the
Town of Chesterfield may introduce incentives. There is a wide range of incentives the Town
(County and State) can provide to businesses who bring new jobs to Chesterfield ranging from
grants to loans to tax abatements.
Policy 6.1. Develop incentive ordinances and program.
Goal 7. Initiate broader and diverse events Downtown. Events need to be well marketed not only
in Chesterfield but in neighboring areas.
Goal 8. Actively collaborate with the Chesterfield County Economic Development Board,
NETC, and others to market Chesterfield and increase its living wage jobs.
Goal 9. Develop a business incubator program to build local economic development.
Goal 10. Redesign the Town’s web homepage with a visible link that navigates to how to do
business in Chesterfield and volunteerism.
Goal 11. Implement the Bailey Bill ordinance in partnership with Chesterfield County to
incentivize historic preservation, affordable housing, and economic development. The Bill
allows county and municipalities to freeze property taxes to allows business and property owners
to revitalization their buildings. Consequently, this will drive commercial and residential
development in downtown. A revitalized Downtown generates pedestrian traffic and commercial
and retail activities.
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Goal 12. Develop a marketing strategy to sell Chesterfield. Use opt-in on the Town’s webpage to
better connect with residents and businesses. Opt-in allows the Town to send e-blasts to alert
residents of meetings, events, and community activities.
Goal 13. Craft an economic development policy linking incentives to employment and target
specific businesses.
Goal 14. Build local capacity to combat poverty.
Policy 14.1. The first-source hiring initiative is to promote local hiring. New York, NY,
Hartford, CT, and others have a similar program. First-source hiring refers to a measure taken to
maximize the chances that low-income residents where redevelopment is occurring will be able
to take advantage of new job opportunities generated. Developers must consider hiring available,
local employees before it outsources those job opportunities. This too should be incentivized.
Partner with SC Works to access a readily available database of skilled labors.
Policy 14.2. Conduct procurement workshops to assist minority businesses to be competitive in
the Town’s and other government procurement processes.
Goal 15. Develop and promote a marquee event with supplemental Downtown special events.
Goal 16. Develop Request for Proposals (RFPs) for YMCA Complex, former Chesterfield Drug,
and Commerce Park to attract developers.
Goal 17. Procure a Hometown Economic Development Grant. The Municipal Association of
South Carolina affords municipalities an opportunity to compete for up to $50,000 for economic
development projects. Awarded projects include:
▪ Conway’s amphitheater feasibility study;
▪ Lighting, audio, and video equipment upgrades to the Saluda Theatre;
▪ Open-air market and pavilion for a farmer’s market in Orangeburg;
▪ Small business learning lab in Laurens to foster entrepreneurship, and,
▪ Brunson’s streetscape project.
This resource can be leveraged with private and other grant funds to re-imagine Downtown.
Contact: Scott Slatton 803.933.1203 and/or sslatton@masc.sc;
https://www.masc.sc/Pages/resources/Hometown-Grants.aspx
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Chapter 8
LAND USE ELEMENT
The Land Use Element is intended to guide development, urban form, and land usage in a way
that strengthens the town’s identity, quality of life, and economic prosperity. This Element
identifies current and future land uses, and zoning issues. It also speaks of compatibility. More
importantly, it lays the foundation for zoning.
Field observations identified current land use activity, structures, and character on individual
parcels within the Town. Chesterfield’s existing land usage can be classified into seven (7) land
use types. The land uses included, single-family, commercial, industrial, open space, agricultural,
public/semi-public, and vacant. Residential, commercial, open spaces, and public/semi-public
were compartmentalized into subcategories, which are more specific.
Land use decisions are impacted by the Transporation and Community Facilities Elements.
Simply, road design, traffic volumes, road access, and the presence or absence of public utilities
influence land use density and intensity, and patterns. Land use refers to the primary use of a
parcel. There are instances where parcels have multiple uses. A couple was labeled singlefamily/vacant because the primary use single-family was associated with a separate vacant parcel
under the same name. This stems from the owner placing the two parcels under one tax map
number for tax collection purposes. One such example is at the corner at Tavern Branch Road
and Chapman Street. Residential land uses articulate various housing combinations on one parcel
as well as single uses. Single-family housing is the predominant residential land use, comprising
571 acres. Under commercial, we highlighted retail and service commercial specifically to show
the concentration of these uses. The distinguishing difference is retail refers to sell of finished
goods while service hinges on a personal touch. Barbershops, salons, restaurants, and daycares
are service commercial examples. For a town of its size, there are a significant number of
automobile commercial uses. The decision was to highlight them. There are 30 empty/abandoned
buildings. Although they are commercial in design, there is not a specific use. Consequently,
those properties are labeled commercial. Table 8.1 details current land uses. Figures 8.1 and 8.2
illustrate land use patterns. Nearly, 50% of the Town’s landmass is vacant, excluding its creeks.
The Town has significant room to grow within its corporate limits without annexing. There is a
substantial amount of raw land for future development in addition to multiple vacant tracts
within several and others for infill development.
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Table 8.1. Land Use Inventory
LAND USES

Open Space
Land Uses

Commercial Land Uses

Residential Land Uses

Public/Semi
Pubic

Agricultural
Open Space/Park
Landscaped Median
Open Space/Vacant
School
Cemeteries/Masonic Lodge/Com
Garden/Y
Institutional
Church
Single-Family
Single-Family/Agricultural
Single-Family/Duplex
Single-Family/Industrial
Single-Family/Mobile Home
Single-Family/Service Commercial
Single-Family/Vacant
Mobile Home
Multi-Family
Residential Facility
Vacant
Auto Retail Commercial
Auto Service Commercial
Retail Commercial
Service/Retail Commercial
Service Commercial
Motel
Financial Institution/Bank
Medical
Office Professional
Commercial
Industrial
Total
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SITES

ACREAGE

PERCENT

4
8
2
1
11
4

72.6
15.8
0.5
3.0
19.3
104.3

3.0
0.7
0.0
0.1
0.8
4.4

4
29
20
57
527
1
1
1
1
1
3
24
11
1
571
311
5
5
33
3
24
1
3
3
19
30
127
8
1,089

16.0
167.5
36.6
324.4
517.2
69.1
1.4
3.1
0.5
5.0
3.1
16.7
13.9
3.0
633
1,189.8
3.1
1.8
27.9
2.3
11.4
0.9
3.2
6.2
11.7
9.4
78.3
78.9
2,396.2

0.7
7
1.5
13.6
21.6
2.9
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.1
0.7
0.6
0.1
26.4
49.7
0.1
0.1
1.2
0.1
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.4
2.4
3.3
100

Figure 8.1 Land Use Map 1
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Figure 8.2. Land Use Map 2
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Of the 311 vacant parcels, nearly 25% are owned by nine (9) property owners. These property
owners own four or more of the vacant parcels according to the county tax assessor’s office. The
largest two are the Ronnie Campbell and the Town of Chesterfield. A portion of them as
depicted in figure 8.3 have natural challenges that add to the development process or make it
impractical. These tracts intersect or are within whole or part of a flood hazard area and/or
wetland. One or both do not make tracts unuseable. They limit the density and intensity of land
uses, and require special permitting. As we mentioned earlier, land uses that involved children
and/or seniors are to be avoided in flood hazard areas. Wetlands and flood hazard areas are
sensitive lands that serve as natural buffers to minimize flooding. Inappropriate development
compromises these buffers and their ecosystems. Nonetheless, development is possible.
Permitting in flood hazard areas can be cost-prohibitive. Costs stem from permit fees on top of
building permit fees, elevating a structure above base flood elevation or waterproofing the
structure, flood insurance, and ensuring eco-equality. Eco-equality refers to site planning where
construction does not shift adverse conditions elsewhere. Developments in flood areas
theoretically must certify no rise meaning it will not increase the intensity and frequency of
flooding on adjacent properties. Wetlands require Army Corps review and 404 permit which has
some other aforementioned attenuation measures. From a larger ecological perspective, land uses
need to be sensitive to the environment and potential adverse impacts on people and property.
Stormwater management is an obvious neglected feature throughout the Town. Commercial and
industrial land uses emphasize seas of asphalt and concrete. Trees and landscaping not only
soften the urban landscape but are natural sponges. Trees, specifically, are noted for their water
absorption and CO2 reduction. Attention to stormwater management is needed and important to
our sustainability, particularly since scientists are forecasting the frequency of 500-year rains.
Incorporating low impact designs help to lessen the impact of runoff.
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Figure 8.3. Major Property Owners
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During our analysis, we noticed nearly 26% of the land uses are tax exempt. This equates to
618.2 acres. There may be more; however, we were able to identify 125 parcels. Table 8.2 lists
them. Aside from churches, a significant portion is owned by social service
agencies/organizations and government entities. Almost thirteen percent is owned by the Town.
The upside is the Town is in a position to orchestrate appropriate design and development. It is in
position to sell several of these properties to tax generating entities. The Town has a tremendous
opportunity to stimulate responsible development. Often times, municipalities need to purchase
properties in order to engage in revitalization or development efforts. Surprisingly, Founders
Federal Credit Union and Sandhill Telephone are tax exempt. The downside is the missed
revenue. The Town via ordinance has restricted County offices in the Downtown to deter more
untaxable uses. In the same spirit, the Town needs to reduce its property inventory.
Before delving into Chesterfield’s Future Land Use, RS3 would like to discuss a couple of
zoning matters. Gateways are the important first and last impressions visitors see as they enter
and exit a community. The experience either wows or disappoints forming subsequent opinions.
Often gateways make them stop to further investigate Downtown or other areas. Consequently,
it is important that land uses are not only compatible but have design quality. Design refers to
materials, parking layout, landscaping, structures/buildings’ orientation to the road. Peppered
along gateway streets are abandoned and derelict buildings, and poorly maintained properties.
Two such land uses standout, which is coincidently car repair shops. As far as land uses, both are
appropriate. The salvage component is troubling. Damaged, wrecked cars are scattered here and
there. The Town’s ordinance needs to distinguish a repair shop from a garage with specific
standards. A repair shop looks like a Meineke or auto service center attached to a car dealership.
Mechanics do not mine parts from other vehicles to make repairs. Garages do. If these businesses
had designated storage areas with natural and/or screening from the public view, they would be
less unattractive.
Additionally, there are 149 nonconforming parcels. Figure 8.4 depicts this. Nonconforming
refers to a parcel, structure, or land use previously authorized later becomes obsolete after the
adoption of new zoning standards. The use, structure, or parcel can continue as long as either is
not expanded or reduced. The popular nomenclature is grandfathering. Any expansion or
reduction requires the use, structure, or parcel to meet current zoning standards. If not, the
grandfathering status disappears. Highlighted nonconformities focused on lot sizes. Our
investigation did not extend into use, setback, building height, and parking standards. That level
of investigation is for a zoning ordinance update. Nonetheless, these nonconforming parcels were
more than likely the result of the initial land subdivision prior to the Town’s current zoning
ordinance. Alternatively, they could be undetected land subdivisions. How does this impact the
current land uses and zoning? The nonconformity may prevent or limit additions, accessory
structures, and/or new construction.
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Lastly, from a cosmetic perspective, the current zoning ordinance has a number of strikethroughs
and cumbersome addendums reflecting ordinance changes. This can be confusing to users. Now
to the proposed future land uses.
Table 8.2. Tax-Exempt Properties
AGENCY
Boy Scouts of America
Care South Carolina Inc
Chesterfield Cemetery Assn
Chesterfield County School District
Chesterfield County Council
Chesterfield County Disabilities & Special Needs Board
Chesterfield County Health Center
Chesterfield County Mental
Chesterfield County Rescue
Chesterfield Housing Associate
Chesterfield Masonic Lodge
Church Chesterfield Baptist
Church Chesterfield County
Church Chesterfield Presbyterian
Church Grandview Presbyterian
Church Hurst African Methodist
Church Jesus Is Lord Fellowship
Church Lily of The
Church Mt Tabor United Methodist
Church New Zion Baptist
Church Oakland Baptist
Church of God
Church Pine Grove Baptist
Church Pleasant Grove AME Zion
Church Salem Missionary Baptist
Church St Paul United Methodist
Church St Paul Missionary
Church The Atmosphere
Connie Maxwell Children's Home
County of Chesterfield
Dream Builders of Chesterfield
First Health Ambulance
Founders Federal Credit Union
Hospice of Chesterfield County
Housing Authority of Cheraw
Sandhill Telephone Co Inc
South Carolina Department of Mental Health
South Carolina Department of Transportation
The Alpha Center
Town of Chesterfield
United States Postal Service
TOTAL
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SITES
1
1
1
4
3
1
1
2
2
1
1
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
2
2
7
2
2
1
1
13
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
2
43
2
125

ACREAGE
0.9
7.7
3.8
104.3
3.1
2.5
0.7
1.3
0.1
3.9
0.1
3.0
0.5
0.9
0.5
0.1
0.9
0.2
0.3
1.0
11.2
1.6
17.2
9.4
4.2
2.1
1.3
2.0
3.0
96.8
0.6
4.4
0.9
1.8
5.1
0.1
5.2
6.7
4.0
304.2
0.6
618.2

PERCENT
0.0
0.3
0.2
4.4
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.1
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
4.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.2
0.3
0.2
12.7
0.0
25.8

Figure 8.4. Nonconforming Parcels
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FUTURE LAND USES
We have identified nine (9) future land uses. All with one exception are contiguous parcels. The
exception is on Martin Luther King Avenue. The property has a single-family home with what
appears to be an unsalvageable warehouse or building. It is currently zoned industrial. Perhaps,
this zoning classification was in anticipation Chesterfield Webbing expanded. From a planning
perspective, this area is predominately residential and the street’s design is not conducive for
high volume traffic and heavy trucks. Today’s industries located off high volume arterial and/or
interstates. Other than Chesterfield Webbing it would be highly unlike an industry would be
interested in this site. Residential in lieu of industrial or commercial is the best land use. Because
of the probability, this was a former industrial site, it is eligible for a Brownfield grant.
Brownfield grants offer communities an opportunity to address potential contamination. Clean,
this site offers the Town additional single-family or multi-family housing. We recommend
buffering and landscaping to screen incompatible uses between proposed residential and
Chesterfield Webbing.

We mentioned the former Chesterfield High School site earlier as a senior development. The two
tracts are 4.3 acres. The larger tract is zoned Office Commercial and the small General
Residential. Commercial development does not compliment this area’s residential landscape.
Davis Street has a commercial building and parking lot for sale
or lease. The properties are 3.6 acres. Zoned Basic Industrial
permits land use that conflicts with the surrounding residential
landscape and character. This is another example where a
residential street is not conducive for and industrial land use.
We realize jobs are important to the sustainability of a
community. However, it should not be at the expense of people
and their quality of life. Nonetheless, we recommend lowintensity commercial land uses, specifically office or training
center. It would be ideal for a vocational training center as part
of a NETC, Chesterfield County Economic Development
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Board, and Chesterfield School District partnership. The School District cold shift its Career &
Technology program here to free up space for vocational school for all Chesterfield high schools.
Finally, we identified four tracts next to Chesterfield School
District’s administrative offices for mixed-use. Together, they
are 68.9 acres. The parcels offer an opportunity for
office/industrial park or commercial /residential development.
Access to SC 9 makes this site an excellent location and offers
an additional large tract aside from Commerce Park. We
propose bring the properties under one owner to present as a
package to a developer and avoid haphazard piecemeal projects
using the current lots as is.
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Figure 8.5. Future Land Uses
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LAND USE ELEMENT GOALS AND POLICES
Goal 1. Maintain the integrity and quality of life, in existing residential areas and neighborhoods
through decision making that promotes traditional neighborhood development, familyorientation, and small-town character. Future land use will be implemented/protected through
zoning designations and land development regulations.
Policies 1.1. Ensure that residential areas are located and designed to protect life and property
from natural and manmade hazards such as flooding, excessive traffic, subsidence, noxious
odors, and noise.
Policy 1.2. Encourage a balanced land use mix providing for a variety of housing styles,
densities, and open space.
Policy 1.3. Promote sidewalk connectivity within and external to the neighborhood, especially
sidewalks linking residential areas to schools.
Policy 1.4. Discourage the development or redevelopment flood hazard areas, especially where
dwelling units are not raised and supported above flood elevation.
Goal 2. Design commercial development that is compatible with environmental and economic
resources, to enhance access and circulation, results in a positive and attractive built environment
and will be in keeping with the needs and character of the community. Office and creative-based
employment should be prioritized in the downtown area. Encourage repurpose and revitalization
of existing buildings. Ensure new development responds to the established character in the
downtown area in terms of architecture, scale, building orientation, and site design.
Policies 2.1. Minimize incompatibility with buffering and landscaping. Both help shape and
define neighborhood character, parking, loading, and storage facilities, and other unique
characteristics.
Policy 2.2. Promote commercial development that serves to maintain or enhance the economic
health of the Town, and to increase job opportunities, per capita income and convenience for
residents. For example, neighborhood commercial centers should be established close to
residential districts to provide close, convenient and complementing services to Town residents.
Policy 2.3. Commercial land uses shall be in a manner that ensures the compatibility with the
type and scale of surrounding land uses and where existing or programmed public facilities shall
not be overburdened. Large regional commercial centers should be located along major
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transportation corridors and buffered from low-density residential neighborhoods. Large
commercial centers and automobile sales should be located outside the downtown district.
Goal 3. Promote the development/redevelopment of industrial lands in a manner that reduces the
impact on the surrounding properties whereas promoting industrial land use as an economic
driver and useful resources for the community.
Policies 3.1. Industrial land uses shall be restricted to those areas that have adequate
transportation linkage and accommodate high traffic volumes.
Policy 3.2. Support complementary industries and ancillary commercial services should be in
proximity to each other to accomplish a linkage between industries and services.
Goal 4. Ensure the availability of suitable land for utility facilities necessary to support the
proposed development.
Policy 4.1. Public facilities and utilities shall be located to maximize the efficiency of services
provided and to minimize cost and impacts on the natural environment.
Goal 5. Ensure the Historic District maintains its vitality, charm and historic nature whereas
promoting a diversity of uses to prevent the dilapidation of the district.
Policy 5.1. Promote a bed & breakfast and/or boutique hotel to further Downtown lodging.
Goal 6. Revisit zoning and subdivision ordinance to align zoning and land uses with the Town’s
vision.
Policy 6.1. Incentivize low impact development, mixed-use, infill, and Downtown housing.
Policy 6.2. Develop incentivize ordinance that promotes Downtown and developments along SC
Highway 9.
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Chapter 9
PRIORITY INVESTMENT ELEMENT
The Priority Investment reflects the need for a Capital Improvement Program (CIP) and project
funding sources.

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
The CIP is developed through the identification of needs over a five-year period. Costs are
determined for the project(s) as well as the overall timeline for completion and payment for the
project(s). The capital planning process identifies needs, implementation strategies and funding
sources over a multi-year schedule. Projects are ranked and prioritized according to public needs.
The CIP is updated each year during the annual budget cycle. Advanced planning allows the
Town to efficiently use public monies in a strategic manner. By placing funds on a time frame,
cost savings are maximized. The five categories below should be used to determine capital
projects:
▪ Any acquisition of land for a public purpose;
▪ Any construction of a new facility or an addition to, or extension of, such facility;
▪ A nonrecurring rehabilitation or major repair of all or a part of a building, its grounds, or a
facility, or of equipment, provided that the cost is $25,000 or more and the improvement will
have a useful life of 10 years or more.
▪ Purchase of major equipment totaling $25,000 or more;
▪ Any planning, feasibility, engineering, or design study related to an individual capital
improvement project or to a program that is implemented through individual capital
improvement projects.
Before Chesterfield develops its CIP, the Town will need to estimate the impacts of the
continued operations and maintenance of the proposed facility or piece of equipment to the
annual budget. The expansion of capital improvements is often associated with increased
operations and long-term maintenance costs. This should be compared to the long-term
maintenance costs of not replacing, maintaining or renovating an existing capital facility. In
addition, some public service facilities need to be staffed on a part-time or full-time basis which
has long-term budgetary impacts on the Town’s general fund. The Town needs to engage in
forward-looking planning efforts to understand the long-term budgetary impacts of its planned
capital improvements prior to engagement of construction of a project, purchase of equipment, or
land. The projects identified within a CIP will probably indicate that the needs of the Town may
exceed the ability of anticipated revenues to fund these needs. Identifying
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additional sources of revenue would be an option the Town could explore to fund the gap
between anticipated revenue and the identified requests. The Town should be proactive in
determining the best funding source for implementation of these projects in advance of their
proposed funding dates. The Town should be able to fund a large portion of its growth-related
infrastructure requirements from revenue increases. As traditional methods of infrastructure
finance become less feasible, local governments have turned to methods that place more of the
financial burden of growth-related infrastructure on developers and ultimately on the new
residents moving to their community. Negotiated development exactions may be used in the
development or annexation approval process to assist in funding infrastructure for public services
to new development. The assistance may come in one of several forms. The developer may
provide land within the development for the location of a public facility such as a park, fire
station or school. Impact fees are another option for alternative funding. Impact fees are like
negotiated exactions in that the developer aids in financing public infrastructure required to serve
the new development. They differ from negotiated exactions in that they are not voluntary but
are instead imposed by the local government in a manner like other fees. The SC Development
Impact Fee Act permits the assessment of fees on public facilities including water and
wastewater, solid waste and recycling, roads streets, bridges, stormwater, public safety facilities,
capital equipment over $100,000, parks, libraries, and recreational facilities.

FUNDING MECHANISMS
Once projects are determined, the next step in the process is to determine the best way to fund
the purchase or construction of the capital item. There are various ways to fund capital
improvement projects:
▪ Current Revenue (Pay-As-You-Go). Pay-as-you-go is the financing of improvements from
current revenues such as general taxation, fees, service charges, special funds, or special
assessments.
▪ Revenue Funds. Revenue funds are monies collected in advance of construction of a project
which has been accumulated from surplus or earmarked operational revenues, funds in
depreciation reserves or the sale of capital assets.
▪ General Obligation Bonds. Bonds may be issued for a specific construction project with the
local government pledged to pay interest and principal to retire the debt.
▪ Revenue Bonds. These types of bonds are sold for revenue and financed through service
charges or fees incurred from the development of the project.
▪ Lease-Purchase. This option allows for local governments to enter into a lease for a specified
period of time until the government has utilized the item, or the government pays for the full
value. Be
▪ Authorities and Special Districts. Special districts allow for the raising of revenue based on
the use of the future project by a specified geographic area.
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▪

▪
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪

Special Assessments. Special assessments may be utilized for properties that have a direct
benefit of the service provided by a capital project. Examples of this type of funding would
be hospitality and accommodations taxes.
State and Federal Grants. Grant funding for many projects is available through state, federal
and private grant procedures that typically require a competitive application process.
Business Improvement Districts (BIDs). The City of Columbia’s Downtown resurgence and
Vista Project and Rock Hill’s Riverwalk are examples where BIDs work. BIDs are typically
funded by an additional tax assessment for the designated district. The additional tax revenue
goes toward area improvements. SC Code Title 5 Chapter 37 outlines and describes the
legality of this economic development resource.
Tax Increment Financing. Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is widely used for both publicly
subsidized economic development and municipal projects. TIFs have provided the means for
cities and counties to gain the approval of redevelopment of blighted properties or invest in
public projects such as city halls, parks, libraries, etc. Communities like West Ashley,
Greenville, North Columbia, and others have used this financing tool to re-imagine areas.
The drawback is the Chesterfield County School District would have to sign off on a TIF
which temporarily diverts funding from the school district. Increase property value and new
business and homes make up for the temporary funding hiatus.
User Fees. User fees may be utilized or increased in order to offset costs that will be incurred
through upgrades or new construction of capital facilities.
Impact Fees and Exactions. Impact fees and exactions are used to exact additional charges
and fees from land development to help pay for capital improvements. These fees are placed
into a special fund for system-wide capital facilities and are determined by fiscal impact
analysis on the future demand a proposed development will have on the local infrastructure
system.
Public 63-20 and Nonprofit 501c3 Bonds. Public 63-20 and Nonprofit 501c3 Bonds allow
public agencies (e.g., state universities, public hospitals) and nonprofit corporations (e.g.,
museums, Y’s, nonprofit development entities) to issue tax-exempt bonds to finance up to
100% of the cost of a facility for a tax-exempt purpose, such as a training facility or medical
clinic. South Carolina Job-Economic Development Authority (JEDA) is one of the State’s
certified community development financial institutions that serve as a “conduit” issuer of
bonds on behalf of a borrowing entity. Under the Internal Revenue Code, certain for-profit
entities and Section 501(c)(3) organizations can finance their projects with tax-exempt bonds,
but these entities cannot do so directly. They must borrow through a “conduit” issuer of
bonds in order to receive the tax-exempt financing. Therefore, entities do not borrow from
JEDA, but rather through JEDA, using JEDA as access to the capital markets at tax-exempt
rates. Contact: Harry Huntley, Executive Director; 803. 737.0268, hhuntley@scjeda.com;
https://scjeda.com/programs/
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Ultimately, the Chesterfield’s Town Council is responsible for determining the most viable
option for funding of a particular item. Much discussion and research are involved in identifying
the best funding source of a necessary community project. However, there are some options that
are potential sources for additional funding.
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Hospitality Tax. This is a tax on dining and beverages that helps fund special projects and
general operations.
Accommodations Tax. This is a tax on lodging that is restricted by state statute and may only
be used for tourism-related projects. The State’s portion is collected by the State and remitted
back to the County. The County distributes funds to applicable tourism organizations on an
application approval basis approved by County Council and a Council-appointed
Accommodations Tax Advisory Committee to support festivals and other activities that
encourage tourism activity.
Enhancements. Federal funding for transportation enhancements, such as bicycle and
pedestrian treatments, guided through the South Carolina Department of Transportation.
C-Funds. State gas tax funds allocated to counties for transportation improvements.
South Carolina Infrastructure Bank. The State bank assists in loans and financing for major
infrastructure and transportation facilities.
Penny or Fourth (1/4) Cent Sales Tax. An additional sales tax which can be used to fund
special projects for infrastructure and capital projects.
Impact Fee Revenues. Impact fees are assessments that are made traditionally when
development occurs. As development begins to increase, funds would be provided to offset
any service lag from this new development.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION
The Town of Chesterfield should seek to coordinate major capital improvements with other
nearby governmental jurisdictions where possible. Coordination may include techniques such as
joint funding of capital improvements, shared-use agreements, or shared maintenance or
operations agreements. Coordination should also include consultation with relevant local
government jurisdictions during the development of each comprehensive plan update and during
the development of the annual Capital Improvements Program. Opportunities for shared uses,
colocation of facilities, and land swaps between governmental entities should also be explored.
Other relevant governmental agencies will be consulted in the planning stages as Chesterfield
implements specific capital improvements.
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POLICY INVESTMENT GOALS & POLICIES
Community investment in services is a necessary government function. As growth and
revitalization continue, more services are required to meet the needs of the citizenry. As funding
sources decline, priorities must be made to identify and prioritize projects that provide the most
benefit. Investment should be directed in areas designated for future investment based on
existing infrastructure and future demand. Identify long-range capital projects in relation to
funding. The following goals and policies are recommended to reposition the Town of
Chesterfield as a regional destination.
Goal 1. Establish and conduct a needs assessment.
Policy 1.1. The Town should establish a process for regularly conducting community appraisals
of existing resources and assets and identify gaps, barriers, and future needs. It should use
surveys, community meetings, and other methods to seek input from residents, as well as public
and private entities to identify desired community services, facilities, and programs.
Goal 2. Conduct a capital improvement plan.
Policy 2.1. Annually determine the needs based on adequate services to the public. To achieve
this objective, an annual five-year CIP procedure in the annual budget process should be
initiated. The capital needs of all departments and the overall needs of the Town should be
monitored. The Town should identify and develop priorities to complete capital projects and
achieve and maintain desired levels of service.
Goal 3. Identify funding sources.
Policy 3.1. Identify funding amounts and sources for capital projects implementation. Toward
this end, the Town needs to identify and pursue State and Federal grants and other funding for
capital improvements. The costs associated with maintenance and operation in all projects, as
well as the costs associated with deferred maintenance or postponement of capital project
implementation, should be considered. Alternative funding sources for project categories should
be identified.
Goal 4. Implement capital improvements plan.
Policy 4.1. The Town should maintain a list of capital projects under construction or purchased
and track the cost-savings of capital items implemented against no action or deferred
maintenance.
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Appendix A
IMPLEMENTATION REPORT CARD
The Implementation Report Card emphasizes selected goals and strategies from various
elements. This provides Council and staff with the opportunity to set realistic timelines and
benches, and build partnerships to achieve the noted goals and policies. Additionally, it serves as
a gauge to monitor the Town’s progress over the next 10 years. RS3 believes the Report Card
fosters accountability and builds trust. The first step to tackling highlighted goals and policies is
for Council and staff to discuss each and identify potential partners. Afterward, form element
committees. This fully engages the Council and staff. Each committee should meet quarterly to
semi-annually with identified partners/staff then update one another and the public.
It is important for the Planning Commission to be a part of the element committees and work
sessions. We suggested potential partners in selected areas; however, these are only suggestions.
The Town is more than welcome to amend the below.
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Housing

Population

ELEMENT

Policy Reclaim a number of vacant lots
and housing in need of rehabilitation.

Policy. Create incentives for first time
home buyers and young families.

Policy. Partner with non-profit,
developers, and builders to develop
housing with diverse styles and price
ranges. The target needs to be on 20
and 30 something-year-old looking for
affordable housing and community
atmosphere.

Goal. Increase population.

ACTION

TIMELINE
▪ Pageland Community
Housing Organization
▪ Developers
▪ First Citizens Bank
▪ Founder's Bank
▪ Form Economic
Development & Housing
nonprofit

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Land Use

ELEMENT

Policy. Selectively allow the repurposing of larger older homes on
collector streets to apartments and
condominiums.

Policy Incorporate landscaping and
buffers into the zoning ordinance.

Policy Incorporate low impact design as
part of the zoning ordinance with permit
incentives.

Policy Develop language in the zoning
ordinance to encourage sidewalk and/or
trail requirements within proposed
subdivisions.

Policy. Rezone properties per Future
Land Use.

Goal. Update Zoning Ordinance.

ACTION

TIMELINE

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Economic

Priority
Investment

Community
Resources

Community
Facilities

Housing

Transportation

Land Use

Transportation

ELEMENT

MASC: Hometown Economic
Development Grant

USDA Rural Development: Rural
Business Enterprise Grant (RBEG) &
Rural Business Opportunity Grant
(RBOG)

SC Park Recreation Tourism: Tag
(Tourism Advertising Grant), Sport
Tourism Advertisement & Recruitment
Grant, Undiscovered SC Grant
Program, PARD, & LWCF

Rural Infrastructure Authority & USDA
Rural Development: Infrastructure

SC Department Archives & History:
Pattern Book, Exterior Rehab, &
Update Historic Resources Survey

SC Housing & Finance Authority
(Housing Trust) & USDA Rural
Development: Housing Rehab

Goal. Aggressively Pursue Grants
SCDOT Transporation Alternative
Program: Sidewalk Installation

Policy. Work Chesterfield CTC to pave
unpaved roads.

Policy. Identify needed road repairs and
collaborate on sidewalk installments.

Policy. Work with SCDOT and
Chesterfield CTC to install pedestrian
crosswalk islands on SC 9 near schools,
and other areas where warranted.

Goal. To provide a cohesive and unified
approach to transportation planning
through intergovernmental coordination.

ACTION

TIMELINE

▪ Chesterfield County
Transportation Committee

▪ SCDOT

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Goal. Transition Town of Chesterfield
from a place to a destination.

Economic

Policy. Develop and promote a
marquee event with supplemental
Downtown special events.

Policy. Develop a marketing strategy to
sell Chesterfield. Use opt-in on the
Town’s webpage to better connect with
residents and businesses. Opt-in allows
the Town to send e-blasts to alert
residents of meetings, events, and
community activities.

Policy. Initiate broader and diverse
events Downtown. Events need to be
well marketed not only in Chesterfield
but in neighboring areas.

ACTION

ELEMENT

TIMELINE

▪ Residents/Business
Community

▪ Council/Town Staff

▪ Chesterfield County
Economic Development
▪ Board

▪ Chamber

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Economic

ELEMENT

Policy. Partner to develop a vocational
training program for Chesterfield
County students & adults.

Policy. Buy Local Campaigns.

Policy. Redesign the Town’s web
homepage with visible navigation
menus Doing Business and Get
Connected. The former helps would-be
businesses with operating a business in
the Town.with incentives. The later
builds a volunteer database.

Policy. Develop a business incubator
program to build local economic
development.

Policy. Actively collaborate with the
Chesterfield County Economic
Development Board, NETC, and others
to market Chesterfield and increase its
living wage jobs.

Policy. Develop incentive ordinances
and program. (See Appendix C).

Goal. Build local capacity and a
healthy business environment.

ACTION

TIMELINE

▪ County Administration

▪ Council/Staff

▪ Local Businesses

▪ Northeastern Technical
College

▪ Chesterfield County
Economic Development
Board

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Policy. The first-source hiring initiative
is to promote local hiring. New York,
NY, Hartford, CT, and others have a
similar program. First-source hiring
refers to a measure taken to maximize
the chances that low-income residents
where redevelopment is occurring will
be able to take advantage of new job
opportunities generated. Developers
must consider hiring available, local
employees before it outsources those
job opportunities. This too should be
incentivized. Partner with SC Works to
access a readily available database of
skilled labors.

Economic

Policy. Develop Request for Proposals
(RFPs) for YMCA Complex, former
Chesterfield Drug, and Commerce Park
to attract developers.

Policy. Conduct procurement
workshops to assist minority businesses
to be competitive in the Town’s and
other government procurement
processes.

ACTION

ELEMENT

TIMELINE
▪ Council/Staff

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Community
Resources

ELEMENT

Policy Create a Historic Preservation
Month or Week in concert with
Downtown merchants offering specials
and/or discounts.

Policy Nominate the Craig Park
Community Center for NRHP
recognition.

Policy Work with SCDAH and other
resources to excavate the Native
American’s story before and during the
Eurasian presences.

Policy Work with South Carolina
Historic Marker Program to
commemorate noteworthy African and
Native American sites.

Policy Develop a walking tour
brochure. The brochure would
highlight stops to several or all the
Town’s listed properties with
photographs. It needs to incorporate a
map with restaurants and shopping
venues to help visitors better navigate
to sites.
.
Policy Work with African Americans
to chronicle their experiences and
history.

Goal. Promote Historic Preservation

ACTION

TIMELINE
▪ Council/Staff

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Community
Facilities

Community
Facilities

ELEMENT

Policy. Work with County to establish a permanent
funding stream to address recreational services
within a two to three-mile radius of the Town.

Policy. Upgrade amphitheater (covered stage,
lighting, sound system) and construct public
restrooms.

Policy. Launch a recreation initiative to engage
residents and County officials to reimagine its parks.

Goal. Develop a robust park and recreational system.

Policy Investigate the viability of land application
discharge as an alternative to Cheraw’s wastewater
treatment services. It is important to weigh the pros
and cons as part of the decision-making process.

Policy Pitch the idea of an Infrastructure
Collaborative addressing critical to minor
infrastructure needs through an endorsed County ¼
penny sales tax. If the Collaborative cannot be
established, the Town should pitch the idea to the
residents and business community.

Policy Prevent and reduce infiltration and inflow by
systematically monitoring and inspecting sewer
lines and manholes and making necessary repairs in
a timely manner.

Policy Require any property owners with septic
systems regularly maintenance their system to
DHEC standards or connect to municipal services.

Goal. Improve wastewater management.

ACTION

TIMELINE

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Housing

ELEMENT

Policy. To address gross dilapidation
and absenteeism offer donation options
to property owners. This is a great tax
incentive and carrot for them to donate
their properties to the Town to be
repurposed for rental and for-sale
rehabs and/or new construction
opportunities. The Town needs to
strategically select properties as part of
its revitalization strategy. Sell the idea
with a simple guide to illustrate tax
advantages for property owners.
Collaborate with a CPA to develop the
guide with a disclosure to consult a tax
preparer, attorney or CPA. People are
reluctant to try something if they are not
familiar with it. The guide potentially
removes this barrier.

Policy. Work with banks using CRA
(Community Reinvestment Act) to
encourage investment. They can create
a loan pool with low-interest rates to
encourage second-story housing,
housing counseling, and first-time
home-buyer program.

Policy. Encourage new housing in the
Downtown area which will serve to
meet a growing desire among
millennials intrigued by housing in and
near downtown.

Goal. Encourage a broader range of
housing types.

ACTION

TIMELINE

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Housing

ELEMENT

Policy. Develop the Town’s version of the
Bailey Bill to incentivize Downtown
revitalization as well as contributing
properties to the historic district.

Policy. Carefully evaluated demolitions to
see if housing is salvageable or the cost of
rehab does not exceed 50% of the housing
value. The 50% rule is a good litmus test and
prods codes officials to thoroughly evaluate
the structures.

Policy. Offer rehabilitation assistance to
income-producing property owners as a loan
with an affordable housing component. A
low interest 2% loan may be appetizing. The
loan program should provide a stipulation up
to 4 years after repayment. It should require
rents to remain at pre-loan levels. The
property owner can opt-out through a fee-inlieu payment. The payment would be the
equivalent of pre-loan rents multiplied by 4.
The fee-in-lieu payment would serve
program income to further additional rehab
projects. Build into the program a fine for
violating the affordable housing agreement.
To verify the violation, renters and property
owners must be interviewed each year until
the agreement expires. This provision deters
forced evictions to raise rents or the
immediate sale of the property.

Goal. Engage in a robust rehabilitation
program.

ACTION

TIMELINE

PARTNERS

STATUS
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Priority
Investment

ELEMENT
Goal. Develop and implement capital
improvement plan.

ACTION

TIMELINE

PARTNERS

STATUS

Appendix B
STAKEHOLDER/CITIZEN INPUT ANALYSIS
The Town of Chesterfield contracted with RS3 Planning Collaborative, LLC to update its
Comprehensive Plan. The public participation process is the lynchpin for any successful plan. It
ensures community values are articulated and creates healthy dialogue. Dialogue and debate
promote creativity and a pluralistic approach. To engage the public, we kicked off the
Comprehensive Plan process with a community visioning and planning workshop.
The visioning workshop investigated mood, opinions, and information about the Town. It also
gauged their ideas and suggestions by analyzing perceived strengths, issues/weaknesses, and
opportunities. It attempted to engage the three learning approaches – audio, visual, kinesthetic.
There is a tendency for overlap. The visual incorporates surveys to gauge the demographics and
community perception and interest. Surveys give persons who are not as comfortable vocalizing
their views aloud a platform to share their thoughts. A number of the indicators were blank – no
response. Either the respondents were not sure how to respond or uncomfortable responding.
Kinesthetic [hands-on] approach used a map activity. Groups were provided with a map and
colored pencils. The instructions were to note strengths in blues, issues/weakness in red, orange,
or purple, and opportunities in green. They perused over the maps, while conferring with each
other, made notations on the maps and assigned their color preferences. This engaged their
audio, visual, motor responses. Audio included dialogue among them and with us during not
only during the discussion session.
Focus group consultations were held before the Town Hall planning session. The Town Hall
planning sessions were held in the Town’s Convention Center. Our goal is to:
▪ Solicit ideas and opinions;
▪ Build a platform to energize the public; and,
▪ Build confidence in the planning process by listening intently and incorporating their ideas
into the plan.
More importantly, early community inclusion builds public trust and community support in the
implementation phase.
The Town endeavored to connect with residents, community leaders, elected officials,
departmental staff, the planning commission, community-based agencies, and non-profits
through postcards and email notifications. Press releases and public service announcements
(PSAs) were released to the Link, Chesterfield Shopper, WPDE News Channel 15, SCNow.com,
WBTW News Channel 13, and other media outlets. Unfortunately, attendance and participation
were not what we expected. Those who participated were energetic and eager to discuss the
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Town’s future. Their energy paralleled more attended planning sessions in many respects. Their
input lays the foundation for the comprehensive plan and topics
DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Initially, each respondent was provided a survey to glean a socio-economic profile. Questions
focused on tenure (rent or own), age, race, monthly income, monthly rent, employment status,
gender, and presence of children. Subsequent questions related to preferences.
Our socio-economic profile revealed:
▪ The percent of males and females were identical, 50% female and male. According to the
2010 US Census, this actually mirrors the female-male population data.
1. Indicate your gender:
Male
50%
Female
50%
▪

The majority of the respondents were between 55 -64 years of age. A little over 27% were
between 45-54 years old followed by 64-74 (18.2%) year olds. Statistically, 60 or more
percent of the attendees were baby boomers. Baby boomers are persons born between 1945
and 1964. Today, these are individuals between 52-70 years old. The attendees are not a
microcosm of the community. The median age was 37.8 in 2010. There Town is relatively
young.
2. Indicate your age:
Under 18
0%
18-24
0%
25-34
4.5%
35-44
9.1%
45-54
27.3%
55-64
36.4%
65-74
18.2%
75 and older
4.5%
▪

Native Americans, Asians, and multi-racial persons make up 1.4% of the Town of
Chesterfield’s population. None participated in this planning session. The attendees’ racial
breakdown consisted of 18% African American and 82% White; this is a racial departure
from the actual racial demographics. The Town’s African American and White racial
composition is 38.1% and 58.9% respectively.
3. What race do you consider yourself?
Native American
0%
African-American/Black
18%
Asian or Pacific Islander
0%
White
82%
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Two or more races
Other

0%
0%

▪

Question 4 gauged household size. Thirty-two percent reported living alone. Two and fourperson households made up 27% of the respondents. Fourteen percent were three-person
households. Cross-referencing household size with question 5, children under 18 years old,
the data suggest three and four-households may have adult children who have moved back
with their parents or never left to work and attend college. This is not an isolated
phenomenon. Many adult children nationwide are living with their parents. Many of them are
moving back due to a change in employment status and/or the lack of affordable housing.
Others are opting to stay home to save on college costs or save enough money to afford a
home.
4. Please circle the number of persons currently living in your household including yourself.
1
32%
2
27%
3
14%
4
27%
5
0%
6
0%
7
0%
8
0%
9 or more
0%
▪

Question 5 inquired about the number of children under 18-year-old living in the home.
Sixty-four percent did not have children under 18 years of age in the home. One child (18%)
and two children (14%) under 18-year-old were reported present. Cross-referencing the ages
of participants, those with children may have started families later. This mirrors national
population growth trends. Women and couples are delaying parenthood in pursuit of careers.
The cost of rearing children influences the number of children.
5. Please circle the number of children under 18 living in your home.
0
64%
1
18%
2
14%
3
0%
4
0%
5
0%
6
0%
7
0%
8
0%
9 or more
0%
No Response
4%
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▪

Employment is one barometer for measuring economic health and a socio-economic
predictor. Ninety-six percent of the respondents were employed part or full-time. The
remaining 14% were retired. This is a far cry from the Town’s employment status.
Chesterfield, according to the US Census’ 2010-2014 American Community Survey, has 9%
unemployed.
6. What of the following describes your current employment status?
Self-employed, full23%
time
Self-employed, part14%
time
Employed, full-time
45%
Employed, part-time
4%
Unemployed
0%
Retired
14%
▪

Questions 7 and 8 gauged tenure and housing choice. Housing is one of the most
fundamental necessities after water and food. Ninety-five percent of the survey respondents
owned or have a mortgage. The Census tells a different story. Its enumeration shows 65% of
the housing units in Chesterfield were owner-occupied in 2010. Those who own or have a
mortgage (95%) reside in single-family homes. Ninety-one percent indicated to reside in a
single-family home. In real terms, single-family homes comprised 75% of Chesterfield’s
housing stock in 2010. This reflects the participants’ long term community investment.
Homeownership signals stability. Homeowners tend to have a commitment to their
neighborhoods, community, and sense of place. This is believed to be higher than renters
who tend to be more transient. None of the participants rented, which does not reflect the
actual housing stock. Thirty-five percent of the housing stock is renter-occupied.
7. Do you own or rent your house?
Own
95%
Rent
0%
Other
5%
8. What type of home do you currently reside?
Mobile home
0%
Single-family
91%
Townhouse/Condominium
0%
Duplex
4.5%
Apartment
0%
Senior housing
0%
Assisted Living Facility
0%
Other
4.5%
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▪

Median mortgage, according to 2014 ACS estimates, is $1,088. Housing cost for units
without a mortgage is $314. Those paying a mortgage above $500 are well within the median
mortgage for Chesterfield. The 50% whose housing cost is under $500 may be at or below
the median without a mortgage. Of course, this only reflects the attendees. Further analysis in
the Housing Element will examine cost burden and affordability.
9. What is your monthly mortgage or rent?
Under $500
50%
$500-$649
4.5%
$650-$749
0%
$750-$849
9%
$850-949
4.5%
$950 and up
14%
No Response
18%
▪

Another economic indicator is income. Monthly incomes ranged from $800 to $3,500 or
more. The income frequency varied along the reported continuum. A majority (54%)
reported monthly incomes at or above $3,500 followed by ranges between $2,500 and $3,499
(14%). The cross-reference of incomes and employment status suggests once high paying
careers now reflective in retirement benefits or current professionals. These respondents in
terms of yearly income range from $36,000 to more than $42,000 exceeding 2013 household
income estimates ($35,430). A fraction of respondents' monthly income mirrors the 2013
median income estimates. They reported incomes between $2,500 -$2,999. Twenty-three,
collectively, percent incomes range from under $6,000 a year (under $500 monthly) up to
$17,888 year ($1000 - $1499). The assumption, given the 86% employment, this group is
either receiving social security benefits and /or work part-time. In fact, of those employed
18% work part-time. Part-time employees combined with those identified as retired (42%)
offers a plausible explanation for the lower wages and income gap.
10. What is your monthly household income, including alimony, child support, social security,
and/or other?
Under $500
4.5%
$500-$649
0%
$650-$749
0%
$750-$849
4.5%
$850-949
0%
$950-$999
0%
$1,000-$1,449
14%
$1,500-$1,999
0%
$2,000-$2,499
0%
$2,500-$2,999
4.5%
$3,000-3,499
14%
$3,500 and up
54%
No Response
4.5%
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▪

Question 11 gauges community value referring to their perception about the Town. Indicators
ranged from strongly agree to disagree. There was a marginal number of no responses. This
first indicator asked, “Is Chesterfield a vibrant growing community.” Twenty-seven percent
Somewhat Agree or were Neutral about the town is vibrant. Surprisingly, 23 percent
disagreed followed by somewhat disagree responses.
“Offers a good quality of life”, 91% strongly agreed or somewhat agreed. Ninety-six percent
strongly agreed or somewhat agreed Chesterfield is a friendly, neighborly place to live.
When asked about Downtown 55% thought downtown is great. Thirty –six percent of
responses range from neutral with (23%) to somewhat disagree (9%) to disagree (4%). As an
observer, Downtown appears to be busy during the day. Cars lined the parking spaces and
customers bustle in and out of shops. That is why the public’s input is critical because they
live, work, and shop there. They have a better pulse of the community. Of course, after 5:00
pm, the Downtown is far less lively. This is not isolated to Chesterfield. Many towns and
cities are struggling to create a nightlife in their Downtowns. Successful communities have
encouraged more bar and grill restaurants, sporting events, art, and cultural performances,
and theaters. This has generated a broad cross-section of visitors.
The last two engagement indicators spoke the loudest. Eighty-six percent expressed a “Need
to promote more events.” Events are an engaging way for visitors to discover a community
and an avenue to engage residents. More importantly, patronize the local economy. Eightysix believed retail and entertainment are very much needed. In fact, of those, 68% strongly
agreed this is a needed boost to the community.

Quality of life on the surface seems to contradict an overwhelming desire for retail shopping
and special events. Clearly, the respondents measure the quality of life differently. Further
investigation may not lend to a conclusive explanation. Perhaps, quality of life is defined by
active living, friends, or something else. Circling back to the community vibrancy
engagement indicator, the perceived lack of or right mix of retail and little to no
entertainment venue (i.e. movie theater, bowling alley, skating rink, etc.) and downtown
events explain he lackluster view of the community as being vibrant.
11. Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following statements
about the Town of Chesterfield.

Is a vibrant growing
community
Offers a good quality
of life

Strongly
Agree
1

Somewhat
Agree
2

Neutral
3

0%

27%

27%

18%

23%

5%

50%

41%

0%

4.5%

0%

4.5%
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Somewhat
Disagree Disagree
No
4
5
Response

Is friendly, neighborly
place to live
Downtown is great
Need to promote more
events
Need retail and
entertainment

64%
14%

32%
41%

4%
23%

0%
9%

0%
4%

0%
9%

41%

45%

14%

0%

0%

0%

68%

18%

9%

0%

0%

5%

▪

Question 12 was open-ended – “If you had a chance to change something about the Town of
Chesterfield, what would you change?” Change largely centered around economic
development specifically jobs, entertainment, and the desire for a hotel/motel.
12. If you had to change something about the Town of Chesterfield, what would you change?
Somehow make community
involvement greater
Need an additional grocery
store

Want a hotel/motel
Slightly larger population to
support additional business
Remodel upstairs of the old
courthouse for banquets & town
events
Make easier for business to
establish here.
Willingness to join together and
accomplish goals to better our
town
Reduce the speed limit on E.
Main street by increasing law
enforcement
Partnerships flat would benefit
businesses – grants, etc.
Something for all ages other
than sports
More recreational activities
Build homeless shelter

Add a new hotel
Add industry to the tax base

More entertainment
More business/industry creating
more jobs

Jobs
Tax breaks, labor force, etc. to make
our community a good place for
them to start

More restaurants
Place more emphasis on economic
development
Development more concentrated vs.
so spread out to make downtown
stronger
Recreational facility here for sports,
rural town past time
More cultural events, hotel, retail,
entertainment

Get a motel or hotel

We need more “working, willing
hands”

Litter problem, especially in the
County area

More job opportunities to keep
youth in the community

Continued development of the
downtown business center

Fill all vacant buildings

Need rentals, apt housing, patio
homes

Diverse town staff
Make town more friendly for
children & young people
More jobs = increased tax base

More things for young people to do
More entertainment

Socio-economic characteristics influence perceptions and lifestyle choices. The participants
overall were a more mature, community-rooted group. Their lens takes on a different perspective
than a younger and more transient population. It would have been interesting to observe the
responses of millennials, renters, and others. Millennials are a socio-political reference to 18
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through 33-year-olds. Thirty-four to 39-year-olds are an equally important cohort group. Both
are more susceptible to relocate out the town, county, and state for employment opportunities
and lifestyle choices. They tend to prefer urban neighborhoods close to work, entertainment, and
shopping. Also, this age group is rethinking homeownership. Given the nation’s slow economic
recovery and the rising cost of housing, they are rushing out to buy homes. Economic recovery is
more rapid and growth in urban centers. Recovery efforts are slow in rural counties and small
towns. Rentals are the housing of choice. Their input into the planning conversation would have
added to the energetic dialogue. The need for their input remains relevant.
NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The Needs Assessment fleshed out Chesterfield’s ambitions, goals, and commitment for its
future. It also gauged preference and priority. Needs were evaluated by Housing, Economic
Development, and Living Environment categories. These categories have a direct impact on the
comprehensive plan’s Housing, Economic, and Public Facilities Elements. There is an
interrelationship between the other elements.
The attendees were asked to rate their need preferences (Strongly Agree to Disagree) and
prioritize their needs by allocating a dollar amount. Here, the participants were allocated a
theoretical $100 to decide what to fund and at what levels. Totals could not exceed $100. This
placed them in the decision-makers’ shoes. The decision to distinguish which needs are more
important is difficult. Decision-makers are tasked daily. We decided to articulate priorities in
average dollar allocation. Average dollar allocation is the total allocated dollar amounts for each
need divided by the number of respondents. The allocations reflect the average dollar amount.
Subsequently, they were tasked with identifying strategies and partners to address their top
needs. Again, this placed them in the decision-makers’ shoes.
The first step was establishing a vision. Vision is the overarching aspiration that moves the
abstract to existence. It is a critical component of any plan. The vision statement is more
impactful when the community defines its vision. Below are their vision statements. All of them
are valued. However, the following stood out:
▪ Innovation, education, quality of life for all, teamwork chamber, town, and community. A
beautiful place to live and grow.
▪ Promoting growth while recognizing the history of the town through teamwork and network
of support for business, art, and recreation.
▪ A progressive, supportive local government that fosters community involvement in ongoing
efforts to enhance and improve the community to make it the best place possible to live, work,
and recreate.
▪ A plan that will let our town grow, keep it a great place to live, and also give our children
(our future) something to do and stay active.
▪ Sustaining growth through a mix of governmental, non-profit, residential and commercial
that enhances the quality of life.
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Notice the familiar messaging. Keep in mind, this was independent responses. The only prompt
was the example vision statement to engage, inspire them to tap into their creative thought. Each
state and hint to a sense of community, collaboration, growth, and inviting place. It would be
impossible to read and digest the vision if we combined the aforementioned vision statements.
With the Town’s permission, we synthesized the above vision statements around their shared
message. A flowering community creating growth through collaboration making the Town of
Chesterfield an inviting place to live, work, recreate, and shop seems to capture their sentiment.
Vision
A plan that makes our community a place where our
children can grow and find good employment
opportunities.
A movie theater
“Teamwork” is the word I would love to see put into
action, willingness to let voices be heard, as well as
those voices being willing to contribute and help in
their vision. Like the old say goes “there is power in
numbers.”
Shopping and some as above and more for the young
people and service.
Temporary housing (hotel)
New housing (growth in the number of residents)
Entertainment (theater, sporting complex)
The Town needs better services to offer to its citizens,
needs a hotel to be able to expand and draw in events.
Finish old courthouse.
My vision is to promote growth in an orderly fashion
addressing needs for out of town visitors (e.g. motel,
hotel, inn, etc.) and grow the retail community.
I hope the Comprehensive Plan would achieve the
following: make our town accessible for … in
business and industry, and make it a safer place to
live and work.
A plan that will let our town grow, keep it a great
place to live, and also give our children (our future)
something to do and stay active.
Safe, inviting community that promotes growth in all
endeavors, religious, family, business, and social.

Innovation, education, quality of life for all,
teamwork chamber, town, and community. A beautiful
place to live and grow.
A safe, clean, caring community with opportunities
for employment and education
The citizens and town of Chesterfield government
work together to improve the quality of life and long
term sustainability of the Town of Chesterfield
through ongoing communication and teamwork
engaging all ages, ethnic backgrounds, and social
tiers.
Promoting growth while recognizing the history of the
town through teamwork and network of support for
business, art, and recreation.
More shopping places

A creative local government that through
collaboration with other agencies works together to
make our community the best that it possibly can be.
A progressive, supportive local government that
fosters community involvement in ongoing efforts to
enhance and improve the community to make it the
best place possible to live, work, and recreate.
Contain commercial and industrial property to a
defined area, while enhancing neighborhoods.

Sustaining growth through a mix of governmental,
non-profit, residential and commercial that enhances
the quality of life.
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Housing Needs
In measuring the respondents’ housing choice, the respondents felt new construction for
homeownership/rental, housing rehabilitation program, and housing for seniors were greatly
needed and needed respectfully. New housing construction and housing for seniors received the
highest greatly needed rating at 17%. Ironically, housing for seniors received a significant
number of neutral respondents (35%) equaling its needed response. Although new construction
and rehab ranked one and three, they had the highest no responses. This is puzzling. Perhaps,
their hesitancy to respond hinged on the appropriateness or how these housing choices would be
implemented. Nonetheless, there is some uncertainty. New construction served a dual purpose. It
gauged the housing type and bedroom size preferences. Single-family (35%) housing was the
most preferred housing choice followed by apartments (27%), Townhomes (19%), condos
(11%), and duplexes (3%). Three bedroom sizes were preferred. Two, four, and one-bedroom
sizes in this order reflect bedroom size choice. Demolition, a write-in response, is worth noting.
When taken in context with the interactive portion of the visioning session, it is relevant. Several
locations on the map were noted eyesores or on the verge of being beyond rehabbing. The fact
they are concentrated in one area makes them more significant.
Figure 1 illustrates the average spending per person denoting the level of importance. Spending
prioritization mirrored at above housing preferences. Housing for seniors, when prioritized,
switched places with housing rehabilitation. Respondents allocated $33.48 for new construction.
Twenty-one dollars and 52 cents were allocated for senior housing followed by $11.96 for
housing rehabilitation.
Housing Needs
The Town continues to assess and further appropriate housing, please indicate the need for the
following types of housing.
Greatly
Needed
1

Needed
2

Neutral
3

Not
Needed
4

No
Response

1. Housing Rehabilitation Program
8.7%
43.5%
26.1%
4.3%
17.4%
2. New Construction for
Homeownership/Rental
17%
48%
13%
0%
22%
Types & Sizes
Single- family 35% Apartments 27% Duplexes 3% Townhomes 19% Condos 11% No Response 5%
1bdrm 7% 2bdrm 24% 3bdrm 48% 4bdrm 10% More than 4bdrm 0% No Response 10%
3. Housing for Seniors
17%
35%
35%
4%
9%
4. Transitional Housing/ Homeless
Shelter
9%
26%
43%
22%
0%
5. Housing Counseling Program
13%
26%
43%
22%
0%
6. Special Needs Housing Choice (i.e.
Mentally Ill, Disabled, HIV/AIDS)
13%
22%
39%
26%
0%
7. Demolition
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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Figure 1. Housing Prioritization
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Average $ Allocation
Demolition
Special Needs Housing Choice (i.e. Mentally Ill,…

Housing Counseling Program
Transitional Housing/ Homeless Shelter

$0.91
$8.52
$6.81
$10.17

Housing for Seniors

$21.52

New Construction for Homeownership/Rental
Housing Rehabilitation Program

$33.48
$11.96

Economic Development
On a glace, retail shopping is the most desired need in Chesterfield. A grocery store, a movie
theater was rated second and third. Greatly needed and needed preferences substantiate this
observance. Notice write-ins 9 through 15. Lunch venue and breakfast restaurant, in particular,
could easily be incorporated into a family restaurant. The respondents felt they were somewhat
different. We will place a pushpin on motel/hotel and entertainment for later. However,
prioritization, according to resource allocation, switched movie theater and retail shopping.
Respondents on average spent $17.70 for a movie theater. Grocery store received $16.96. Piggly
Wiggly is the sole grocery. Prioritizing this as second indicates a desire for another grocery not
out of dissatisfaction but for variety and pricing. Retail shopping was surprisingly third with an
average allocation of $14.35.
The toolkit focuses on how? The next session teases out how to cultivate a vibrant business
community. We listed several economic development tools inviting addition options.
Respondents evaluated their preferences along the strongly agree to disagree. Business incentives
ranked highest (52%) among categories. Incentives included business license rebate or
amortization for new businesses, and discounted license program for long-term businesses, loan
program, grants, tax credits, and other programs. Special events ranked second (48%). This was
a familiar concern in our community perception probe. Overwhelmingly, respondents felt
Downtown needs more events. Special events as an economic development tool attract visitors
and encourage consumer spending. This confirmed their perception of vibrancy. Downtown
façade program and small business training/incubator ranked third (43%). Both can be
considered a form of business incentive. Business incubators are tailored to assist start-ups over a
2 to 5 year period. Typically, the municipality or county own or partner with a nonprofit who
owns a storefront. The storefront is repurposed to housing specific businesses. Programming is
included that provides business planning, marketing, tax and accounting education, business
mentoring. In also allows the businesses to build a clientele to transition into their storefront or
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location within the municipality or county. This also allows them to save money to take that next
step. Small business training focuses on programmatic services for emerging and existing
businesses. These ensure business success when statistically most businesses fail within two
years. Briefly, Trade School and government leadership were added. The trade school preference
requires more investigation whereas the latter is specific. We cannot speculate on the respondent
or respondents’ intent. Nevertheless, thriving municipalities have innovative and progressive
councils and administrative staff.
Economic Development Needs
As the Town continues its effort to attract businesses to the community, please indicate the need
for the following types of businesses.

1. Movie Theater
2. Family Restaurant
3. Bar & Grill
4. Grocery Stores
5. Coffee Shop
6. Pharmacy
7. Retail Shopping
8. Bookstore
9. Complete Car Repair
10. Recreation
11. Teen Center
12. Lunch Venue
13. Entertainment
14. Motel/Hotel
15. Breakfast Restaurant

Greatly
Need
1
30%
17%
9%
35%
9%
4%
48%
9%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%

Needed
2
35%
39%
30%
48%
26%
22%
43%
17%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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Neutral
3
17%
43%
48%
9%
32%
26%
9%
57%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Not
Needed
4
4%
30%
9%
4%
9%
43%
43%
17%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

No
Response
13%
4%
4%
4%
4%
4%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Figure 2. Economic Development Prioritization
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Average $ Allocation
Breakfast Restaurant
Motel/Hotel
Entertainment
Lunch Venue
Teen Center
Recreation
Complete Car Repair
Bookstore
Retail Shopping
Pharmacy
Coffee Shop
Grocery Stores
Bar & Grill
Family Restaurant
Movie Theater

$0.43

$6.30
$2.17
$0.43
$2.17
$1.30
$0.43
$4.35
$14.35
$2.83
$4.78
$16.96
$5.30
$8.70
$17.70

Indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following as tools to cultivate
a vibrant business community and makes the Town more attractive to businesses and residents.
Strongly Somewhat
Agree
Agree
Neutral
1
2
3
Small Business
Training/Incubator
Job Training Program
Access to Transportation
Business Incentives
Downtown Façade
Program
Special Events Activities
Trade School
Government Leadership

43%
22%
22%
52%
43%

35%
52%
39%
39%
30%

13%
17%
22%
4%
22%

48%
4%
4%

30%
0%
0%

Somewhat
Disagree
4

Disagree
No
5
Response

0%
0%
4%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%

22%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

0%
0%

9%
9%
13%
4%
4%
0%
0%
0%

Living Environment Needs
Living Environment Needs is the last needs but not least category in this discussion. Again, this
is a quality of life barometer. Along the spectrum of need, Child Care Facilities (82%),
Infrastructure improvements (78%) and Health Care Services (73%) ranked one, two, and three
in terms of preference. Child Care Facilities is a peculiar choice considering the majority of the
respondents do not have children under 18 years of age. This issue may be influenced by family
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and friends with children having difficulty obtaining or needing affordable and/or quality
childcare. Water/sewer and resurfacing were specific infrastructure concerns, especially the
former. The comments point to improper sewer operation during rainfalls and cost. Very few
roads are owned and maintained by the Town. Road maintenance and resurfacing is SCDOT’s
responsibility. Currently, the State assembly is continuing debate on how to appropriately fund
much-needed road and bridge projects. Health Care Services given the majority of our
respondents’ ages is a plausible choice. For these baby boomers and soon to be seniors, health
care cost remains a concern despite the Affordable Health Care Act and amid ongoing political
debates over Medicaid. Priorities somewhat reflect preferences. Infrastructure issues gained the
most attention. The average allocation is $25.09. Health care services and childcare facilities
followed. Tied at third with childcare facilities is Community Policing/crime prevention. This
needs further investigation. This may be a response to a recent incident or perception.
Living Environment Needs
The living environment looks at amenities and quality of life, please indicate the need for the
following types of living environment needs.

1. Community Police Patrol/Crime
Prevention
2. Infrastructure improvements

Greatly
Needed
1

Needed
2

9%
43%

48%
35%

Neutral
3

Not
Needed
4

No
Response

35%
0%

1%
0%

4%
22%

Type of Services Needed
Sidewalks/curbing 13% Lighting 4% Traffic Calming 0%
Resurfacing/paving 31% Water/Sewer issues 42%

Storm Management (Drainage) 9%

3. Recreation/Community Center

39%
17%

4. Environmental Issues

13%
22%

26%
30%

9%
0%

13%
30%

4%
4%
0%
13%
13%

4%
13%
4%
9%
26%

35%%

9%

17%

0%

0%

0%

Specific Issues/Concerns
Abandon Cars 21% Overgrown Lots 48% Trash 28%

5. Child Care Facilities
6. Adult Daycare Center(s)
7. Health Care Services
8. Cultural Art Center(s)
9. Open Spaces:

Other: Property Demolition 3%

43%
9%
30%
22%
9%

39%
39%
43%
30%
30%

9%
35%
22%
26%
22%

Greenspaces/Open Space Amenities
Passive Parks (Sitting Areas) 23% Bike Lanes/Trails 23% Walking Trails 41%
Preservation of Natural Open Spaces 41%

10. Access to Transportation
11. Other: Natural Gas

9%
4%
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30%
0%

Figure 3. Living Environment Prioritization
RESOURCE ALLOCATION
Average $ Allocation
Natural Gas
Access to Transportation
Open Spaces
Cultural Art Center(s)
Health Care Services
Adult Daycare Center(s)
Child Care Facilities
Environmental issues
Recreation/Community Center
Infrastructure Improvements
Community Police Patrol/Crime Prevention

$0.87
$5.22
$7.17
$3.70
$11.52
$6.74
$10.65
$9.22
$6.52
$25.09
$10.65

The Needs Assessment responses concluded with soliciting potential strategies and partners to
address priorities. This called for them to connect issues with outcomes. Some of the responses
rehashed preferences. Strategies identified ran the gamut from innovative programming to
public-private partnerships to civic involvement. Below are the responses that stood out:
▪ Teen Recreation Center – partner with school/town/county to determine
location/staffing/money needed …crime should decline as well as accidents. Community
pride would improve.
Childcare – partner with business/schools/communities – not enough affordable/safe
childcare available. Water/sewer – many homes/business have sewer issues during rainy
weather. Look for grants to replace the failing system.
▪ Senior housing – landowners/contractors/developers/Council on Aging
▪ Local investment group
▪ Make emphasis on appropriate economic development.
▪ Build a great volunteer program.
▪ Involve young people.
▪ Form a county-wide water & sewer authority.
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Potential Strategies/Partners
Teen Recreation Center – partner with
school/town/county to determine
location/staffing/money needed …crime should
decline as well as accidents. Community pride
would improve.
Childcare – partner with
business/schools/communities – not enough
affordable/safe childcare available.
Water/sewer – many homes/business have sewer
issues during rainy weather. Look for grants to
replace the failing system.
Get the faith community involved and clean up the
litter!
Chesterfield County Rural Water – Infrastructure
Local churches/YMCA – Child Care Option
McLeod Health/Care South – Health Care Services
1. Recreation – grants
2. Hotel
3. Childcare facilities
4. Business incentives
5. Grocery store
Grants, State government

Integrate town and county governments as well as
SCDOT to address our shortcomings.

Make county treat in town residents as part of the
actual county. County provides no funding for
county residents for recreation. Town funds
everybody. Partner with McLeod for health
services for daycare, adult daycare, and health
services
1. Local investment group
2. Make emphasis on appropriate economic
development.
3. Build a great volunteer program
4. Involve young people
State legislature/large corp. partnership

Department of Commerce
Chamber of Commerce
Chesterfield County Economic Development

Make our town more “marketable,” bring in more
revenue to allot a budget that lets us address these
needs better.
Grocery store, lighting, shopping

Continued monitoring and upgrading of
infrastructure needs.
Enforcement of ordinances pertaining to abandoned
vehicles
Continue to seek grant funding to improve parks
Infrastructure improvements – grant writing
Transportation
Housing for seniors
New housing construction –
landowners/contractors/developers
Senior housing –
landowners/contractors/developers/Council on
Aging
Retail shopping – County Economic Dev.
Board/Chamber of Commerce
The greatest commercial need is
hotel/accommodations.
1. Have the county share in funding recreational
costs provided by the Town through nonresident fees.
2. Form a county-wide water & sewer authority.
3. Enlisted cooperation of landowners to assist
with trains that cross their properties.
Rural water, Economic Development Board,
investors, Town & County Councils, Retire
executives and business people.

Need to improve water issues and sidewalks
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MAP ACTIVITY/DISCUSSION
We transitioned from the survey component to the interactive portion of the visioning workshop.
This was quite energetic. The participants were involved and engaged. The group dynamic
elaborated on views and context. Strengths, issues/weaknesses, and opportunities were linked to
geographical areas. Not only did respondents make critical evaluations but suggested appropriate
land uses.
Earlier, we placed a pushpin on hotel/motel under Economic Development. The interactive
session echoed the need for a hotel/motel, which was a surprising whisper on the Needs
Assessment. Based on the passionate responses one would conclude this would be a heavily
favored preference and priority. We were shocked it was not. Perhaps, respondents only
concentrated on the listed items [teasers]. Nonetheless, they identified several potential locations
for a hotel. One is on the YMCA property which is owned by the Town. Adjacent to the site and
connected to the YMCA facility is a convention center. This would be an ideal location. The
convention center is a bonus for conferences. The other site is the Commerce Park. The Town
owns over 130 acres of available space. It has the potential for a mixed-use park. Technology
and research offices, light industrial facilities, and other appropriate uses compliment a hotel.
The Visioning Workshop Map illustrates the groups’ input. There are areas believed to be both a
strength and opportunity or weakness and opportunity. The aforementioned properties are
identified as strength and opportunity. The duality reference the properties’ under-utilization and
unexploited potential. The apartments off SC Highway 102 were identified as a weakness and
opportunity. Noted are road issues. Downtown, Chesterfield’s historic district, Chesterfield High
School, Bo-Buck, Joanne Wardrobe, and Edwards Elementary School are among the Town’s
assets. These are great building blocks for development and redevelopment opportunities.
REFLECTION
Thanks go out to the Chesterfield Community, staff, residents, and leaders for their participation
in this process. The responses were great and helped to fill in some of the blanks and prod further
investigation. The vision gives us a platform moving forward. We are inspired to attract a
broader community involvement during the community presentation and comment period.
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Appendix C
INCENTIVES AND RESOURCES
The below incentive serves as a template for the Town to mix and match, a basis to be creative,
or use in its entirety.
Incentives
Downtown Brush New Business Incentive Program: City of Brush, Colorado
The Downtown Brush Rentals Incentive Program encourages the establishment of new business
within Downtown Brush. The Downtown Brush Rentals Incentive Program provides the option
of one of the following:
▪ Rent subsidies of up to one-third of the business’s monthly rent, not exceeding $500 per
month, for the first three months of a minimum 1-year lease.
▪ City utility costs, not exceeding $125 per month, are covered for the first year.
▪ A forgivable loan in which the City of Brush gives up to $1500 dollars to the business as
additional startup capital, which the business will repay at $125 per month, interest-free. If
the business remains in operation after two years, the amount initially loaned is given to the
business.
▪ Advertising costs for the newspaper and radio up to $1500.
There is an option to combine different incentives, but the total must not be greater than $1500
(i.e. $500 of advertising costs and a $1000 forgivable loan. To qualify for the Downtown Brush
Rentals Incentive Program you must meet the following criteria:
1. A new business in downtown Brush.
2. New’ being qualified as:
a. Relocating from another city, opening an additional location of an existing business, or
starting a new business.
3. Targeted businesses for Downtown Brush: New retail not currently provided downtown (i..e.
new clothing & accessory store (not used clothes), pet shop, household/office furnishings,
tackle & bait shop, restaurant, pharmacy, and specialty retail).
4. The City of Brush limits the number of recipients of the Downtown Rental Incentive
Program to four (4) per the calendar year.
Cinemas, Bowling Centers and Other Family Entertainment Incentive Program: City of Conway,
South Carlina
Incentives apply to any firm or corporation establishing a cinema, bowling center or other family
entertainment facility in the city limits of Conway. At the discretion of City Council and
approved on a case-by-case basis, the City may enter into an agreement to reimburse any person,
firm or corporation any or all of any portion of the following fees:
▪ Applicable water and sewer capital recovery fees (up to ½ of the total required fee paid).
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Required building permit fee paid.
Business License fees collected by the City of Conway for as many as 5 years.
Hospitality fees collected by the City of Conway for as many as 5 years.
Property taxes collected by the City of Conway for as many as 5 years.

Redevelopment of Existing Vacant Commercial Buildings 25,000 square feet or Greater
Incentive Program. City of Conway, South Carlina
This incentive applied to any person, firm or corporation redeveloping and fully occupying an
existing vacant commercial building or storefront 25,000 sq. ft. and greater in the city limits of
Conway. In order to be eligible for the program, the building and lot must meet all applicable
zoning ordinances and is subject to review and approval by City Council. Incentives include:
▪ Applicable water and sewer capital recovery fees up to ½ of the total required fee paid.
▪ Required building permit fee paid o Business license fee collected by the City of Conway for
as many as 5 years.
▪ Hospitality fees collected by the City of Conway for as many as 5 years.
▪ Property taxes collected by the city for as many as 5 years City Council shall set a
reimbursement cap for any and all reimbursements on a case-by-case basis.
All reimbursements for any calendar year shall be applied for in writing between January 1 and
January 31 of the following year. The business in the subject building or storefront must be
actively operating to receive reimbursement under this article.
Business Licenses Abatements: Rock Hill, South Carolina (can be applied to property tax
abatement)
Any business is entitled to apply for a business license abatement for up to five years by meeting
the following thresholds:
1. Average company salary of 2x the York County average and at least125 new jobs or 1.5x the
York County average and at least new 150 jobs – up to the 5 calendar year abatements.
2. Average company salary of 2x the York County average and at least100 new jobs or 1.5x the
York County average and at least new 125 jobs – up to the 4 calendar year abatements.
3. Average company salary of 2x the York County average and at least 75 new jobs or 1.5x the
York County average and at least new 100 jobs – up to the 3 calendar year abatements.
4. Average company salary of 2x the York County average and at least 50 new jobs or 1.5x the
York County average and at least new 75 jobs – up to the 2 calendar year abatements.
5. Average company salary of 2x the York County average and at least 25 new jobs or 1x the
York County average and at least new 50 jobs – up to the 1 calendar year abatements.
Incentive Voucher for Demolition And Construction: City of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina
New construction projects of the following types and minimum investment amounts:
▪ Transient accommodations ..... $5,000,000.00
▪ Multi-family residential ..... $1,000,000.00
▪ Other redevelopment project ..... $100,000.00
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The voucher amount shall be a percentage of redevelopment costs not to exceed two percent of
the total cost, up to a maximum of $2,000,000.00 for any project.
General eligibility criteria.
1. Must be consistent with an adopted City of Myrtle Beach Master Plan and/or submitted and
approved redevelopment plan;
2. Must be located within a specifically identified and designated area as determined by the city
council;
3. The threshold investments identified may consist of single real property investment, property
assemblage or a cumulative investment.
4. Must be for one or more of the following:
a. Removal of blight and dilapidation, conversion to green space.
b. Retail uses.
c. Tourism-related business or activity.
d. Cultural arts activities and associated businesses.
e. Corporate headquarters.
f. Research and development.
g. High technology growth business.
h. Other uses may be determined the city council which meets the intent of the ordinance
and as are identified more specifically according to the adopted master plans and/or
redevelopment plans.
Business License Abatement: City of Greenville, South Carolina
Businesses which meet the requirements of "new business qualifying for incentives" shall have
their business license taxes abated in the following manner:
1. 100 percent for the first taxable year of operation or any portion thereof;
2. 66 percent for the second taxable year of operation; or,
3. 33 percent for the third taxable year of operation.
Any business which meets the requirements of an issued business license permit for less than
six-month period in its first taxable year of operation may elect to extend its 100 percent
abatement to the second taxable year provided it pays 50 percent of the tax otherwise due in the
third taxable year.
No business and no successor or affiliated business entity having one or more of the same
principals and substantially the same business activity may cease business operations in the name
of one business and then resume business operations in another name if the effect of such
resumption is to circumvent this section or to prolong the incentives, provided beyond the third
taxable year.
Businesses in designated areas are defined as selected categories of businesses which are located
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in designated areas as shown in the chart below. The city council finds promoting these types of
businesses in the designated areas will promote the city's growth. The categories of subsections
(1) through (5) of this section also qualify in all designated areas.
Designated Area

Eligible Business License Category

CBD Tax Increment Financing District

Retail

West End Tax Increment Financing District

Retail, artist

Pleasantburg Overlay District

Professional services

Pendleton Street, from South Main Street to
city limits, where zoned commercial

Retail, artist, professional services

Annexed Property

All business categories, except category "M" and "X" in
appendix A, B, and C of the city's business license
Ordinance No. 94-74, as amended.

Citywide

Corporate headquarters, manufacturer, manufacturing,
research and development, and high technology growth
businesses.

Redevelopment Incentive (Empty Building): City of Aiken, South Carolina
For qualifying buildings, the owner shall be entitled to an incentive payment to be determined by
applying the following formula:
1. The total assessed value of the subject property (building and land) as determined by Aiken
County prior to construction is subtracted from the total assessed value for the property after
construction is complete. This is the difference in the improvements to the subject property
(increase in value).
2. The increase in value is then multiplied by .04 for residential uses and .06 for commercial
uses. This sum is then multiplied by the city's then-current millage rate (presently .071, as of
the 2004-05 fiscal year). That sum is then multiplied by the applicable multiplier based on
the number of years the building has been vacant. This is the total incentive payment. The
city will then issue a check to the owner for the full amount of the incentive payment.
Example: Redevelopment of a property currently assessed by Aiken County at $6,000.00 results
in a new assessed value of $100,000.00. The building has been empty for more than four years.
The calculation looks like this:
a. $94,000.00 increase in value × 4 percent (6 percent if commercial property; 10.5 percent if
industrial property)
b. $3,760.00 × .071 (city millage rate at the time of calculation)
c. $267.00 × 3 = $800.88 (total incentive payment)
The owner must be current on all real estate tax payments for the property in order to apply for
the incentive program. The city shall have up to 60 days to confirm the owner's entitlement to the
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incentive being requested. The amount of the incentive is based on the number of years the
building has been continuously vacant.
Example: If your building qualifies and has been vacant for more than four years, your multiplier
is three.
Incentive Scale
Continuous Vacancy (months)

Incentive Multiplier

0—24

No Incentive

24—36

1 year

36—48

2 years

48 +

3 years

Requirements to qualify for the incentive payment:
1. The building must have been used last for commercial purposes and it must be redeveloped
for a commercial purpose or new residential purpose. The building must be a minimum size
of 30,000 heated square feet.
2. The building must be located within the city.
3. The building must be empty and/or vacant continuously for at least 24 months.
4. A building can qualify only one time for the reimbursement incentive. The incentive will
only be paid to the person or entity that redeveloped the empty building.
5. The entire empty building must be fully occupied before the owner will qualify for the
incentive. For purposes of this section, 75 percent or more of the heated square footage of the
building must be utilized by the owner or tenant before qualifying for the incentive.
6. The incentive cannot be taken in conjunction with the Downtown Aiken Facade Incentive
Program.
7. The owner shall apply for qualification for this incentive prior to the issuance of a building
permit or demolition of the subject structure.
8. The owner/developer must not have received any incentive payments or loans from the
Aiken Corporation for use on the subject property.
Resources
Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits: The Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives
program encourages private sector rehabilitation of income-producing historic buildings. The
program is administered by the National Park Service and the Internal Revenue Service, in
partnership with the South Carolina Department of Archives & History. The program allows a
20% tax credit for certified rehabilitation of certified historic structures. Taxpayers who qualify
for the 20% federal income tax credit may also qualify for a state income tax credit of 10% or
25% (not to exceed $1 million for each certified historic structure) of their rehabilitation costs.
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Homeowners may be eligible to subtract 25% of the costs of many expensive repairs and
renovations from their state income taxes with the South Carolina Historic Rehabilitation
Incentives Act (Homeowner Tax Credit).
Historic tax credits in tandem with the Town adopting their Bailey Bill will private investment.
Contact: Mr. Brad Sauls, SC Department of Archives & History, 803.896.6196
https://scdah.sc.gov/historic-preservation/programs/tax-incentives
SBA 7(a) Loan Program: Administered by a Community Development Corporation, the Small
Loan Advantage and Community Advantage 7(a) Loan Initiatives are aimed at expanding access
to capital for small businesses and entrepreneurs in underserved communities to help drive
economic growth and job creation. Contact: South Carolina District Office, 1835 Assembly
Street Suite 1425; Columbia, SC; Phone: 803.765.5377
SBA 504 Loan Program: Administered by a Certified Development Company (CDC), the Small
Business Administration 504 Loan Program is a long-term financing tool for eligible small
businesses to use for major fixed assets, such as land and buildings. The loan can cover up to
40% of project costs (up to $1.5 million, typically, but in certain circumstances can be as high as
$4 million) with the remaining financing to be provided by a private lender (50%) and owner’s
equity (10%). Contact: South Carolina District Office, 1835 Assembly Street Suite 1425;
Columbia, SC; Phone: 803.765.5377
USDA Rural Development Rural Business Opportunity Grant (RBOG): The primary objective of
the RBOG program is to promote sustainable economic development in rural communities with
exceptional needs. Public bodies, nonprofit corporations, Indian tribes, institutions of higher
education, and rural cooperatives are eligible to apply. The estimated program funding is $2.25
million and the maximum grant amount is $100,000. Contact: USDA Rural Development
Chester Office; 803.581.906; https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-businessdevelopment-grants
USDA Rural Development – Rural Business Enterprise Grant (RBEG): The RBEG program
provides grants for rural projects that finance and facilitate the development of small and
emerging rural businesses help fund distance learning networks, and help fund employmentrelated adult education programs. To assist with business development, RBEGs may fund a
broad array of activities. Smaller projects are given higher priority. Rural public entities (towns,
communities, State agencies, and authorities), Indian tribes and rural private non-profit
corporations are eligible to apply for funding. To apply for funding for the RBEG program,
contact your Rural Development State Office. There is no maximum level of grant funding,
generally awards range from $10,000 to $500,000. Contact: USDA Rural Development Chester
Office; 803.581906; https://www.rd.usda.gov/recovery/rural.html
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South Carolina Community Loan Fund provides loans and technical assistance to
entrepreneurs, businesses, and organizations that seek to strengthen the social and economic
fabric of local communities.
Contact: MIDLANDS OFFICE 4300 North Main Street; Columbia, SC 29203; 803.403.5524;
https://sccommunityloanfund.org/about-us/mission/
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Appendix D
UNDERSTANDING ACCOMMODATIONS AND HOSPITALITY TAXES
State Accommodations Taxes. The state levies a 2% tax on the rental of rooms within the state.
The tax collected is returned to the counties/municipalities in which they are collected with each
county getting a minimum distribution as defined by law.
Municipalities in counties that collect more than $50,000 (which includes Hartsville) are
governed by the following guidelines:
1. Advisory Committee.
a. The municipality must appoint a seven-member advisory committee to make
recommendations on how to spend the state accommodations tax revenue. The majority
of the committee members must represent the municipality’s hospitality industry, with at
least two members from the lodging industry. One member must represent the area’s
cultural organizations.
2. Allocation of Funds
a. The first $25,000 to the General Fund
b. The remaining balance allocated as follows:
i. 5% to the General Fund
ii. 30% of balance to a special fund for advertising and promotion of tourism (see 3)
iii. 65% of balance, plus interest to a special fund for tourism-related expenditures (see 4)
3. Special Fund for Advertising and Promotion (30%)
a. The council must select one or more organizations to manage this fund, such as the
chamber of commerce, convention, and visitor bureau, or regional tourism commission.
4. Tourism-Related Expenditures (65%)
a. Advertising and tourism promotion to develop and increase tourist attendance through
publicity
b. Arts and cultural events promotion
c. Construction, maintenance, and operation of facilities for civic and cultural activities,
including construction and maintenance of access and other nearby roads and utilities for
the facilities
d. Criminal justice system, law enforcement, fire protection, solid waste collection, and
health facilities when required to serve tourists and tourist facilities. The amount is based
on the estimated percentage of costs directly attributed to tourists.
e. Public facilities such as restrooms, dressing rooms, parks and parking lots used to service
tourism
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f. Tourist shuttle transportation
g. Control and repair of waterfront erosion
h. Operation of visitor information centers
5. Tourist is generally defined as anyone traveling at least 50 miles from their home.
Local Accommodations Taxes. The city levies a 3% tax on the rental of rooms within the city.
The tax is collected from the customer at the time of rental and remitted to the city monthly.
Council must use the revenue exclusively for the following purposes:
1. Tourism-related buildings including, but not limited to, civic centers, coliseums, and
aquariums;
2. Tourism-related cultural, recreational or historic facilities;
3. Beach access, beach renourishment or other tourism-related lands and water access;
4. Highways, roads, streets, and bridges providing access to tourist destinations;
5. Advertisements and promotions related to tourism development; or
6. Water and wastewater infrastructure to serve tourism-related demand.
Local Hospitality Taxes. The city levies a 2% tax on prepared meals and beverages sold in
establishments within the city. The tax is collected from the customer at the time of the sale and
remitted to the city monthly or quarterly, depending on the amount of the tax.
Council must use the revenue exclusively for the following purposes:
1. Tourism-related buildings including, but not limited to, civic centers, coliseums, and
aquariums;
2. Tourism-related cultural, recreational or historic facilities;
3. Beach access, beach renourishment or other tourism-related lands and water access;
4. Highways, roads, streets, and bridges providing access to tourist destinations;
5. Advertisements and promotions related to tourism development; or
6. Water and wastewater infrastructure to serve tourism-related demand.
Additional Uses of Local Accommodations and Hospitality Taxes
1. Counties collected at least $900,000 in state accommodations taxes annually, may also use
local accommodations and hospitality taxes for the operation and maintenance of the
authorized purposes above including police, fire protection, emergency medical services, and
emergency preparedness operations directly related to those purposes or facilities.
2. Effective January 1, 2011, other counties may use up to 50% of the revenue in the preceding
fiscal year for local accommodations and hospitality taxes for the purposes described above.
Also, effective January 1, 2011, the code was changed to specifically allow local
accommodations and hospitality tax proceeds to be pledged as security for revenue bonds.
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